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ABSTRACT

The widespread use of VHDL for RT synthesis in the design community and the problems
associated with using the language for such a purpose is the driving force behind defining
this research. Although VHDL includes constructs that can be useful in design representation, it will be demonstrated that synthesis from VHDL does not produce optimum
results and is not computationally efficient. A number of real design scenarios will be
analyzed and the pitfalls associated with each will be highlighted.
The alternative is to use a language that is designed for synthesis and yet possesses all the
representation power ofVHDL. AHPL (A Hardware Programming Language) will be used
for this purpose. Due to the one to one correspondence between AHPL constructs and
the hardware primitives, derivation of hardware from the description is a natural process.
Although AHPL has proved to be a robust and effective synthesis language, it requires
modest extensions so that all models described in VHDL synthesis subsets can also be
described in AHPL at the same level of abstraction as VHDL. The resulting language
will be refered to as Extended AHPL or XAHPL for short. A synthesis methodology and
implementation using XAHPL will be presented. Moreover, the results of synthesizing
XAHPL and equivalent VHDL models under the same constraints and environment will
be compared. This comparison can be interpreted as a cost metric for the YHDL synthesis
methodology. Lastly, since many designers are and will be using VHDL for synthesis, a
subset of VHDL which carries most correspondence with XAHPL will be defined.
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Chapter 1

Introduction
1.1

Hardware Description Languages

Although the central position of languages in software design is clear (i.e. one of describing
or specifying computations in the most exact and appropriate manner possible independent
of any particular computer), their role in hardware design is less apparent. One may think
of HDLs (Hardware Description Language) as a formalism used for capturing the behavior
of digital systems independent of any particular technology. At the circuit and logic level,
mathematics is the formal means of modeling the behavior of the circuit (i.e. differential
equations and Boolean Algebra). However, at higher levels of abstraction HDLs are used
to provide a more concise and efficient way than natural languages to describe digital
systems. The evolution of HDLs took place by initially introducing a set of notations
each of which had a unique hardware correspondence. These notations were then used to
replace space inefficient schematic diagrams and word descriptions. Some of these initial
simple notations evolved into formal computer hardware description languages.
Hardware systems may be described at several distinct levels of abstraction: structural,
dataflow, and behavioral. Different classes of HDLs have come into existence over the past
3 decades, each specialized to a particular view of hardware. Examples of such languages
are AHPL (A Hardware Programming Language) [lIill74], DDL (A Digital System Design
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Language) [DuDi69), and ISPS (Instruction Set Processor Specification) [Ba7.5]. Until
recently, HDLs did not playa significant role in the design process of digital systems. The
vast majority of such languages were developed in universities and were used for research,
or teaching digital design courses. However, recently many companies have integrated
HDLs as a form of design entry in their automation systems. Emergence of VHDL along
with standardization efforts played a part in adoption of HDLs by the design community.

1.2

VHDL

VHDL is a Hardware Description Language for designing and modeling digital systems at
various levels of abstraction [Ieee88, Na94, Sh86, LiSc89]. Partly in reaction to the proliferation of HDLs and partly due to its own needs, in 1980, the Department of Defense
initiated the development of VHDL as part of its Very High Speed Integrated Circuits
(VHSIC) program (Thus the name VHDL - VHSIC Hardware Description Language).
The overall objective of this effort was to design a single language that will allow the
design, description, and simulation of hardware at various levels ranging from behavioral
to structural. Moreover, the intent was to make VHDL the standard HDL in all DoD
hardware design projects and use the language as a means of communicating designs
from one contractor to another. The criteria used in designing VHDL included independence of the language of any specific technology, design environment, or design methods.
Consequently, it should be possible to integrate the language into any combination of
environment, technology, and methodology.
In December of 1987, VHDL was also adopted by the IEEE as the standard language
for designing and modeling hardware. Subsequently, many CAE (Computer Aided Engineering) companies, as well as universities channeled resources into developing tools (i.e.
simulation, Synthesis) based on VHDL.
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1.3

Use of VHDL in Synthesis

The emergence of VHDL as an industry standard triggered many research efforts in the
area of high level and register transfer synthesis. Although the language is primarily
designed for simulation, many tools have been developed to synthesize subsets of VHDL
into a netlist of components [View92, Syn92, Exem94). The reason for such development
is that many designers favor the methodology of using the same standard language for
both purposes. There are several drawbacks associated with such approach: (1) Synthesis
models conforming to simulation semantics may not result in reasonably efficient circuits
in terms of delay and gate count. (2) VHDL is a general description language with not
a significant focus on synthesis.

As a result, a number of synthesizable subsets have

emerged over time some of which include pre-defined primitives for efficient hardware
generation. These subsets and primitives are tool dependent and further confirm the
point that synthesis from VHDL is not a natural process. (3) Lack of clear hardware
correspondence in many VHDL constructs results in creation of synthesis styles. Slight
variation from these styles could potentially cause drastic changes in the outcome. (4)
Synthesis subsets accepted by various tools are not necessarily compatible which defeats
the purpose of a standard language.
Nonethless, VHDL has maintained a strong presence in the design commnnity and as an
entry language for both simulation and synthesis. As a result, the above mentioned issues
will continue to exist.

1.4

Previous Work in VHDL Synthesis

Since the standardization ofVHDL in 1987, there has been on going efforts in subset/style
definitions for Register Transfer and high-level synthesis. Also, the VHDL methodology has been integrated ill many synthesis environments. Many tools have concentrated
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on processing Register Transfer level of abstraction [ViewD2, SynD2, ExemD4, NaSpDO] ,
and many have focused on high level behavioral VHDL descriptions [LiHi92, RoKuD2,
RaNa93].

Synthesis methodology has also been developed which incorporates VnDL

designs at different levels of abstraction in an integrated environment [LiGa8DJ. Such
diversity is due to the fact that VnDL allows description of hardware at all levels of abstraction. In the following paragraphs, a more detailed discussion of the work done in
VHDL synthesis is presented.
The VSS system of [LiGa89], uses four classes of VnDL design models to generate a structural design composed of generic MSI/SSI components. These classes of design models
which cover the entire spectrum of design abstraction are (1) Combinational Logic model,
(2) Functional Design model, (3) Register Transfer model, and (3) Algorithmic model. A
data flow graph is constructed from the input VHDL description. Subsequently the "cleanup rules", and the" optimization rules" eliminate redundant constructs in the graph and
replace behavioral constructs with those which more closely resemble library components.
The optimized graph is then processed by the design compiler which performs the state
binding, and resource allocation/sharing. The point of this work is the structured modeling methodology which recommends several subsets for different design models and levels
of abstractions in an integrated design environment.
The work done by [LiHi92] promotes the use of an intelligent synthesis server that conveys
the required information to the relevant domain specific synthesis tool. The system will
take any legal VHDL at all levels of abstraction and transform it to an Internal Format
(VIF) from which the dispatch to domain specific tools take place. They believe that
the design representation (Internal Database) is of most importance and call for a unified
design representation throughout the synthesis process. This will achieve level and domain
independence in VHDL-driven synthesis and improve interoperability of synthesis models
among tools.
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The work done by [LiHe92], discusses experiences in VHDL-based synthesis methodology
in a design environment where quick turn-around from idea to silicon is of great importance. The design cycle outlined necessitated VHDL modeling and simulation of all
design partitions prior to synthesis. One of the major issues presented is the transition
from VHDL simulation models to VHDL synthesis models. It is believed that this transition is error prone and cause numerous time consuming iterations before the design is
checked off.
The DSS system [RoKu92] is a distributed synthesis system which takes VHDL behavioral
specification as input and produces Register Transfer level specification. DSS consists of
three phases: (1) VHDL input is hierarchically partitioned and distributed across multiple
processors, (2) Register level designs corresponding to each segment are produced, and
(3) the design segments are composed. The VHDL subset is essentially all synthesizable
constructs in VHD L.
Since VHDL is primarily used for simulation, one of the criteria that nearly all VHDLbased synthesis tools have accounted for is as much language coverage as possible. The
more constructs that can be covered in the VHDL subset the less the designer must
worry about whether or not the simulation model is synthesizable [GrCa91]. Due to the
proliferation of synthesis subsets and lack of a standard for synthesis models, a synthesis interest group has been formed whose members are drawn from both industry and
academia [HaSc92]. The charter of this group is to come up with a standard subset for
synthesis. Once again, one of the criteria used in this standardization effort is as much
language coverage as possible.
As noted, there has been many synthesis subset definitions where some try to give focus to
the language for a specific application and some try to cover as much language constructs
as possible. The majority of tools today fall in the latter category. So far, no work has
been done in identifying the prevailing modeling methodology among "real" designers
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and analyzing the cost associated with using such VHDL models for Register Transfer
synthesis. Although the HDL-based synthesis approach is not completely accepted by the
design community (Schematic capture is the tool of choice), a large number of designers
have been converted in the past three to four years. As outlined below, this research
is focused on presenting the cost (to designers) of the VHDL methodology and providing
alternatives. The cost will be in terms of computation time, quality of the resulting netlist
(ie, area and delay), and pitfalls.

1.5

Objective

The widespread use of VHDL for RT synthesis in the design community and the problems
associated with using the language for such a purpose is the driving force behind defining
this research. Although VHDL includes constructs that can be useful in design representation, it will be demonstrated that synthesis from VHDL does not produce optimum
results and is not computationally efficient. A number of real design scenarios will be
analyzed and the pitfalls associated with each will be highlighted.
The alternative is to use a language that is designed for synthesis and yet possesses all the
representation power of VHDL. AHPL (A Hardware Programming Language) will be used
for this purpose. AHPL is based on the philosophy that the designer has a mental picture
of the hardware to be designed and wishes to describe that architecture. Due to the one
to one correspondence between AHPL constructs and the hardware primitives, derivation
of hardware from the description is a natural process. Although AHPL has proved to be
a robust and effective synthesis language [Hill84]' it requires modest extensions so that
all models described in VHDL synthesis subsets can also be described in AHPL at the
same level of abstraction as VHDL. The resulting language will be referred to as Extended
AHPL or XAHPL for short. A synthesis methodology and implementation using XAHPL
will be presented. Moreover, the results of synthesizing XAHPL and equivalent VllDL
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models under the same constraints and environment will be compared. This comparison
can be interpreted as a cost metric for the VHDL synthesis methodology.
Unfortunately, most collective effort in the design community is expended on the expansion
of VHDL synthesis coverage and standardization of a synthesis subset. Little effort is made
to identify problems in synthesizing from VHDL and to define a suitable standard language
for synthesis. Since many designers are and will be using VHDL for synthesis, a subset of
VHDL which carries most correspondence with XAHPL will be defined.

1.6

Outline

Chapter 2 will be devoted to analyzing and listing the requirements for a synthesis language. In this chapter a formal model will be presented to define the domain of the
circuits being addressed in this work. Subsequently, in chapter 3, a detailed analysis of
VHDL language as used for synthesis will be presented. All the requirements developed
in chapter 2 will be used in analyzing and evaluating VHDL for synthesis. Chapter 4 will
be devoted to a few VHDL synthesis case studies. Pitfalls associated with using VHDL
for synthesis will be discussed through "real" design examples. In Chapter 5, XAHPL
(Extended AHPL) will be introduced and the XAHPL compiler and synthesis methodology will be discussed. The results of synthesizing from XAHPL and VHDL will be listed
and compared in chapter 6. These results are mostly based on real design cases collected
from synthesis users. Also discussed in chapter 6 is the theoretical aspect of optimization
algorithms used in synthesis. Chapter I will define a VHDL subset which carries most
correspondence with XAHPL. This subset will be recommended if VHDL is to be used for
synthesis. Finally, concluding comments and future work will appear in chapter 8.
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Chapter 2

Synthesis Language Requirerrlents
2.1

Introduction

An attempt is made in this chapter to identify the requirements for a synthesis language at
the Register transfer level of abstraction. First, an abstract model of computation which
will define the class of circuits being addressed is presented. This will also define the level
of abstraction of models being used. Subsequently, a number of synthesis requirements
will be discussed.
In order to accomplish these tasks, the language AHPL is used as an aid. This choice is
motivated by a number of reasons: (1) AHPL has stood the test of time as being a robust
and effective synthesis language [Hi84, Hi87J, (2) AHPL has a close correspondence with
hardware primitives and yet maintains the RT level of abstraction, and (3) AHPL provides
a rich set of data operators as well as facilities to handle arrays and parallel activities.

In addition to synthesis requirements derived from the AHPL methodology, a number of
requirements (collected by surveying the needs of actual synthesis users) will be presented.
All these requirements will be used in the next chapter to drive the analysis of VHD L as
a synthesis language.
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2.2

Features of AHPL

The defining features of AHPL as a Language to support synthesis are (1) It's natural
partition of a digital system into control and data section, and (2) The precise hardware
correspondence of each AHPL primitive [Hi74J. The control circuit will cause register
transfers to take place in the data section. In some systems the sequencing of control will
be influenced by the branching information from the data section. Usually the memory
elements in the data section are arranged as registers. A signal from the control unit will
typically cause the results of a logical computation to be transfered into all flip flops of
one or more registers. Since the bits of registers are often treated uniformly, these logical
computations can be conveniently expressed in the vector notation of APL.
Requirement 1:

The language should enforce a control and data partition.

data

Data Inputs

Branching Information

Control Inputs

control

Data
Outputs
Control
Signals
Control
Outputs

A complete AHPL description of a system consists of Combinational Logic Units (CL Units
henceforth) and modules. Module descriptions consist of a sequence of steps specifying
data transfers and/or connections. Moreover, AHPL uses structured syntax to facilitate
description of CLUnits. This makes it possible for a hardware compiler program to process
a description step by step and to generate a network wire list for the corresponding CLUnit.
Due to the one to one correspondence between AHPL constructs and hardware primitives,
derivation of hardware from the description is a natural process.
Requirement 2: The language should support const7'llcts with clear and precise hardware
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correspondence which in turn will provide designers with control in architecture specification.
Requirement 3: The language should provide a mechanism for abstract specification of

Finite State Machines.

2.3

The RT Level and An Abstract Model of Computation

In RT level descriptions, the basic building blocks are the "simple" actions such as the
transfer to a register the contents of another register or the value of a combinational
network. Simple actions can be executed in parallel if there is no conflict in the use
of resources (ie, simultaneous transfer to the same register, or simultatneous use of the
same bus to transmit different values). An accurate description of a hardware system
must specify the time required to perform the operations (usually in terms of cycle time).
Time blocks are used in RT models to group actions that are performed concurrently. A
succession of these time blocks may be used to define operations that are to take place
in a sequence. Moreover, the selective activation of actions in each time block allows
the representation of the timing and control signals as the condition for the activation
of the transfer operations.

In general, at the RT level, the behavior is described by

transformations (ie, functions) and transfers between registers in a selective way.
What follows is a concise model for the class of circuits describable by the AHPL language. This model will help isolate language constructs from the description capability
of. the language. Furthermore, this model can later be used to map AHPL paradigm
into other languages. As illustrated above, each module partitions the design into data
and· control which can be represented by an extended finite state machine model introduced shortly. Clearly, the control part is a finite automaton represented by a 5-tuple

(Q, 2:::, {js, qo, F), where Q is a set of states,
transition functions Q X

2:::

->

2:::

is the input alphabet,

{js

is a set of state

Q, qo is the initial state, and F is the set of final states.
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This model will be extended to include the data section as well. As mentioned above,
each AHPL module consists of a number of register transfers and/or bus connections that
take place in individual control steps. Based on this paradigm, two new sets of transition
functions are defined: (1) Register transition functions, and (2) Bus transition functions.
The register transition function for a register bit R determines the next Boolean value to
be loaded into R at the next clock edge. Note that, in this model each register is represented by two variables: one for the data input to the register and the other for the stored
value. The transition function determines the former. The register transition function is a
mapping of the present state, primary inputs, register outputs, and buses into a Boolean
value. The bus transition function for a bus bit B determines the boolean value to be
assigned to B at all times. Similar to registers, the bus transition function is a mapping
of the present state, primary inputs, register outputs, and buses into a Boolean value.
This Extended-FSM is executed according to the following steps.
{
read_inputs.
~hile (There_is_change_in_variables) {
execute all register_transition_functions.
execute all bus_transition_functions.

~hile(not_end_of_inputs)

}

advance time by one cycle.
execute state_transition_functions.
update_registers.
}

2.4

More About AHPL

2.4.1

Model of Time

AHPL descriptions are based on an implicit clock signal which corresponds to the hardware
clock. Simulation of a model is carried out in the following fashion: (1) Inputs are read
and all combinational computations are executed. These computations depend on the
register outputs, primary inputs, and buses. (2) State transition is made, registers are
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updated, and time is advanced one clock period. AHPL provides constructs which clearly
specifies registered signals and bus signals.
Requirement 4:

The language should support a timing model which corresponds to the

hardware model of time.

2.4.2

Concurrency

Since a digital network can essentially be modeled by a controlled sequence of concurrent
actions, AHPL provides mechanisms for modeling concurrency and selective execution of
actions. Namely, all statements within a control step are executed regardless of their
order. However, the sequencing in execution is provided by the control steps. The flow
through the control steps is fully specified by the designer.
Requirement 5: The language should support concurrency, and provide controlled se-

quencing.

2.4.3

AHPL Operators

AHPL supports the Boolean operators (NOT, AND, OR, and XOR) on data of type
Boolean scalar and Boolean vector. Integer operators are also supported for controlled
hardware generation. These include addition, subtraction, multiplication, division, relational, and power of 2. All such operations are not data dependent and can be computed
at compile time.
Requirement 6:

Intege7' Data Types should be disallowed for non-static computations.

Much of the special power of AHPL derives from the mixed operators, which operate
on various combinations of scalars, vectors, and matrices. These operators consist of
catenate, row catenate, binary encode, reduction, row reduction, and column reduction.
The Catenate operator joins vectors together to form larger vectors. The row catenation
operation results in a matrix whose rows are the combination of the rows of its operands.
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The binary encode operation expresses the binary equivalent ofit's decimal operand as an
n-element vector where n is also an operand. Lastly, a logical operation that is applied to
all elements of a vector to produce a scalar is called reduction. Reduction is extended to
matrices in two ways: (1) row reduction where each row is reduced individually to form a
vector. (2) column reduction where each column is reduced individually to form a vector.
Requirement 7:

The language should support operators for efficient vect07· and matrix

manipulations.

2.4.4

AHPL Modules

A module consists of a name, a list of declarations, a control sequence, a list of individual
connection statements and a termination.
IMUD ULt;

Name
Declaration _ _ _- j L . -_ _ _

-

Memory (i.e. Registers)

Control Sequence
End Sequence
Transfers
Connections
End

-

Inputs (Primary Inputs)
Outputs (Primary Outputs)
Buses (Internal Buses)
Labels (slice renaming)
Clunits (Combinational Logic Units)

Note that the role of all value carriers is explicitly specified (ie, it is clear whether a
named signal represent a register or a bus). Following the declarations is the control
sequence, which consists of a series of steps with action statements. More elaboration on
these statements will appear in later sections. End-sequence marks the end of the control
sequence. The end-sequence statement may be followed by any number of connections or
transfers that are meant to be active at all times regardless of which control step is active.
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Requirement 8:

The language should provide mechanisms enabling specification of

registered and bus signals.

2.4.5

AHPL Statements

It should be emphasized that every AHPL statement written by the designer will represent

some action on some already-specified hardware element. In other words, the designer will
always have a mental picture of the hardware prior to writing an AHPL description. There
are three fundamental statements with varying flavors of each: (1) Transfer statement, (2)
Connection statement, and (3) Branch statement. Various forms of transfer statements
are listed below. What appears immediately to the right of ,*, is either bus condition
vector or clock enable condition vector.
TRANSFER STATEMENTS:
DV <- OCLV
DV <- OCLM * F
DM * F <- OCLV
DM * F <- OCLM * G

;DV
;OCLV:
;DM
;OCLM:

Destination Vector
Origin Combinational Logic Vector
Destination Matrix
Origin Combinational Logic Matrix

The simplest form is the transfer of an OCLV to DV without any conditions.

Each

member of an OCLV is a combinational logic expression whose operands are memory
elements, inputs, buses, combinational logic units, or constants. F and G represent a
vector of boolean expressions that serve as conditionals. Conditionals appearing on the
right hand side represent bus conditions. For example, if A, B, C, and D were all vectors
of the same size then the following expression models the transfer of A, B, or C into D
depending on the conditions f, g, and h.
D <- (A ! B ! C)

*

(f, g, h)

The exclamation is the row catenation operator. Note that it is assumed that one and
only one of the elements in bus conditions is asserted at any given time. The designer
must insure the mutual exclusivity of the conditions. AHPL does not provide a way of
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specifying the transfer value if none or more than one of the conditionals are asserted,
although the default is an OR resolution.
Requirement 9:

The language should allow specification of mutually exclusive condi-

tions for selective bus connections.
The conditionals appearing on the left hand side represent the clock enable for the target
register. None or more than one of these conditions can be asserted at any given time
since there exists no contention. Simply none or more than one register can potentially
get clocked.
Requirement 10:

The language should allow specification of multiple clock enable

conditions on individual registered signals.
Connection statements are simpler in that there is no clock enable condition. The general
format for connection statements follows.
CONNECTION STATEMENTS:
BUS
OCLV
BUS = OCLM * F

The left hand side of each connection statement represents nodes in the final netlist.
This feature is favored by many designers since it allows specification of the hardware
architecture and also facilitates subsequent debuging.
Each AHPL step in the control sequence consists of a set of transfers and/or connections
followed by a branch statement. What appears below are the various forms of branch
statements.
->(F)/(S)
->(S)

Once again, F represents a vector of boolean expressions which determine the branch
conditions. S, on the other hand, represents a sequence of target control steps. The
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control will branch to a step for which the corresponding expression in F is true. If F is
not specified, then the branch is unconditional.

2.4.6

Combinational Logic Units

In addition to modules, AHPL supports description of Combinational Logic Units (CLUnits). These units can be invoked from within a module or other CL UNITs. The structured
syntax used by AHPL makes it possible for a hardware compiler program to process a
description step by step and generate a network wire list for the corresponding CLUNIT.
The root syntax detailing the declaration part of a combinational logic unit description is
shown below.

CLUNIT: (name)
INPUTS: (Input list)
OUTPUT: (Output list)
CLUNITS: (List of nested clunits)
CTERMS: (Connection points)
BODY
(Connection activity)
END

Internal signals that are the targets of connection statements are declared as cterms. Having this knowledge in advance enables the design of a one pass compiler. The connection
statements can appear in any order and should cause proper network to be connected. A
detailed syntax of the body portion of clunits is shown below. The syntax is structured
but includes only two of the flow-control mechanisms normally found in programming
languages.
statement :: =
connection;
FOR <index_variable> = <integer_expr> TO <integer_expr>
CONSTRUCT <connection_activity> ROF I
IF <relation> THEN <connection_activity>
ELSE <connection_activity> FI
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connection_activity::=
<statement> I
<connection_activity> <statement>

Index variables, subject to integer operators, are used for replication of regular patterns.
All computations involving such variables are determinable at compile time. Index variabIes do not represent poirits in the final network.
Requirement 11:

There should exist structured mechanisms for describing combina-

tional logic architectures in a concise way.
What follows is a clunit description of a decoder. Note that the built-in function TERM
is used to form a minterm. Also, the parameter "i" is used to make a generic decoder
description. Parameterizable units are very useful in design reusability.
CLUNIT: decoder(a) {i}
INPUTS: a [i] .
OUTPUTS: dcdout[2**i].
BODY
FOR j=O TO (2**i)-1 CONSTRUCT
dcdout[j] = TERM(j;a)
ROF.
END.

Requirement 12:

The language should provide mechanisms for describing parameteri-

zable modules. Parameters should be used in static computations only.
Invocation of CL Units is very similar to function calls in standard programming languages.

2.4.7

Memory Arrays

Often it is necessary to select a word from a memory array as a function of the contents of
a register as in the case of a RAM or a register file. The write operation can be described
by using the conditional transfer notation explained earlier.
RAM * DCD(AR) <- MD
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The address register AR is decoded to determine which row of RAM is to be clocked.
Similarly, the following notation is used for read from memory array.
MD <- RAM

* DCD(AR)

Requirement 13:

The language should support efficient addressing and manipulation

of memory arrays.

2.5

More Requirements ...

Up to this point the AHPL language features have been used to arrive at the synthesis
language requirements. There are a few additional capabilities that are frequently used by
designers and are not readily describable in AHPL. This section will list these requirements
and in chapter five where the Extended-AHPL is defined these features will be revisited.
Requirement 14:

The language should provide mechanisms for specifying don't cares

in combinational logic networks.
Requirement 15:

The language should support specification of the bus architecture (ie,

tri-state, or-bus).
Requirement 16:

The language should allow specification of asynchronous set or reset

on individual data 7'egisters
Requirement 17:

The language should facilitate description and management of Hie7'-

archy.
Requirement 18:
Requirement 19:

The language should provide constructs for representing latches.
The language should provide mechanisms for specification of state

assignment.

Furthermore there are additional "general" requirements and properties that would enhance the usefulness of a description language [Ba75]. These properties are:
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• Readability: The notation should easily convey information among designers.
• Generality: The notation should describe the elements occuring in the universe of
interest and suppress repetitive or unnecessary detail.
• Simplicity: There should exist a few primitive concepts and they should be used
consistently throughout the description, avoiding special cases.
• Familiarity: Primitive Concepts in the language should be named and used in a way
consistent with general practice.
• Hardware Independence: The notation should be independent of any hardware technology and design procedure.
• Extensibility: The language should be able to extend gracefully by defining constructs in terms of elements already in the language.

2.6

Concluding Remarks

An abstract model of computation for register transfer descriptions was presented. This
model defines the paradigm of circuits addressed in the chapters to follow. Additionally,
a set of synthesis requirements mostly derived from the AHPL language was presented.
These requirements will be used in subsequent chapters to analyze and evaluate suitability of the VHDL language for RTL synthesis and provide reasonable alternatives to the
prevailing and most common use of VHDL for synthesis.
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Chapter 3

Synthesizability analysis of VHDL
3.1

Introduction

The set of requirements listed in the previous chapter will be used to analyze VHDL
language for synthesis. Does the language meet all the requirements without introducing
any pitfalls? This approach covers most language constructs along with their hardware
implications. To begin with, an explanation of how time is modeled in VHDL is presented.
As will be apparent shortly, this is essential for defining the sequential and combinational
modeling. Also, a brief language overview will be given where data types, objects, and
statements are discussed. Subsequently, the language will be evaluated against the mentioned set of requirements. The various modeling styles for meeting the requirements will
be presented. Lastly, the hardware mapping of presented synthesizable constructs will be
discussed.

3.2

Model of Time in VHDL

Since the primary objective of any synthesis subset is to guarantee correct simulation of
the synthesized output, it is necessary to cover how time is modeled. VnDL models are
based on a stimulus-response paradigm in that when there are stimulus on input ports,
the model responds and then waits for more stimulus or events [Ieee88, LiSc89]. More
specifically, a model is exercised under a two-stage model of time (referred to as simulation
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cycle). During the first stage, the stimuli are propagated through the data-pathways and
all signals that are scheduled to obtain new values at the current simulation time are
updated. During the second stage, those elements (or processes) which were sensitive to
the events of the first stage are executed. Prior to repeating the cycle, the simulation time
is set to the time at which the next transaction is scheduled to occur.
The above model implies that there is always a delay, between the time a value is placed
on a signal's event queue (stage two) and the time at which the signal reflects that value
(stage one). If no delay is specified in an assignment, then a delta delay is assumed. In
other words, if a value is assigned to a signal sl at time tl, the earliest time at which s1
reflects that value is t 1+delta.

3.3

VHDL Basics

The smallest complete executable description in VHDL is called a design entity which consists of an interface and at least one body description. The interface defines the externally
observable view of the entity common to alternative bodies whereas the body defines the
entity's behavior.

3.3.1

Data Types

VHDL supports a rather comprehensive type classification scheme:

-

Scalar
(Enumeration, Integer, Floating Point, Physical)
Composite (Array, Record)
Access Types
File Types

Values of scalar types have no sub-elements whereas, composite types can be decomposed
into more atomic values. Access types provide access to objects of a given type (ie, pointer)
and file types provide access to objects that contain a sequence of values of a given type.
Considering the above classification, VHDL offers several predefined data types as listed
below. These types are available for use by the designer without having to define them.
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- Logical Types
(Boolean, Bit, Bit_vector)
- Arithmetic Types (Integer, Positive, Natural, Real)
- Character Types (Character, String)
BOOLEAN is an enumerated type consisting of values TRUE and FALSE. Type Bit is
also an enumerated type consisting of values '0' and '1' and BIT_VECTOR is defined as
an array of bits. POSITIVE consists of all integers greater than zero and NATURAL
consists of all the non- negative integers. Lastly, type CHARACTER is an enumerated
type consisting of the ASCII character set and STRING is an array of characters.
Clearly, the most appropriate types for synthesis are bits and booleans. More discussion
on use of other types for synthesis will follow.

3.3.2

Objects

Anything that can hold a value is an object. Moreover, every object must have a type
which determines the type of value that it can hold. VHDL offers three kinds of objects: Signal, Constant, and Variable. As the name implies, a constant is an object whose
value cannot change. Signals and variables, however, can appear on the left hand side
of assignments. In VHDL, signals provide the only data pathway between processes and
components whereas, variables have limited scope and serve as information holders within
a process or subprogram. Semantically, The primary difference between signals and variabIes lies in the fact that target variables assume the right hand side value instantaneously
whereas signals take delta delay (as explained in "model of time" section above). This
difference has a significant impact on how signals and variables are synthesized.

3.3.3

Attributes

VHDL supports a number of pre-defined signal attributes which return certain information
about a signal. These attributes act as a function once they are attached to a signal via
what is known as a tick operator. For example, sig'EVENT returns true when there is
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an event on signal sig, or sig'LENGTH returns the length of sig. Other such attributes,
which are often used in synthesis subsets, include 'LEFT, 'RIGHT, 'HIGH, 'LOW, and
'STABLE.

3.3.4

Predefined Operators

VHDL provides four groups of predefined operators.

-

Arithmetic (+, -, *, I, mod, rem, **, Unary +, Unary Relational (=, 1=, <, >, <=, >= )
Logical
(and, or, nand, nor, xor, not)
Concatenation (&)

abs)

The operands for these operators must satisfy certain type rules which are specified in the
language reference manual [Ieee88]

3.3.5

Levels of Abstraction

Essentially all hardware models, fall into one or a combination of the following categories:
(1) Structural, (2) Dataflow, and (3) Behavioral. These levels of abstraction define how
closely the model corresponds to the final realization. Structural models are the most
detailed models and are equivalent to a textual schematic. In dataflow models, the design is represented in terms of control signals, data-path elements, and register transfers.
However, the notion of clock and what events take place in each period is unambiguously
specified. Behavioral models, on the other hand, are the most abstract of the three. The
repertoire of VHDL constructs allows description of hardware at all levels of abstraction.

3.3.6

Statements

All statements in VI-IDL fall into two categories: Sequential and Concurrent. Although all
statements will be discussed throughout the chapter, a brief treatment of each category
follows.
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3.3.6.1

Concurrent Statements

Concurrent statements execute asynchronously with respect to each other. In other words,
a description should not depend upon a particular order of execution of concurrent statements. VnDL supports the following statements: block, process, generate, component
instantiation, conditional signal assignment, selected signal assignment, concurrent assertion, and concurrent procedure call.

3.3.6.2

Sequential Statements

Sequential statements are used to describe an algorithm in VHDL subprograms (ie, functions and procedures) or process; They execute in the order in which they appear. These
statements are similar to statements one would find in high level programming languages.
VnDL supports the following statements: if, case, loop, assertion, signal assignment,

variable assignment, exit, wait, and return. These will be revisited in later sections.

3.3.7

Packages

Packages are used for encapsulating subprograms and/or declarations that are potentially
utilized in many designs. The packages written for synthesis include subprograms that
employ the same sequential statements that are supported in processes. Many synthesis
tools expand such subprograms in-line.
Some packages, however, are strictly used for simulation because their contents are either
known to synthesis tool or they simply do not require any synthesis action. An example
of the latter is the type conversion subprograms vec2intO or int2vecO which provide type
conversion between bit vectors and integers. A simulation package that is frequently hard
coded into synthesis systems is the stdJogic1164 (IEEE standard 1164 package). This
package defines a standard multi-value logic system for designers to use in describing the
interconnection data types used in modeling. The package includes the following type
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definition and all the associated overload functions for logical operators.
TYPE std_ulogic IS ( 'U' ,

Uninitialized
Forcing Unknown
'OJ,
Forcing 0
J 1J J
-- Forcing 1
High Impedance
'Z' ,
'W' ,
Weak
Unknown
Weak
0
'L' ,
Weak
'H' ,
1
,-, -- Don't care);
SUBTYPE std_logic IS resolved std_ulogic;
TYPE std_logic_vector IS ARRAY (NATURAL RANGE <»
'X'

J

OF std_logic;

Clearly a synthesis tool will have to make some assumptions as to how to interpret the
values that are neither '0' nor '1'. Most tools treat the values 'H', 'L', and '-' as '1', '0',
and don't care (either '0' or '1') respectively. However, the values 'U', 'X', and

'w' are

used to define the behavior of the model itself rather than the behavior of the hardware
being described. These values should either be avoided in synthesis models or it should
be clear to the modeler as to how the tool treats them.

3.3.8

Hierarchy and Configurations

Other than constructs that are used for modeling the behavior of a module, VHDL supports description of hierarchical designs through component instantiations and configuration specifications. The latter allows binding of specific components from a design library
to certain design instances. As mentioned above, a single design entity has one interface definition and potentially many architecture definitions each of which can represent
the same behavior at different levels of abstraction. The designer is given the choice of
choosing a specific architecture through configuration specification.

3.4

Synthesis Modeling

In this section, VHDL language constructs will be analyzed using the requirements outlined
in the previous chapter.
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3.4.1

Single-Driver and Multi-Driver Paradigms

Signals in VHDL can have one or more drivers. In the latter case the signal must be of a
resolved type which implies existence of a resolution function. As the name suggests, the
resolution function resolves the value of multiple active drivers into a single value. Many
synthesis tools today employ the single-driver paradigm because (1) No resolution function needs to be defined and therefore VHDL subset uses predefined language constructs.
Since resolution functions for synthesis are not user-defined (ie, generally hard-coded into
synthesis tools), avoiding them will make the VHDL models more portable. (2) Since conformance to a specific modeling style is required in synthesis modeling, in case of multiple
drivers a uniform style must be used in specifying all drivers. The burden of assuring that
such uniformity exists is on the modeler. This is error prone and can result in models
with unclear hardware implications.
This topic will be revisited in a later section. Moreover, the material in this chapter
assumes a single driver paradigm unless otherwise specified or guarded assignments are
used. The language requires that guarded signals be of a resolved type.

3.4.2

Synthesis Data Types

Most tools process and support the following predefined VHDL types. Note that the Real
type is not included in the arithmetic group.

- Logical Types
(Boolean, Bit, Bit_vector)
- Arithmetic Types (Integer, Positive, Natural)
- Character Types

(Character, String)

As far as the type classification scheme offered by the language, neither access types
nor file types are supported by synthesis since there exists no clear hardware mapping.
All scalar types except physical and floating point types are supported. Although the
composite types are typically fully supported, in practice there are a few restrictions
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on array definitions such as (1) array indices must be integers, (2) Dimension of array
definitions may not exceed two.

3.4.3

Clocking

Clocking is one of the fundamental requirements of any RTL synthesis language. Nonetheless, the notion of clock as known to hardware designer is foreign to VHDL.
Therefore a synthesis tool will have to make certain assumptions such as: under what
conditions to interpret a target signal in a concurrent assignment as a register and under
what conditions to treat it as a wire. If the delta delay mentioned earlier is treated as
an implicit clock period then all target signals represent registers. However, this is not
acceptable since it severely limits the description capability of the language. Therefore, all
targets in signal assignments represent buses or wires unless a predefined modeling style is
used. Essentially, edge detection must be modeled. As described in the following sections,
there are several ways that this can be done.

3.4.3.1

Use of wait statements in Processes

The WAIT statement within the scope of a process along with tick operators provides
a clocking mechanism. Any of the following statements can be used for edge detection
(VHDL keywords are capitalized).
WAIT UNTIL clock=value;
WAIT UNTIL clock'EVENT AND clock=value;
WAIT UNTIL NOT clock'STABLE AND clock=value;

When a WAIT statement is executed the process will suspend until a rising or falling edge
of the clock is detected. All subsequent signal assignments are treated as memory elements
since they will not be updated until after a clock transition occurs. One important caveat
in using WAIT statements is that if a simulated path in the process passes through a
wait statement, all other possible paths must pass through at least one WAIT statement.
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Consequently, if a single WAIT statement is used in. the process, it must appear as the
first statement. What follows is an example of how to model a single memory element
triggered by the falling edge of the clock.
PROCESS BEGIN
WAIT UNTIL eloek'EVENT AND clock
qout <= din;
END PROCESS;

'0';

In cases where multiple WAIT statements are used within a process, an implicit state machine is implied. All such WAIT statements must have identical expressions (ie, sensitive
to the same signal transition). More discussion on this topic will appear in the section
where FSMs are presented. It should be noted that the outlined style must be followed
with no variation. The language does not prevent using the wait statement in a variety of
other ways. In all other cases, the hardware implications may not be a memory element.

3.4.3.2

Use of 'EVENT and 'STABLE in processes

These operators can be used in processes if the following rules are not violated.

- Only one clock signal is used for a given target.
No check for absence of clock edge is done.
- At most one edge condition appears in all simulated paths.
Illustrated below is the description of D-type flip flop with reset and clock enable.
ENTITY example IS
PORT(asyne, elk, dinl, din2, enb: in bit;
ql, q2
out bit);
END example;
ARCHITECTURE one OF example IS
BEGIN
PROCESS (asyne, enb, elk, din) BEGIN
IF (asyne = '1') THEN ql <= '0';
ELSIF «enb = '1') AND (elk'EVENT AND elk
END IF;
END PROCESS;
END one;

= '0'»

THEN

ql

<=

din;
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However, if the process description is changed in the following way, it will no longer be
synthesizable, since there is no hardware primitive to check for the absence of the clock
edge.
PROCESS (async, enb, clk, din) BEGIN
IF (async = '1') THEN q1 <= '0';
ELSIF «enb = '1') AND (clk'EVENT AND clk = '0'»
ELSE q1 <= NOT din1;
END IF;
END PROCESS;

3.4.3.3

THEN

q1 <= din;

Use of Conditional Signal Assignment

Conditional concurrent signal assignments can also be used with the following formats.
target <= source WHEN
target <= value1 WHEN
value2 WHEN
target;
target <= source WHEN

(clock'EVENT AND clock=value) ELSE target;
(reset = '1') ELSE
(clock'EVENT AND clock=value) ELSE
(NOT clock'STABLE AND clock=value) ELSE target;

Once again, this style should be used with no variation. The signal appearing after the
last ELSE clause must be identical to the signal on the left hand side. Furthermore, the
clock edge detection must appear in the condition clause before the last ELSE. In other
words, there should not exist a case where the tool is forced to check absence of clock
edge.

3.4.3.4

Use of Predefined Procedures

Yet another approach to modeling memory elements is to use predefined procedures whose
functionality is known to the synthesis tool. Usually packages are provided which makes
such procedures simulatable. A few examples are shown below.
DFF(din, clock, reset, set, qout, qbar);
JKFF(j, k, clock, qout, qbar);

Clearly, this approach is even more tool specific than others outlined previously.
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3.4.3.5

Use of Guarded Blocks

This is the least frequently used approach although it bears most resemblance to hardware.
The guard expressions can be used to model clock edges in the following general way:
b1: BLOCK (clock'EVENT AND (clock
qout <= GUARDED din;
END BLOCK bi;

= '0'»

BEGIN

Since this approach works only under the multi-driver paradigm, the target signal "qout"
must be a resolved signal. Moreover, "qout" must be of kind REGISTER which means that
when all the drivers of this signal are turned off (ie, GUARD is not true), the resolution
function will not be called and therefore the signal preserves the last assigned value. One
can argue that this model resembles the hardware register.
The guarded blocks can be nested and the guard condition of inner blocks can be made
dependent on the guard condition of enclosing blocks. There is no language semantic rule
preventing the use of different clock edge checks within guard conditions. This will make
the hardware implication ambiguous. An example follows:
bi: BLOCK (clocki'EVENT AND (clocki = '0'» BEGIN
b2: BLOCK (GUARD AND clock2'EVENT AND (clock2 = '0'»
qout <= GUARDED din;
END BLOCK b2;
END BLOCK bi;

BEGIN

Note that non-REGISTER kind signals cannot be used in this style to model registers
although it is legal VHDL to do so.

3.4.4

Asynchronous Operations

Certain VHDL style should be used for representing memory elements with asynchronous
operations. This is usually done by using a wait statement as the first statement of a
process immediately followed by an if statement modeling asynchronous reset. As shown
below, this style can be extended to model both set and reset. This approach works only
in single-driver paradigm.
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PROCESS BEGIN
WAIT UNTIL (elk'EVENT AND elk='O') OR rst='l' OR set='l';
IF (rst = '1') THEN target <= '0';
ELSIF (set = '1') THEN target <= '1';
ELSE target <= next_val; END IF;
END PROCESS;

The modeling of asynchronous operations is not limited to the above case. illustrated
below is yet another way of modeling such operations.
PROCESS (elk, rst, set, next_val) BEGIN
IF (rst = '1') THEN target <= '0';
ELSIF (set = '1') THEN target <= '1';
ELSIF (elk'EVENT AND elk='O') THEN
target <= next_val; END IF;
END PROCESS;

Guarded blocks in multi-driver paradigm cannot be readily used to model asynchronous
operations. One might suggest the following style as a possible alternative where qout is
a REGISTER kind signal. However, the problem is that all other drivers of qout must
adhere to this style.
bl: BLOCK «elk'EVENT AND (elk = '0')) OR (reset = '1'))
qout <= GUARDED din WHEN (reset = '0') ELSE '0';
END BLOCk Bl;

BEGIN

Although the above three styles do not introduce any conflicts in terms of synthesis modeling, no advantages are offered by any of them. In fact there are potential pitfalls for
error. For example, in case of using the WAIT statement, all the target identifiers must
be the same to achieve the intended behavior and of course the language does not enforce
that. Moreover, in cases where both set and reset lines are used, there is always a priority
given to one over the other which results in unnecessary logic. There is ""no "good" way in
VHDL to model both set and reset without priority. One may suggest the following use
of GURADED blocks. Note that the set and reset does not override the clock edge and
as a result the simulation of the model may not match the simulation of the netlist. This
approach is not used by any VHDL based tools sampled.
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bl: BLOCK
qout <=
END BLOCK
b2: BLOCK
qout <=
END BLOCK
b3: BLOCK
qout <=
END BLOCK

3.4.5

(reset = '1') BEGIN
GUARDED '0';
bl;
(set = '1') BEGIN
GUARDED '1';
b2;
(clk'EVENT AND (elk = '0'»
GUARDED din;
b3;

BEGIN

Control Partition

VHDL provides no language mechanism to partition control and data. As a result, a
number of styles have evolved over time to describe Finite State Machines. Most employ
enumerated types to model symbolic states. However, the use of enumerated types are
not restricted to describing FSMs and therefore adherence to the style in which the FSMs
are described is important.

3.4.5.1

Using Enumerated Types

The following example illustrates a sequence detector FSM using enumerated types to
represent states.
ENTITY detector IS
PORT (SIGNAL reset, elk, contI, din: in BIT;
SIGNAL pmatch
out BIT);
END detector;
ARCHITECTURE behavioral OF detector IS
TYPE state_type IS (sO, sl, s2, s3, 54);
SIGNAL nxt, state: state_type;
BEGIN
cntl: PROCESS(din, contI, state) BEGIN
pmatch <= '0';
CASE state IS
WHEN sO =>
IF «NOT contI AND NOT din)='l') THEN nxt<=sO;
ELSIF «NOT contI AND din)='!') THEN nxt<=sl;
ELSE nxt<=sO; END IF;
WHEN sl =>
IF «NOT contI AND NOT din)='l') THEN nxt<=sO;
ELSIF «NOT contI AND din)='l') THEN nxt<=s2;
ELSE nxt<=sl; END IF;
WHEN s2 =>
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IF ((NOT contI AND NOT din)='l') THEN nxt<=sO;
ELSIF ((NOT contI AND din) = '1') THEN nxt<=s3;
ELSE nxt<=s2; END IF;
WHEn s3 =>
IF ((NOT contI AND NOT din)='l') THEN nxt<=s4;
ELSIF ((NOT contI AND din)='l') THEN nxt<=s3;
ELSE nxt<=s3; END IF;
WHEN s4 =>
pmatch <= , 1 ' ;
IF ((NOT contI AND NOT din)='l') THEN nxt<=sO;
ELSIF ((NOT contI AND din)='l') THEN nxt<=sl;
ELSE nxt<=s4; END IF;
END CASE;
END PROCESS cntl;
memory: PROCESS BEGIN
WAIT UNTIL (clk'EVENT AND clk='O');
state <= nxt;
END PROCESS memory;
END behavioral;

Two processes are used, one for modeling the combinational logic section and the other
for modeling the memory elements. The first PROCESS keyword is followed by a list
of signals. This is referred to as the sensitivity list in that any stimulus on any of these
signals triggers the execution of the process. Sequential statements CASE and IF are used
within the process to describe the state transitions. Note that the signal "nxt" appears on
the left hand side of many signal assignments. However, since all statements are executed
sequentially, only the last executed assignment represents the assigned value. It should
be noted that VHDL supports delay clauses in signal assignments but these delays are
ignored by synthesis. In other words, it is assumed that the event queue for each signal
contains only one entry which is scheduled to occur in delta delay.
All conditions in Case statements, in accordance to VHDL semantics, are mutually exclusive and cover all possible combinations. For any tool to take advantage of the fact that
the states are not encoded, it should be able to recognize this style of VHDL as FSM.
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3.4.5.2

Random Style

One can describe the above FSM in synthesizable VHDL not conforming to any particular
style. In such cases the result may not be as efficient since FSM optimization cannot
be readily applied. Moreover, use of CASE statement on mutually exclusive states will
produce more optimum results than the case where IF statements are used for testing state
signals. illustrated below is the detector model described earlier. Only one process is used
to model the next state transition and state flip flops. Note that the mutual exclusivity
of the state bits is not properly used. For example, the first assignment to signal state( 1)
is conditioned on "state(O) AND NOT state(l) AND NOT state(4)".
ARCHITECTURE behavioral OF detector IS
SIGNAL state: BIT_VECTOR(O TO 4);
BEGIN
cntl: PROCESS BEGIN
WAIT UNTIL (clk'EVENT AND clk='O');
state <= "00000";
IF (state(O) = '1') THEN
IF «NOT contI AND NOT din)='l') THEN state(O)<='l';
ELSIF «NOT contI AND din)='l') THEN state(l)<='l';
ELSE state(l)<='l'; END IF;
END IF;
IF (state(l) = '1') THEN
IF «NOT contI AND NOT din)='l') THEN state(O)<='l';
ELSIF «NOT contI AND din)='l') THEN state(2)<='1';
ELSE state(l)<='l'; END IF;
END IF;
IF (state(2) = '1') THEN
IF «NOT contI AND NOT din)='l') THEN state(O)<='l';
ELSIF «NOT contI AND din) = '1') THEN state(3)<='1';
ELSE state(2)<='1'; END IF;
END IF;
IF (state(3) = '1') THEN
IF «NOT contI AND NOT din)='l') THEN state(4)<='1';
ELSIF «NOT contI AND din)='l') THEN state(3)<='1';
ELSE state(9)<='1'; END IF;
END IF;
IF (state(4) = '1') THEN
IF «NOT contI AND NOT din)='l') THEN state(O)<='l';
ELSIF «NOT contI AND din)='l') THEN state(l)<='l';
ELSE state(4)<='1'; END IF;
END IF;
END PROCESS cntl;
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pmatch <= state(4);
END behavioral;

3.4.5.3

Using WAIT Statements

illustrated below is a case where multiple wait statements on the edge of the clock is
used to model a very specialized state machine. Each WAIT statement correspond to a
state in this so called implicit machine. Since the execution of the process is sequential,
only' forward branches can be specified in the FSM and all assignments correspond to
registers. Note that all simulated paths in the process must run through at least one WAIT
statement, otherwise the hardware implication is not clear. In other words, according to
the simulation semantics, if the path with no WAIT statement is executed then the process
will not suspend and as a result the simulation will remain in the current cycle indefinitely.
Also note that all WAIT statements are identical.
The reset mechanism used necessitates the use of LOOP statement and an IF statement
immediately after each WAIT statement. Once again, this template must be followed
exactly for proper synthesis results. If no reset mechanism is needed then the LOOP
statement and the IF statement after each WAIT can be eliminated.

However, each

simulated path must run through at least one WAIT statement.
PROCESS BEGIN
restart: LOOP
WAIT UNTIL (clk'EVENT AND clk='O') OR (reset
'1');
NEXT WHEN (reset='1');
sum <= din;
WAIT UNTIL (clk'EVENT AND clk='O') OR (reset = '1');
NEXT WHEN (reset='1');
sum <= sum + din;
WAIT UNTIL (clk'EVENT AND clk='O') OR (reset = '1');
NEXT WHEN (reset='1');
sum <= sum + din;
END LOOP;
END PROCESS;

This model is a simple 3-state machine that accumulates the input din over three consec-
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utive clock periods. If the reset input is asserted then the machine is initialized to the
first step.

3.4.5.4

State Assignment

In the same manner that a certain style was used to describe a FSM, a few non-standard
mechanisms are typically used to specify state assignment. The encoding of the states
can be either user-defined or determined automatically. In the former case, there are
a number of ways that the user can specify the state assignment some of which are tool
dependent. One approach is to hard code in the VHDL model the desired state assignment
(as illustrated in the "Random Style" sub-section above). Another approach which is
tool dependent is to use attributes in conjunction with enumerated types. The user can
associate an assignment string with each enumerated type symbol. Yet another approach
is to use constants as illustrated below:
ARCHITECTURE behavioral OF detector IS
CONSTANT sO: bit_vector(2 downto 0) := "ODD";
CONSTANT sl: bit_vector(2 downto 0) := "OlD";
CONSTANT s2: bit_vector(2 downto 0) .- "100";
CONSTANT 53: bit_vector(2 downto 0) := "001";
CONSTANT s4: bit_vector(2 downto 0) := "011";
SIGNAL nxt, state: bit_vector(2 downto 0);
BEGIN
cntl: PROCESS(din, contI, state) BEGIN
pmatch <= '0';
CASE state IS
WHEN sO =>
IF «NOT contI AND NOT din)='l') THEN nxt<=sO;
ELSIF «NOT contI AND din)='l') THEN nxt<=51;
ELSE nxt<=sO; END IF;
WHEN sl =>
IF «NOT contI AND NOT din)='l') THEN nxt<=sO;
ELSIF «NOT contI AND din)='l') THEN nxt<=s2;
ELSE nxt<=sl; END IF;
WHEN 52 =>
IF «NOT contI AND NOT din)='l') THEN nxt<=sO;
ELSIF «NOT contI AND din) = '1') THEN nxt<=53;
ELSE nxt<=s2; END IF;
WHEN s3 =>
IF «NOT contI AND NOT din)='l') THEN nxt<=s4;
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ELSIF «NOT contI AND din)='l') THEN nxt<=s3;
ELSE nxt<=s3; END IF;
WHEN s4 =>
pmatch <= , 1 ' ;
IF «NOT contI AND NOT din)='l') THEN nxt<=sO;
ELSIF «NOT contI AND din)='l') THEN nxt<=sl;
ELSE nxt<=s4; END IF;
END CASE;
END PROCESS cntl;
memory: PROCESS BEGIN
WAIT UNTIL (clk'EVENT AND cIk='O');
state <= nxt;
END PROCESS memory;
END behavioral;

Cases in which the state assignment is determined by the tool automatically, are where the
models are not portable or if they are portable, significantly different results is likely to
be produced depending on how well the tool understands the model. Usually enumerated
types are used in conjunction with a predefined template to clue the tool into doing a state
assignment. Also, implicit state machines (ie, multiple WAIT statements in a process),
is another case where the tool can perform state assignment. Some tools take a different
approach in that they allow the use of attributes or pragmas to specify state registers.
Knowing the state registers, the tool can defer the FSM optimization until post language
processing phase (ie, FSM is extracted and optimized during logic optimization phase).
It should be noted that the use of attributes or pragmas are ways of overcoming the

shortcomings of the language.

3.4.6

Concurrency

As mentioned previously, VHDL supports a number of concurrent statements in conjunctioll with signal objects. The values which are assigned to a signal at a given time are
contained in the driver of that signal which is a collection of value/time pairs refered to
as transactions. Every process that assigns to a signal creates a source for that signal. A
signal may have only one source unless the signal is resolved, meaning that a resolution
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function is associated with that signal which resolves multiple sources into one. Synthesis
tools assume that at any given time the driver of all signals contain at most one transaction which is scheduled to occur in delta time, where delta is the simulation cycle delay
discussed earlier.

3.4.7

Integer Data Types

In general, integers are more effectively utilized if used in statically determinable computations such as generate and loop indices. However, In cases where integers are used as
data, many tools assume a 32-bit vector for representing each integer object unless specific ranges are specified. The range specification is needed, although not enforced by the
language, otherwise the tool must undertake the optimization burden of cleaning up the
unwanted bits. It should be noted that since integers are represented by long bit vectors,
excessive use of them can prove inefficient. Examples will appear in chapter 4.
If mixtures of integers and bit vectors are used as data, often type conversion subprograms

such as converting vector to integer and vice versa are needed. These will essentially
be used for simulation and are transparent to the synthesis.

The definition of these

subprograms which are generally non-portable can appear in a simulation package.

3.4.8

Specification of Registered and Bus Signals

In nearly all synthesis subsets register and bus signals are infered. As discussed earlier,
the inferences are based on whether or not the assignment is conditioned on a clock edge.
However, VHDL does provide BUS and REGISTER kinds for signal declarations, but by
far, these are among the least frequently used constructs. One reason is that nearly all
synthesis subsets are defined as a single-driver paradigm. According to VHDL semantics,
a signal declared as a BUS or REGISTER kind must be of a resolved type and must be
used in a guarded block. In case of signals of kind BUS, the resolution fUlIction is called
when all drivers are turned off. This will cause the bus to assume the default value in case
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of absence of any drivers. However, in case of signals of kind REGISTER, the resolution
function is not called when all drivers are turned off. This will cause the signal to preserve
the value which was last assigned to it. Usually synthesizers assume a certain resolution
function for resolved signals since there are only a few useful resolution functions that are
applicable to synthesis. It should be noted that BUS signals should not be made sensitive
to an edge, otherwise the hardware implication is not clear. The language does not enforce
such restriction. These constructs will be revisited in Chapter 7.

3.4.9

Mutual Exclusion

Conditional signal assignment is one of the more frequently used constructs in synthesis
models. They are useful in assigning different sources under different conditions to a single
target signal. However, the problem with not being able to specify mutually exclusive
conditions will either cause unnecessary optimization burden or will cause the network to
have extra unnecessary logic. A case is illustrated below.
target_sig <= srel WHEN (el = 'l' ) ELSE
sre2 WHEN (e2 = 'l' ) ELSE
sre3 WHEN (e3 = '1' ) ELSE
'OJ;

If it is not readily detectable that conditions el, c2, and c3 are mutually exclusive (eg,
they are primary inputs and it's guaranteed that only one of the three is asserted at any
given time), then the above statement will result in extra logic because the semantics of
the language forces the generation of the following boolean expression.
target_sig <= (srel and el) or
(sre2 and e2 and not el) or
(sre3 and e3 and not e2 and not el)

If-then-else statements in processes suffer from the same issue as well. In general, there
is no "clean" way to get around this problem in VHDL short of writing it in the form of
a Boolean expression. Although guarded signals address this issue, they introduce other
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issues of their own. For one, an OR resolution function must be assumed and second the
model will have to be written in a multi-driver paradigm which offers it's own pitfalls.
The subset proposed in chapter 7 will try to alleviate these issues.

3.4.10

Clock Enable

Clock enable condition is usually extracted indirectly from the VHDL description since the
language lacks constructs for modeling clock enable. However, specification of clock enable
condition is very important particularly in most FPGA technologies where all flip flops are
equipped with clock enable pins. Not taking advantage of that causes significant difference
in the gate count of the final network. A number of modeling styles, not necessarily
portable, are used to describe flip flops with clock enable. One such style follows.

PROCESS BEGIN
WAIT UNTIL clock'EVENT AND clock = '0';
IF (enable = '1') THEN qout <= din; END IF;
END PROCESS;
The body of the process may have many conditional statements which can make the job
of clock enable extraction more difficult. Moreover, the modeler has no control over what
logic should be used as clock enable and what logic as bus condition.

PROCESS BEGIN
WAIT UNTIL clock'EVENT AND clock = '0';
IF (enable = '1') THEN
IF
(cl = '1') THEN qout <= dinl;
ELSIF (c2 = '1') THEN qout <= din2; END IF;
END IF;
END PROCESS;
illustrated below is another way of modeling clock enables which provides a better way
of making the distinction between bus and clock conditions. Conditions c1 and c2 can be
treated as bus conditions and condition "enb AND (c1 OR c2)" as clock enable.

PROCESS BEGIN
WAIT UNTIL (clock'EVENT AND clock = '0') AND (enable
IF
(cl = '1') THEN qout <= dinl;
ELSIF (c2 = '1') THEN qout <= din2; END IF;
END PROCESS;

= '1');
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Single conditional signal assignment can be used to model clock enable as well. Note that
the source identifier after the ELSE keyword must match the target signal.
qout <= din WHEN «clock'EVENT AND clock = '0') AND (enable = '1'»
qout;

ELSE

Guarded blocks in multi-driver paradigm is yet another way offered by the language to
model such constructs. This style will be further discussed in chapter 7.
bl: BLOCK (clockl'EVENT AND (clockl = '0'» BEGIN
b2: BLOCK (GUARD AND enb = '1') BEGIN
qout <= GUARDED dinl WHEN ecl = '1') ELSE
din2 WHEN (c2 = '1') ELSE
END BLOCK b2;
END BLOCK bl;

As noted, there exists many styles to model clock enable. These styles are tool dependent
and must be followed exactly as outlined. The language allows many variations to the
above styles to describe the same behavior, but the implied hardware in all cases can be
drastically different and may not result in the desired architecture.

3.4.11
3.4.11.1

Combinational Logic
Structured Logic

Generate statements are very useful in describing Combinational Logic Structures. An
n-bit increment logic is illustrated below.
ARCHITECTURE one OF incr IS
SIGNAL accum: BIT_VECTOR(O to n-l);
BEGIN
xout(n-l) <= NOT xin(n-l);
accum(n-l) <= xin(n-l);
labell: FOR i IN n-2 DOWNTO 0 GENERATE
xout(i) <= xin(i) XOR accum(i+l);
accum(i) <= xin(i) AND accum(i+l);
END GENERATE labell;
END one;
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Generate loops can be nested and may include any of the supported concurrent statements.
The type integer is used as a generic to determine the width of the incrementer. In most
synthesis languages including AHPL, the use of integers is limited to this context only.
However, VHDL does not prevent the use of integers in representing data. As mentioned
earlier, this can cause unnecessary optimization burden on the tool which results in long
run times and potentially non-optimal netlists.

3.4.11.2

Random Logic

The Control logic and/or the so called "glue logic" are typically modeled by using PROCESS statements. Of course, such processes should neither be sensitive to any signal
edge nor infer any latch. An example of such process appeared in the "Control Partition"
subsection above.

3.4.11.3

Truth Tables

Selected signal assignments or a case statement (among others) can be used to represent
truth tables. Here is a description of bcd to seven-segment conversion function.
WITH bed SELECT seven_seg <="0111111" WHEN
"0011000" WHEN
"1111100" WHEN
"1111001" WHEN
"1011010" WHEN
"1110110" WHEN
"1110111" WHEN
"0011100" WHEN
"1111111" WHEN
"1111110" WHEN
"1100111" WHEN

"0000",
"0001",
"0010",
"0011",
"0100",
"0101",
"0110",
"0111",
"1000",
"1001",

--0
--1
--2
--3

--4
--5
--6

--7
--8
--9

OTHERS; --Error

According to VHDL semantics, all conditions used in a selected signal assignment must
be exhaustive and mutually exclusive. Therefore, the mutual exclusion problem discussed
earlier does not apply. However, the implementation ofthe OTHERS clause varies among
tools. Some use the logical ANDing of the inverse of all the previous case clause conditions
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and some may try to use the remaining cover. These approaches can cause different resuIts during optimization depending on the topology ofthe rest of the network. Moreover,
although either approaches is not likely to result in extra logic, it could prove computationally expensive.

3.4.11.4

Multiplexers

As illustrated below, selected signal assignment or case statement can be used to model
a multiplexer. The signal zout will get valD, vall, val2, or val3 depending on the value of
sel signal.
WITH sel SELECT zout <= valO
vall
val2
val3

WHEN
WHEN
WHEN
WHEN

"DO",
"01",
"10",
"11";

------------ or -----------PROCESS(sel, valO, vall, val2, val3) BEGIN
CASE sel IS
WHEN ''~O'' => zout <= valO;
WHEN "01" => zout <= vall;
WHEN "10" => zout <= val2;
WHEN "11" => zout <= val3;
END CASE;

Note that a number of other constructs can be used to model the same behavior. if-thenelse statement and conditional signal assignment are two such constructs. However, these
constructs impose a priority on the select signal and as pointed out previously, this may
cause longer run times and non-optimal netlists.

3.4.11.5

Don't Cares

In order to specify don't cares a symbol needs to be devised because VHDL does not
directly support such mechanism. The type stdJogic (defined in IEEE standard logic
package) uses the symbol '-' to represent don't cares. However, this is not a standard
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synthesis type and in fact some tools support their own types and provide supporting
packages for simulation. What follows is an illustration of how don't cares can be used in
a truth table description. The target signal is assumed to be of type stdJogic.
WITH din SELECT dout <= "-0- 11 WHEN
"010" WHEN
"011" WHEN
"110" WHEN
"111" WHEN
11 _ _ _ 11
WHEN

"0000",
"0001",
"0010",
"0011",
"11--",

OTHERS;

Unfortunately, Simulation and synthesis do not interpret don't cares in the same way.
From synthesis point of view, the OTHERS clause is redundant and as explained before,
it can put extra burden on optimization. However, this is not the case for simulation

since input patterns are not exhaustively covered. Moreover, in the case of input don't
cares, synthesis interprets the input pattern one,one,dash,dash as equivalent to four input
patterns whereas simulation takes it as a single pattern.

Once agian, this is another

"unclean" way of adapting VHDL to synthesis.

3.4.12

Tristate

Since type stdJogic is a resolved type, all signals of this type can have more than one
driver. Resolution functions, such as the one given in package stdJogic1164, are usually
built into synthesis tools and it is unlikely that the designer is given the freedom to define
one in VHDL. As shown below, the resolution function for stdJogic is table driven in that
drivers of a signal of type stdJogic is resolved one pair at a time. Note that the listed
table adheres to the tristate resolution. Any value VI conflicting with 'Z' will resolve to
VI and conflicting '1' and '0' will resolve to 'X'. Moreover, if no drivers are present then
the returning result is 'Z'. As will be shown in chapter 7, this is useful in conjunction with
BUS kind signals.
TYPE stdlogic_ld IS ARRAY (std_ulogic) OF std_ulogic;
TYPE stdlogic_table IS ARRAY(std_ulogic, std_ulogic) OF std_ulogic;
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-- resolution function
CONSTANT resolution_table: stdlogic_table := (

x

U

'U'
'U'
'U'
'U'

,
,
,
,

'U' ,

'U' ,
'U' ,
'U' ,
'U' ,

'U' ,
'X' ,
'X' ,
'X' ,
'X' ,
'X' ,
'X' ,
'X' •

o

1

Z

W

L

H

'U' , 'u' , 'U'
'X' , 'X' , 'X' , 'X' , 'X' , 'X' , 'X'
'0' , 'X' , '0' , '0' , '0' , '0' , 'X'
'X' , J 1 J , J 1 J , J 1 J , J 1 J , '1' , 'X'
'0' , '1' , 'Z' , 'W' , 'L' , 'H' , 'X'
'0' , '1' , 'W' , 'W' , 'W' • 'W' , 'X'
'0' , '1' , 'L' , 'W' , 'L' , 'W' , 'X'
'0' , '1' , 'H' • 'W' , 'W' , 'H' , 'X'
'X' , 'X' , 'X' , 'X' , 'X' , 'X' , 'X' , 'X'
'U' , 'U' , 'U' , 'UJ,

)
)
)
)
)
)

,

,
,
,

,

,

),
)
)

,

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

U
X
0
1
Z

W
L
H

-

);

FUNCTION resolved ( s : std_ulogic_vector ) RETURN std_ulogic IS
VARIABLE result
std_ulogic := 'Z' ; -- weakest state default
BEGIN
the test for a single driver is essential otherwise the
loop would return 'X' for a single driver of ,-, and that
would conflict with the value of a single driver unresolved
signal.
IF
(s'LENGTH = 1) THEN
RETURN s(s'LOW);
ELSE
FOR i IN s'RANGE LOOP
result := resolution_table(result, sCi»~;
END LOOP;
END IF;
RETURN result;
END resolved;

Most tools employ the stdJogic type to model tristate buses. However, one does not have
to resort to multi-driver paradigm in order to describe tristate. As depicted below, a
conditional signal assignment can is used to model a bus with two possible sources. This
style requires at least one source alternative to be the value 'Z'.
ARC~ITECTURE one OF tri_state IS
BEGIN
tbus <= sourcel WHEN (sel = "00") ELSE
source2 WHEN (sel = "10") ELSE
"ZZZZ";
END one;
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Note that the signal tbus will always have a single driver which will be one of soured,
source2, or "ZZZZ". Some tools choose a process oriented style to capture the same
behavior. This approach is shown below:
ARCHITECTURE one OF tri_state IS
BEGIN
PROCESS(sel, sourcel, source2)
BEGIN
IF
(sel = "00") THEN tbus <= sourcel;
ELSIF (sel = "10") THEN tbus <= source2;
ELSE tbus <= "ZZZZ";
END PROCESS;
END one;

A yet different way of describing the above which falls

III

the multi-driver paradigm is

shown below.
ARCHITECTURE one OF tri_state IS
BEGIN
tbus <= sourcel WHEN (sel = "00") ELSE "ZZZZ";
tbus <= source2 WHEN (sel = "10") ELSE "ZZZZ";
EllD one;

In this case, the signal tbus will always have two drivers resolved according to the above
resolution function. At any given time, one or both of these drivers force the value "ZZZZ"
to tbus. In chapter 7, an alternative way of modeling tristate buses using guarded blocks
will be presented.

Briefly, guarded stdJogic signals of kind BUS can be used in the

following manner to model tristate.
bl: BLOCK
tbus <=
END BLOCK
b2: BLOCK
tbus <=
END BLOCK
END one;

3.4.13

(sel = "00") BEGIN
GUARDED source1;
tbus is of BUS kind
bl;
(sel = "10") BEGIN
GUARDED source2;
-- tbus is of BUS kind
b2;

Latches

Since latches are not directly supported by the language, a number of styles have evolved
for representing them. In general, incompletely specified signal assignments within

COlll-

binational processes is one widely used approach. As iIIustrated below, the target signal
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receives a new value only if "condition" is true, otherwise it will maintain it's old value.
This implies a latch whose gate is driven by the IF condition.
PROCESS( ... ) BEGIN
IF (condition) THEN target <= expression; END IF;
END PROCESS;

Conditional signal assignments are occasionally used to model latches. However, some
tools interpret this style as a combinational feedback. Although there is no standard
synthesis definition for this VHDL statement, implementing it as a latch is a correct
model of behavior.
target <= expression WHEN (condition) ELSE target;

Latches could also be infered from REGISTER kind signals. If the guard signal represent
a level check as opposed to an edge check then the infered memory is a latch. what follows
is an illustration of such a guarded assignment.
bl: BLOCK (gate = '1') BEGIN
target <= GUARDED src;
END BLOCK bl;

A number of technologies support latches with asynchronous set and/or reset [LSI90].
There is no good way in VHDL to model such behavior particularly because gating a
value into a latch and asynchronous operations on a latch are very similar operations.
Many tools rely on builtin components or subprogram calls to model such latches at the
cost of non-portability.

3.4.14

Parameterization and Hierarchy

VHDL provides constructs for (a) describing generic designs (ie, N-bit adders, etc), (b)
instantiating components in a hierarchical design, (c) Library mechanism for managing
designs in a hierarchy, and (d) configuring components in a hierarchical design (ie, binding
instances to specific components). Note that the type of the generic parameter in generic
entities must be a synthesis supported type.
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3.5

More VHDL Constructs ...

So far, most VHDL language constructs that are used in synthesis have been discussed.
Partly due to their software-like attributes, the following statements have not been covered,
although they are used in synthesis subsets: loop, exit, return, subprograms, alias, next,
null, attributes, and non-guarded signals in guarded assignments.
Since the previous sections employed a hardware driven approach to present the language,
clearly the above mentioned statements are not essential in hardware modeling. However,
they are supported by most tools for the purpose of competitive VHDL coverage.

3.6

Hardware Mapping

From the discussion presented so far, it is evident that VHDL is a very broad language,
and as a result there exits many styles or combination of styles that fall in the synthesis
category. Moreover, there exits many ways to describe the same hardware behavior. It
should be pointed out that certain VHDL constructs are not used in synthesis because
either they do not have a clear hardware implication or the resulting hardware is far
removed from what the user intends. The hardware mapping defined in the following
subsections assumes that these constructs (as listed below) are not used in the synthesis
models. What follows is a list of restrictions on the use of VHDL for synthesis.
• No object of type Floating Point and Physical is allowed.
• No object of Access Type is allowed.
• No object of File Type is allowed.
• divisor on mod, rem, and division operators must be a power of 2 constant.
• no exponentiation operator is allowed.
• WAIT statements can only be used for clock edge detection as specified earlier.
• VARIABLE objects can only serve as connection points. Their value should be
updated upon each process invocation.
• No waveforms are allowed.
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• Timing after-clauses are ignored.
• "WHILE" looping scheme is only allowed if used in conjunction with WAIT statements.
• Resolution function specification is not allowed.
• Assertion statements are ignored.
• Disconnection Specification are disallowed.
Some of these points can potentially be argued by VHDL advocates. However, within the
scope of the circuits defined in chapter 2, exclusion of the above constructs does not hinder
description of any intended circuit. Moreover, the excluded features are not present in all
available tools surveyed.
In the following sections, the hardware inference from a number of VHDL constructs will
be illustrated. Four hardware primitives are used in such mapping: (1) Edge triggered
D-flip flop with active high asynchronous set/reset and clock enable inputs, (2) Level
sensitive D latch with active high gate, (3) Combinational logic block implementing any
M-input N-output combinational logic function, and (4) Tristate gate with active high
enable.
Note that the cases shown below are the most frequently used styles in synthesis tools
today. It is possible that a certain tool may employ a slight variation of these styles.

3.6.1

Register Inferencing

As discussed earlier, a number of modeling styles imply registers. Any signal assignment
that is sensitive to a signal edge will map into the D-flip flip primitive. Here are a number
of styles mapping into the same primitive,
PROCESS BEGIN
WAIT UNTIL clock'EVENT AND clock='O' AND enable='1'j
qout <= dinj
END PROCESSj
----- or -----
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PROCESS(clock) BEGIN
IF (clock'EVENT AND clock='O') THEN
IF (enable='l') THEN qout <= din; END IF;
END IF;
END PROCESS;
----- or -----

bl: BLOCK (clock'EVENT AND clock='O') BEGIN
. b2: BLOCK (GUARD AND (enable=' 1
BEGIll
qout <= GUARDED din;
-- qout is a REGISTER kind signal
END BLOCK b2;
END BLOCK bl;

'»

The impiled hardware for all these styles is shown below.
din
clock

clk

enable

enb

'0'
'0'

3.6.2

d

q

qout

rst
set

Asynchronous Operations on Registers

An extension of the style used for register inferencing can be used for modeling asynchronous set or reset. All of the following styles maps into a D-flip flop primitive.
PROCESS BEGIN
WAIT UNTIL (clock'EVENT AND clock='O') AND enable='l' OR async
IF (async = '1') THEN qout <= value;
ELSE qout <= din; END IF;
END PROCESS;
----- or -----

PROCESS(clock, async) BEGIN
IF (async = '1') THEN qout <= value;
ELSIF (clock'EVENT AND clock='O') THEN
IF (enable=' 1 ') THEN qout <= din; EllD IF;
END IF;
END PROCESS;

'1';

6.5
The impiled hardware for all these styles is shown below.
din
clock
enable
NOT value
async
value
async

3.6.3

d

q

qout

clk
enb
rst
set

Latch Inferencing

All incompletely specified signal assignments within a process which is not sensitive to
any signal edge imply latches. An incompletely specified assignment can result from using
any combination of conditional statements in a process.
PROCESS (gate , din) BEGIN
IF (gate = '1') THEN qout <= din; END IF;
END PROCESS;

Guarded signal assignments where the target signal is of REGISTER kind reults in a latch
implementation. Once again the guard condition must not be sensitive to any signal edges.
b1: BLOCK (gate = '1') BEGIN
qout <= GUARDED din;
END BLOCK b1;

The impiled hardware for all these styles is shown below.
din

d

gat

g

q

qout
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3.6.4

Tristate Buses

As discussed earlier, the stdJogic type signals can be used to model tristate buses. Most
tools support conditional signal assignment as a way of modeling tristate, although using
guarded signals of kind BUS is an alternative.
tbus <= src1 WHEN (sel1
tbus <= src2 WHEN (se12

'1' ) ELSE 'Z' ;
'1' ) ELSE 'Z' ;

------- or ------b1: BLOCK (se11 = '1' ) BEGIN
tbus <= GUARDED src1;
END BLOCK b1;
'1' ) BEGIN
b2: BLOCK (se12
tbus <= GUARDED src2;
END BLOCK b2;

The above alternatives will results in two tristate gates whose data inputs are driven by
src1 and src2 and whose enable inputs are driven by sell and sel2 respectively.
sell----,
src1
sel2---.,
src2
tbus

3.6.5

Combinational Logic

All models that do not fall in the category of registers, latches, or tristate buses will represent combinational logic. Nearly all supported language constructs may be used to model
combinational behavior. In other words, processes that are fully specified and are not
sensitive to any signal edge represent combinational logic. Also, all concurrent statements
(except guarded blocks) that are not sensitive to any signal edge and do not model tristate
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represent combinational logic. As noted before, guarded blocks in conjunction with BUS
and REGISTER kind signals are used to model tristate and memory elements. As an
example, consider the following combinational process.
PROCESS (cond1, cond2, dinO, din1, din2, din3, din4) BEGIN
wout <= dinO;
IF (cond1 = '1') THEN
zout <= din1;
ELSIF (cond2 = '1') THEN
zout <= din2;
ELSE
zout <= din3;
wout <= din4;
END IF;
END PROCESS;

The Boolean expressions realizing the outputs "zout" and "wout" are shown below.
zout <= (cond1 AND din1) OR
(NOT cond1 AND cond2 AND din2) OR
(NOT cond1 AND NOT cond2 AND din3);
tmp

<= NOT cond1 AND NOT cond2;

wout <= (dinO AND NOT tmp) OR
(din4 AND tmp);

Note that the first assignment to the signal "wout" is unconditional and it will only be
updated by the second assignment if both condl and cond2 are '0'. If the first unconditional assignment was not present then "wout" would represent a latch gated by the value
of "tmp".

3.7

Concluding Remarks

The synthesis requirements outlined in the previous chapter were used to analyze VnDL
for synthesis. Based on what is presented, it is clear that synthesis from vnDL is not
a natural process. In nearly all cases, a modeling style had to be contrived in order to
capture the intended circuit. The primary issue is that VnDL is a very broad language and
therefore offers many ways to describe a given behavior. Often times the same language
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construct can be used to describe many different hardware primitives. As a result, the
models are not portable and the implied hardware is potentially non-optimal.
Since VHDL is a standard language and portable among simulators, one would like to think
that the synthesis subsets of VHDL are also portable from one synthesis tool to another.
Although most subsets are close in the constrcuts they support, unfortunately lack of
full compatibility is almost a guarantee. Effort is under way to define and document a
standard synthesis subset. The emergence of such standard will solve the issue of synthesis
model portability. However, the problems associated with using VHDL for synthesis will
continue to exist.
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Chapter 4

VHDL Synthesis - Case Studies
4.1

Introduction

In this chapter, a synthesis methodology from VHDL will be outlined. This methodology is
currently being employed by many commercial tools available in the market. Subsequently,
a number of "real" VHDL design cases will be analyzed for pitfalls and modeling issues
and the result of synthesis from these designs will be presented.

4.2

VHDL Synthesis Methodology

A currently available commercial tool (Viewlogic Systems Inc, Viewsynthesis 2.3) [View92]
will be used in all case studies. Chapter 6 will also make use of this tool for collecting
experimental data. Essentially, VHDL models are processed in several phases before the
final netlist is generated. The first phase parses VHDL, optionally performs data flow
analysis, and compiles the model into a generic netlist according to the hardware mapping
methods discussed in chapter 3. The next phase involves reading the generic netlist and
performing logic optimization.

As discussed below, three levels of optimization effort

can be specified (High, Medium, and Low), the choice of which depends on the network
characteristics. In general, high effort in optimization works well for random logic, whereas
structured logic such as data path elements should be subject to limited optimization.
The final stage is technology mapping where the optimized netlist is mapped into a target
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library.

In summary, the first phase is language specific and technology independent

whereas the last phase is language independent and technology specific.
[VHDL model]

I

CO~Pil"

I

[Generic Netlist]
Constraints

Technology Library, Constraints

[Optimized, Technology Specific Netlist]
Partly due to the VHDL language semantics, often the generic netlist generated from
VHDL is far from optimized. Although some tools perform up front architectural optimizations, there is still need for a powerful boolean-level optimization tool. Moreover,
many tools choose not to perform much upfront optimizations and leave all logic cleanups
to the backend optimization. The rationale for such an approach is that the models are
described at the RT level of abstraction and by definition the designers must have control
over the allocation and sharing of resources.
In the following sections a few "real" design cases will be analyzed and alternative descriptions will also be presented and compared. Moreover, a number of common pitfalls
in using VHDL for synthesis will be discussed.

4.3

Target Library and Optimization Criteria

The same target library is used in all cases considered. The set of gates included in this
library is listed below:

XOR4
OR4

XOR3
OR3

XOR2
OR2

NOM
NAND4

NOR3
NAND3

NOR2
NAND2
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AND4
INV
LD
FDRD

AND3
TBUF
LDRD
FDSD

AND2
LDSD

(Inverter and tristate buffer)
(Latch without and with async reset/set)
(DFF with clock enable and async reset/set)

The optimization criteria used in all cases is minimum chip area. Two simple metrics will
be used to measure the area in each case study: One will be the total number of cells
used and the other will be the total number of inputs of all multi- input combinational
gates. The latter will be refered to as area and the former as cell count. A more accurate
pre-layout area and delay estimates will be used in chapter 6 where some of these cases
will be revisited. In the following sections, the term optimization refers to medium effort
optimization unless otherwise specified.

4.3.1

Optimization Algorithms

The optimization algorithms are based on MIS-II [BrRu87, BrMc82] and Espresso [BrHa84]
algorithms. The technology mapping step employs what is refered to as tree-covering
[DeGa87]. This approach, which is also used in MIS-II, maps complex logic gates into
gates specified in a technology library. Since the focus of this chapter is to present VHDL
case studies, a detailed treatment of these approaches are defered until chapter 6. However,
a very brief overview follows.
Essentially, two major tasks take place during optimization: (1) 2-level optimization using
Espresso, and (2) Factorization and simplification. Step (1) consists of collapsing a multilevel Boolean network into either two-level logic or until certain constraints are met. The
Collapsing phase which is combined with simplification helps in overall 2-level boolean
optimization. Step (2) involves factorization, which consists of sharing common terms
and functions in the interest of reducing the total number of literals. The optimization
efforts alluded to above defines the level of collapsing. Low optimization effort implies
no collapsing.

High optimization effort implies full collapsing until a Sum of Product
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expression is achieved. Medium otpimization implies partial collapsing based on a certain
criteria. This criteria often depends on the number of literals in product terms and the
size of the network.
Based on this discussion, it is evident that highly structured logic such as data-path elements should not be collapsed. It is almost guaranteed that factorization cannot recreate
the original structure and often times larger networks result. On the other hand, full
collapsing works well for random logic such as routing logic and control logic.

4.4

Case 1 - Mutually Exclusive Conditions

The following entity architecture pair contains a single" clocked" process in which all signal
assignments represent registers. The output dout gets a slice of the input depending on
the value of the frame number register FRN. furthermore, the variable VFR is used to
update the contents of FRN.
1 entity pfrarne is
2
port (signal Din
in bit_vector(7 downto 0);
3
signal clkin, clear: in bit;
4
signal Dout
out bit_vector-{7 downto 0);
5
signal OOF, FRout
out bit);
6 end pfrarne;
7 architecture behavior of pfrarne is
8
Signal fr_word : bit_vector(23 downto 0);
9
signal bytecntr: bit_vector(ll downto 0);
10
signal GDFR
bit_vector(2 downto 0);
11
signal iOOF
bit;
12
signal FRN
bit_vector(3 downto 0);
13 begin
14
fr_process:process
15
variable VFR: bit_vector(3 downto 0);
16
begin
17
wait until prising(clkin);
18
VFR := FRN;
19
if clear = '0' then
20
bytecntr<=x"OOO"; GDFR<="OOO"; iOOF<=' 0' ;
21
fr_word =x"OOOOOO"; Dout<=x"OO"; OOF<='l'; Frout<='O';
22
else
23
if bytecntr=x"97D" then bytecntr<=x"OOO";
24
else bytecntr<=bytecntr+l; end if;
25
if GDFR < 1 then iOOF <='0'; end if;
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26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59

fr_word(7 downto O)<=Dinj fr_word(15 downto 8)<=fr_word(7 downto 0);
fr_word(23 downto 16) <= fr_word(15 downto 8);
"0001" then Dout <= fr_word(15 downto 8); end if;
if FRN
"0010" then Dout <= fr_word(16 downto 9); end if;
if FRN
if FRN = "0011" then Dout <= fr_word(17 downto 10);end if;
"0100" then Dout <= fr_word(18 downto 11);end if;
if FRN
"0101" then Dout <= fr_word(19 downto 12)jend if;
if FRN
"0110" then Dout <= fr_word(20 downto 13);end if;
if FRN
i f FRN = "0111" then Dout <= fr_word(21 downto 14)jend if;
if FRN = "1000" then Dout <= fr_word(22 downto 15);end if;
if iOOF = '0' or bytecntr = x"004" then
VFR := x"O";
if fr_word(15 downto 0)
x"F628" then VFR .- x"l";end if;
x"F628" then VFR := x"2";end if;
if fr_word(16 downto 1)
if fr_word(17 downto 2) = x"F628" then VFR := x"3";end if;
if fr_word(18 downto 3) = x"F628" then VFR := x"4";end if;
if fr_word(19 downto 4) = x"F628" then VFR := x"5";end if;
if fr_word(20 downto 5) = x"F628" then VFR .- x"6";end if;
x"F628" then VFR .- x"7";end if;
if fr_word(21 downto 6)
if fr_word(22 downto 7)
x"F628" then VFR := x"8";end if;
i f VFR >0 then
if GDFR < 3 then GDFR <= GDFR+l ; else GDFR <= "011"; end if;
bytecntr <= x"005";iOOF <= J 1 J ;
else
if GDFR > 0 then GDFR <= GDFR -1; end if;
end if;
end if;
if GDFR > 1 then OOF <= '0'; else OOF <= '1'; end if;
if bytecntr = x"005" then FRout <= '1';
else FRout <= '0'; end if;
FRN <= VFR;
end if;
end process;
end behavior;

The logic generated for the variable VFR is shown below. As a notational convenience,
the term FUNCTION is used to represent a particular combinational logic function. Note
that variables in VHDL are very similar to static variables in C programming language in
that the last assigned value to the variable in the course of execution of the process will
be the contents of that variable. The variables sell through sellD below are the conditions
under which the variable VFR gets updated.
f1 = FUNCTION (bytecntr = x"004");
f2
FUNCTION(fr_word(15 downto 0)
f3 = FUNCTION(fr_word(16 downto 1)

x"F628") ;
x"F628");
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f4 = FUNCTION(fr_word(17 downto 2) = x"F62S");
fS
FUNCTION(fr_word(lS downto 3) = x"F62S");
f6 = FUNCTION(fr_word(19 downto 4) = x"F62S");
f7 = FUNCTION(fr_word(20 downto S)
x"F62S");
fS
FUNCTION(fr_word(21 downto 6) = x"F62S");
f9
FUNCTION(fr_word(22 downto 7) = x"F62S");
flO = (NOT clear) AND (NOT iOOF) AND fl;
sell = flO AND f9;
se12 = flO AND (NOT f9) AND fS;
se13 = flO AND (NOT f9) AND (NOT fS) AND f7;
se14 = flO AND (NOT f9) AND (flOT fS) AND (NOT f7) AND f6;
selS = flO AND (NOT f9) AND (NOT fS) AND (NOT f7) AND (NOT f6) AND fS;
se16 = flO AND (NOT f9) AND (NOT fS) AND (NOT f7) AND (NOT f6) AND
(NOT fS) AND f4;
se17 = flO AND (NOT f9) AND (NOT fS) AND (NOT f7) AND (NOT f6) AND
(NOT fS) AND (NOT f4) AND f3;
selS = flO AND (NOT f9) AND (NOT fS) AND (NOT f7) AND (NOT f6) AND
(NOT fS) AND (NOT f4) AND (NOT f3) AND f2;
se19 = flO AND (NOT f9) AND (NOT fS) AND (NOT f7) AND (NOT f6)
AND (NOT fS) AND (NOT f4) AND (NOT f3) AND (NOT f2);
sel10 = (NOT flO) AND (NOT f9) AND (NOT fS) AND (NOT f7) AND (NOT f6)
AND (NOT fS) AND (NOT f4) AND (NOT f3) AND (NOT f2);
VFR = (se11 AND "1000") OR (se12 AND "0111") OR (se13 AND "0110") OR
(se14 AND "0101") OR (selS AND "0100") OR (se16 AND "0011") OR
(se17 AND "0010") OR (selS AND "0001") OR (se19 AND "0000") OR
(sel10 AND FRN);

Due to the semantics of the language, the above logic has to be generated for correct
realization. However, most of this logic gets cleaned up in the optimization phase because
many of the conditions used throughout the process are mutually exclusive. This implies
that it is not needed to logically" AND" every IF condition with the inverse of all previous
IF conditions. Clearly, in this case, the mutual exclusiveness information is not conveyed
by the language, and often times optimization is costly in terms of memory usage and
run time. As illustrated shortly, It should be pointed out that not all such cases can
be readily optimized. Consequently, the modeling language or technique can potentially
cause a significant improvement in quality of the final netlist and performance of the tool.
The above model was synthesized using the methodology outlined earlier. With optimizatiOIl effort set at medium, the machine (Sparc-lO) with 32 meg of physical and 150 meg of
virtual space ran out of memory. With optimization effort set to low, the tool produced
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a netlist with the following area numbers.
AND2
43
NAND2 76
167
OR2

AND3
1
NAND3 14
17
OR3

AND4
1
NAND4 6
OR4
32

FDRD 54
NOR3 3
XOR2 1

INV 72
NOR4 2

Cell Count: 489
Area
: 843

In order to avoid the mentioned problem, the following changes were made to the model.
However, based on observing models written by synthesis users, this is not a common way
of describing such cases. Moreover, the language does not provide any help in directing the
modeler into writing more efficient synthesis models. Other than being slightly softwarelike, it should be noted that the more common ways of writing VHDL does not offer a
higher level of abstraction.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

wait until prising(clkin);
tl:='O'; t2:='0'; t3:='0'; t4:='0'; t5:='0'; t6:='0'; t7:='0'; t8:='0';
old> if fr_word(15 downto 0)
x"F628" then VFR := x"l";end if;
old> if fr_word(16 downto 1) = x"F628" then VFR := x"2";end if;
old> if fr_word(17 downto 2) = x"F628" then VFR := x"3";end if;
old> if fr_word(18 downto 3) = x"F628" then VFR .- x"4";end if;
old> i f fr_word(19 downto 4) = x"F628" then VFR .- x"5";end if;
old> if fr_word(20 downto 5) = x"F628" then VFR .- x"6";end if;
old> if fr_word(21 downto 6) = x"F628" then VFR := x"7";end if;
old> if fr_word(22 downto 7)
x"F628" then VFR .- x"8";end if;
new> if (fr_word(15 downto 0)
x"F628") then tl := '1'; end if;
new> if (fr_word(16 downto 1) = x"F628") then t2 := '1'; end if;
new> if (fr_word(17 downto 2)
x"F628") then t3 .- '1'; end if;
new> if (fr_word(18 downto 3)
x"F628") then t4 := '1'; end if;
new> if (fr_word(19 downto 4) = x"F628") then t5 := '1'; end if;
new> if (fr_word(20 downto 5)
x"F628") then t6 := '1'; end if;
new> if (fr_word(21 downto 6) = x"F628") then t7.- '1'; end if;
new> if (fr_word(22 downto 7)
x"F628") then t8 .- '1'; end if;
VFR:= «x"l" and to or (x"2" and t2) or (x"3" and t3) or (x"4" and t4) or
(x"5" and t5) or (x"6" and t6) or (x"7" and t7) or (x"8" and t8»;

The above changes where synthesized with optimization effort set at medium and the
following results were produced.
AND2 90
NAND3 8
OR3
11

AND3
5
NAND4 3
OR4
17

FDRD 54
NOR3 6
XOR2 1

INV 58
NOR4 5

NAND2 58
OR2
102

76
Opt Effort
medium
low
medium
low

I original VHDL I Modified VIIDL I Improvement I
Area
692
lout of memory I
843
831
I
I
Cell Count
418
lout of memory I
489
443
I
I

-

J
I

1%

I
I

9%

-

Table 4.1: Mutually Exclusive Conditions

Ce11 Count: 418
Area
: 692

And with optimization effort set at low the following was produced.
AND2 59
NAND3 5
OR3
32

AND4 13
NAND4 10
OR4
30

Cell Count:
Area

443
831

FDRD
NOR3
XOR2

54
20
1

INV

57

NOR4

2

NAND2 65
OR2
95

Table 4.1 summarizes the results.
Arguably, in the case just described, the front VHDL analyzer/compiler can theoretically detect such mutual exclusive conditions and generate the generic netlist accordingly.
Although this approach will be helpful in this particular case, it still requires the extra
computation by the front end tool to determine mutual exclusivity of every pair of conditions. Since mutual exclusivity is not a transitive relation, and the conditions can be
arbitrarily complex such computation can potentially degrade the performance of the tool.
A different case where mutually exclusive conditions are not fJandled properly is the binaryto-BCD conversion module illustrated below. In this case, having the capability in the
front VHDL analyzer/compiler to detect mutually exclusive conditions will not help because it is not logical1y derivable that the specified conditions are mutual1y exclusive.
Note that the signals st(O) through st(9) are all mutually exclusive because they represent a I-hot shift-register. However, the conditional signal assignment that drives the
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signal "busl" imposes a priority on the conditions. The only way in VHDL to avoid such
situations is to use Boolean expressions and break out the single assignment into multipIe assignments as illustrated in the first model presented in this section. It should be
mentioned that such modeling practices are not typically exercised by VHDL designers.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39

PROCESS BEGIN
WAIT UNTIL elk'EVENT and elk='O';
IF (rdy = '1') THEN
bed <= "0000000000000000";
st <= "0000000001";
rg <= din;
ELSE
st <= st(8 DOWNTO 0) & '0';
bed <= nxt_bed;
END IF;
END PROCESS;
busl <= bedl
WHEN (st(O) = '1' AND rg(O)
'1') ELSE
bed2
WHEN (st(l) = '1' AND rg(l)
'1') ELSE
bed4
WHEN (st(2)
'1' AND rg(2) = '1') ELSE
bed8
WHEN (st(3)
'1' AND rg(3)
'1') ELSE
bed16 WHEN (st(4)
'1' AND rg(4)
'1') ELSE
bed32 WHEN (st(5) = '1' AND rg(5) = '1') ELSE
bed64 WHEN (st(6) = '1' AND rg(6) = '1') ELSE
bed128 WHEN (st(7)
'1' AND rg(7)
'1') ELSE
bed256 WHEN (st(8)
'1' AND rg(8) = '1') ELSE
bed512 WHEN (st(9) = '1' AND rg(9)
'1') ELSE bedO;
PROCESS(busl, bed) -- Do the BCD adjustment.
VARIABLE varl: std_logie_veetor(15 DOWNTO 0);
BEGIN
varl := ("0000" & busl) + bed;
IF (varl(3 DOWNTO 0) > "1001") THEN
varl := varl + "0000000000000110";
END IF;
IF (varl(7 DOWNTO 4) > "1001") THEN
var1(15 DOWNTO 4) := var1(15 DOWNTO 4) + "000000000110";
END IF;
IF (var1(11 DOWNTO 8) > "1001") THEN
var1(15 DOWNTO 8) := var1(15 DOWNTO 8) + "00000110";
END IF;
IF (var1(15 DOWNTO 12) > "1001") THEN
var1(15 DOWNTO 12) := varl(15 DOWNTO 12) + "0110";
END IF;
nxt_bed <= varl;
END PROCESS;
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4.5

Case 2 - Repeated Conditions

This case illustrates yet another situation where considerable amount of unnecessary logic
is generated due to the software-like style of VHDL. The case in point is the description
of a finite state machine. The entire design is too large to be included, however a section
of interest is listed below. This is taken from a process which describes the next state
behavior of the FSM.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15

if
elsif
elsif
elsif
elsif
elsif
elsif
elsif
elsif
elsif
elsif
elsif
elsif
elsif

(CYCLE
(CYCLE
(CYCLE
(CYCLE
(CYCLE
(CYCLE
(CYCLE
(CYCLE
(CYCLE
(CYCLE
(CYCLE
(CYCLE
(CYCLE
(CYCLE

= X"OOO")

= X"OOO")
= X"OOO")
= X"OOO")
= X"OOO")
= X"OOO")
= X"OOO")
= XI 101")
= XI 102")
= XI 103")
= XI 103")
= XI 103")
= XI 103")
= XI 103")

"OXXXX") then
and (REQ
IlX010") then
and (REQ
and (REQ = 11XOll") then
and (REQ = 11XOOX") then
and (REQ = IlXl10") then
and (REQ = 11Xl11") then
and (REQ = IlXl0X") then
then CYCLE <= XI102";
then CYCLE <= XI103";
and (REQ = IX1XXX") then
and (REQ = IXX1XX") then
and (REQ = IXOO10") then
and (REQ = IXOOll") then
and (REQ = "XOOOX") then

CYCLE
CYCLE
CYCLE
CYCLE
CYCLE
CYCLE
CYCLE

<=
<=
<=
<=
<=
<=
<=

X"OOO";
XI 101";
XI 201";
XI301";
XI 401";
XI501";
XI601";

CYCLE
CYCLE
CYCLE
CYCLE
CYCLE

<=
<=
<=
<=
<=

XI 104";
XI 104";
X" 114" ;
XI124";
XI124";

In terms of small software programs the penalty in running the above program may not
be noticable as opposed to running the rewritten portion shown below. However, in terms
of hardware generation the difference is significant. Some tools may do data flow analysis
up front and recognize the common condition and treat it accordingly. Other tools may
compile the description into a generic netlist and let the back end optimization do the
cleaning. In either case, such descriptions cause excessive computation while offering no
advantage. The tool used in this case falls in the latter category where optimization is
postponed. The unmodified case took 86 minutes to synthesize ou a Sparc-lO (low effort
optimization) and the resulting netlist had a total cell count and area of 720 and 1730.
The modified case synthesized in 52 minutes (low effort optimization) and the resulting
netlist had a total cell count and area of 671 and 1561. Table 4.2 summarizes the results.
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Opt Effort

original VHDL

I Modified VHDL

Improvement

I

Area
low

I

low

I

low

I

1730

I

1561

Cell Count
671
I
Execution Time
86 Mins
52 Mins
I
720

I

10%

I

7%

I

40%

Table 4.2: Repeated Conditions

2

3
4
5
6
7
8
9

if (CYCLE = X"OOO") then
if
(REQ = "OXXXX") then
elsif (REQ = IlX010") then
11X011") then
elsif (REQ
11XOOX") then
elsif (REQ
IlXll0") then
elsif (REQ
11Xl11") then
elsif (REQ
IlXl0X") then
elsif (REQ
end if;

CYCLE
CYCLE
CYCLE
CYCLE
CYCLE
CYCLE
CYCLE

<=
<=
<=
<=
<=
<=
<=

X"OOO";
XI 101";
XI 201";
XI301";
XI 401";
XI501";
XI601";

10

4.6

Case 3 - Repeated Subprogram Calls

illustrated below is a portion of a FSM model. This is another case where the model
is written in a "software-like" manner. In every state, in order to compute the output,
an assignment is made to the variable "nr" which in turn is passed to procedure assign_vector(). The procedure returns the computed output through it's second parameter
"temp_outvector". At the end of the process (line 55), the variable "temp_outvector" is
assigned to the output signal. The problem here is the repeated procedure call in every
CASE and IF clause. Once again in terms of software programs the penalty may not be
noticable, whereas in terms of hardware every procedure call is expanded into a hardware
module. When this model was synthesized, the YHDL compilation into the generic netlist
took 2 hours and subsequently, with optimization effort set to low, the machine (Sparc-lO)
ran out of memory during optimization phase after running for 1.5 hours. The alternative
equivalent model would be to move tIle assign_vectorO procedure call outside the case
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statement right before the assignment to Qutvector at line 55. The modified model compiles in 1 minute and the low effort optimization takes an additional 16 minutes. The
resulting netlist has 534 gates in it. based on observation of real design situations, such
sensitivity to VHDL style is a very common issue in all VHDL-driven synthesis tool.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43

architecture behavior of Dmem is
signal present_state, next_state
vlbit_ld(6 downto 0);
signal CSDATA_N, MWR : vlbit;
begin
FSM: process(present_state, CSDATA_N, MWR, A, BLAST_N, RESET_N)
variable nr: vlbit_ld(6 downto 0);
variable temp_outvector : vlbit_ld(7 downto 0);
begin
temp_outvector:= "00000000";
next_state <= int_to_state(45);
nr:= int_to_state(45);
if RESET_N = '0' then
next_state
<= int_to_state(45);
nr := int_to_state(45); assign_vector(nr, temp_outvector);
else
case vld2int(present_state) is
when 45 =>
if CSDATA_N = '0' then
if
MWR = '0' and A(3) = '0' and A(2) = '0' then
next_state <= int_to_state( 1);
nr := int_to_state( 1); assign_vector(nr, temp_outvector);
elsif MWR = '0' and A(3) = '0' and A(2) = '1' then
next_state <= int_to_state( 9);
nr:= int_'to_state( 9); assign_vector(nr, temp_outvector);
elsif MWR = '0' and A(3) = '1' and A(2) = '0' then
next_state <= int_to_state( 17);
nr:= int_to_state( 17); assign_vector(nr, temp_outvector);
elsif MWR = '0' and A(3) = '1' and A(2) = '1' then
next_state <= int_to_state( 25);
nr:= int_to_state( 25); assign_vector(nr, temp_outvector);
elsif MWR = '1' and A(3) = '0' and A(2) = '0' then
next_state <= int_to_state( 33);
nr:= int_to_state( 33); assign_vector(nr, temp_outvector);
elsif MWR = '1' and A(3) = '0' and A(2) = '1' then
next_state <= int_to_state( 36);
nr:= int_to_state( 36); assign_vector(nr, temp_outvector);
elsif MWR = '1' and A(3) = '1' and A(2) = '0' then
next_state <= int_to_state( 39);
nr:= int_to_state( 39); assign_vector(nr, temp_outvector);
else -- MWR = '1' and A(3) = '1' and A(2) = '1'
next_state <= int_to_state( 42);
nr:= int_to_state( 42); assign_vector(nr, temp_outvector);
end if;
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44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57

4.7

end if;
when 1 =>
next_state <= int_to_state( 2);
nr:= int_to_state( 2); assign_vector(nr, temp_outvector);
when 44=> next_state <= int_to_state( 45);
nr:= int_to_state( 45); assign_vector(nr, temp_outvector);
when others => next_state <= int_to_state(45);
nr := int_to_state(45); assign_vector(nr, temp_outvector);
end case;
end if;
outvector <= temp_outvector;
end process FSM;

Case 4 - Clock Enable Recognition

As mentioned in the previous chapter, many tools offer pre-defined VHDL styles for efficient hardware mapping and improved user control. If these styles are violated, one
may still end up with a synthesizable VHDL but the difference in synthesis results are
significant. One such style is the modeling of the clock enable signal on memory elements.
What follows is one possible way for modeling clock enable.
PROCESS BEGIN
WAIT UNTIL rising_edge(clock) AND (enable
qout <= din;
END PROCESS;

'1');

The model listed below is the description of a 8x32 Register File module not conforming
to the above style. Since clock enable will not be recognized in all cases where the register
is to keep it's old value, the output of the flip flop will be multiplexed back to the input.
This may be the only solution for technologies that do not support flip flops with clock
enable. However, in many technologies such as a number of Field Programmable Gate
Arrays, flip flops include a clock enable input and taking advantage of that improves chip
utilization.
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ENTITY reg IS PORT
SIGNAL Data
in BIT_VECTOR (31 downto 0);
2
SIGNAL Addr
in BILVECTOR (2 downto 0);
3
SIGNAL Clock, write: in BIT;
4
SIGNAL Result
out BIT_VECTOR (31 downto 0»;
5
6 END reg;
7 ARCHITECTURE ONE OF reg IS
8
CONSTANT data_zero:
9
BIT_VECTOR (31 downto 0):="00000000000000000000000000000000";
10
SIGNAL decoded_addr: BIT_VECTOR (7 downto 0);
11
SIGNAL data_8, and_8: BIT_VECTOR (31 downto 0);
12
SIGNAL data_7, and_7: BIT_VECTOR (31 downto 0);
13
SIGNAL data_6, and_6: BIT_VECTOR (31 downto 0);
14
SIGNAL data_5, and_5: BIT_VECTOR (31 downto 0);
15
SIGNAL data_4, and_4: BIT_VECTOR (31 downto 0);
16
SIGNAL data_3, and_3: BIT_VECTOR (31 downto 0);
17
SIGNAL data_2, and_2: BIT_VECTOR (31 downto 0);
18
SIGNAL data_l, and_l: BIT_VECTOR (31 downto 0);
19
SIGNAL data_O, and_O: BIT_VECTOR (31 downto 0);
20 BEGIN
21
-- Decode addresses
decoded_addr(7) <= '1' WHEN (Addr = "111") ELSE '0';
22
decoded_addr(6) <= '1' WHEN (Addr
23
"110") ELSE '0';
decoded_addr(5) <= '1' WHEN (Addr
24
"101") ELSE '0';
decoded_addr(4) <= '1' WHEN (Addr = "100") ELSE '0';
25
decoded_addr(3) <= '1' WHEN (Addr
"011") ELSE '0';
26
decoded_addr(2) <= '1' WHEN (Addr
"010") ELSE '0';
27
decoded_addr(l) <= '1' WHEN (Addr
"001") ELSE '0';
28
decoded_addr(O) <= '1' WHEN (Addr
"000") ELSE '0';
29
-- flipflops
30
31
process begin
wait until Clock' event and Clock = J 1 J ;
32
if
«decoded_addr(7) and write)
'1') then data_7 <= Data;
33
elsif «decoded_addr(6) and write)
'1') then data_6 <= Data;
34
elsif «decoded_addr(5) and write)
'1') then data_5 <= Data;
35
elsif «decoded_addr(4) and write)
'1') then data_4 <= Data;
36
elsif «decoded_addr(3) and write)
'1') then data_3 <= Data;
37
elsif «decoded_addr(2) and write)
'1') then data_2 <= Data;
38
elsif «decoded_addr(l) and write)
'1') then data_l <= Data;
39
40
elsif «decoded_addr(O) and write)
'1') then data_O <= Data;
·41
end if;
end process;
42
-- Connect storage outputs to OR inputs
43
and_7 <= data_7 when (decoded_addr (7)
'1') else data_zero;
44
and_6 <= data_6 when (decoded_addr (6)
'1') else data_zero;
45
and_5 <= data_5 when (decoded_addr (5)
'1') else data_zero;
46
and_4 <= data_4 when (decoded_addr (4)
'1') else data_zero;
47
and_3 <= data_3 when (decoded_addr (3)
'1') else data_zero;
48
and_2 <= data_2 when (decoded_addr (2)
'1') else data_zero;
49
50
and_l <= data_l when (decoded_addr (1)
'1') else data_zero;
and_O <= data_O when (decoded_addr (0)
51
'1') else data_zero;
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52
-- Connect to large OR gate
53
Result <= and_7 OR and_6 OR and_5 OR and_4 OR and_3 OR and_2 OR
54
and_1 OR and_O ;
55 END one;

With optimization effort set to low, the above model synthesisizes into 1754 gates with
the area of 2476.
FORD 256

INV 292

NAND2 642

OR2 532

OR4 32

Cell Count: 1754
Area
: 2476

However, if lines 31-42 are replaced by the following statements conforming to the clock
enable style, the gate count and the area reduces to 955 gates and 936.

This is an

improvement of 62% in area.
AND2 8
NAND3 1

FORD 256
OR2 256

INV 267
OR3
7

NAND2 128
OR4
32

Ce11 Count: 955
Area
: 936
process begin
WAIT UNTIL rising_edge(clock) AND «decoded_addr(7) and write)
data_7 <= Data;
end process;
process begin
WAIT UNTIL rising_edge(clock) AND «decoded_addr(6) and write)
data_6 <= Data;
end process;
[

...

'1');

'1');

]

process begin
WAIT UNTIL rising_edge(clock) AND (decoded_addr(O) and write)
data_O <= Data;
end process;

'1');

Other than the savings resulting from clock enable recognition, there is yet another problem which results in longer run time and not necessarily affect the gate count. Note that
the IF statement of lines 33-41, it is guaranteed that only one of the bits in the vector
decoded_addr will be asserted at any given time. However, the mentioned if statement
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imposes a priority on checking the individual bits. Since the target signals in the assignments are different in each if-clause, one can achieve better execution time by breaking
up the if-statement as follows.
process begin
vait until Clock'event and Clock = , 1 J ;
, 1 ' ) then data_7 <= Data; END IF;
if «decoded_addr(7) and vrite)
'1' ) then data_6 <= Data; END IF;
if «decoded_addr(6) and vrite)
'1' ) then data_5 <= Data; END IF;
if «decoded_addr(5) and vrite)
end process;

4.8

Case 5 - Relational Operators and Signed Numbers

Relational operators in VHDL are defined for discrete type operands such as BIT_VECTOR,
INTEGER, etc. The comparison is done in a lexical manner in that the ordering of the
alphabet is what determines the outcome of comparisons. For example, the base type for
the type BIT_VECTOR is BIT which is an enumerated type ('0', '1 '). Therefore, cases
such as (" 100"

> "011") returns Boolean true. This introduces no problem if unsigned

numbers are used. However, in case of signed numbers the outcome is not always correct.
In the following model, for example, if "sum" is a negative number and "threshold" is a
positive number then the outcome is incorrect.
ENTITY reI IS
PORT (opl, op2
IN BIT_VECTOR(15 DOWNTO 0);
threshold: IN BIT_VECTOR(15 DOWNTO 0);
zout
OUT BIT);
END reI;
ARCHITECTURE one OF reI IS
SIGNAL sum: BIT_VECTOR(15 DOWNTO 0);
BEGIN
sum <= opl - op2;
zout <= 'l' WHEN (sum> threshold) ELSE '0';
END one;

A short simulation run is illustrated below.
time
time
time =

100.0ns
200.0ns
300.0ns

OP1=0001\H OP2=0011\H THRESHOLD=Olll\H ZOUT=l
OP1=1012\H OP2=0001\H THRESHOLD=Olll\H ZOUT=l
OP1=0004\H OP2=0001\H THRESHOLD=Olll\H ZOUT=O

8.5
Many tools get around this problem by introducing a new user-defined type "Signed_Numbers"
and overload the comparison operators to treat such operands accordingly. The overload
functions such as these (and overload of arithmetic operators to take BIT _VECTOR as
operands) are usually hard-coded into the tool and supporting packages for simulation are
provided. This approach which is tool dependent (and non-portable), clearly proves yet
another shortcoming of the language for synthesis.

4.9

Case 6 - One-hot State Assignment

Although the VHDL description illustrated below is a model of a state machine employing
a one-hot assignment, what is intended to demonstrate is a subtle modeling issue inherent
to the use of the language for synthesis. Note that the process models the state transition
by checking the current state and the primary inputs and assigning the next state value
to the next-Btate signal. Since this is a one-hot assignment individual bits of the state
vector is checked in the outmost IF statements and appropriate assignment is made to the
next-Btate signal.
1
2
3
4

5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

20
21

entity fsm_lhot is
port (signal reset, clk, contI, datain: in bit;
signal pmatch
out bit);
end fsm_lhot;
architecture first of ism_lhot is
signal next_state, state: bit_vector(5 downto 0);
begin
cntl: process(reset, datain, contI, state) begin
pmatch <= ' 0'; next_state <= "000001";
if (state(O) = '1') then
if «not contI and not datain) = , 1') then next_state
elsif «not contI and datain) = '1') then next_state
else next_state <= "000001"; end if;
end if;
if (state(l) = '1') then
if «not contI and not datain) = '1') then next_state
elsif «not contI and datain) = '1') then next_state
else next_state <= "000010"; end if;
end if;
if (state(2) = '1') then
if «not contI and not datain)
'1') then next_state

<= "000001";
<= "000010";

<= "000001";
<= "000100";

<= "000001";
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24
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26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
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47

elsif «not contI and datain) = ' 1')
else next_state <= "000100"; end if;
end if;
if (state(3) = '1') then
if «not contl and not datain) = , 1')
elsif «not contI and datain) = , 1')
else next_state <= "001000"; end if;
end if;
if (state(4) = '1') then
if «not contI and not datain) = , 1')
elsif «not contI and datain) = , 1 ,)
else next_state <= "010000"; end if;
end if;
if (state(5) = '1') then
pmatch <= '1';
if «not contI and not datain) = , 1')
elsif «not contI and datain) = ' 1')
else next_state <= "100000"; end if;
end if;
end process cntl;

then next_state <= "001000";

then next_state <= "010000";
then next_state <= "001000";

then next_state <= "100000";
then next_state <= "000010";

then next_state <= "000001";
then next_state <= "000010";

process(clk, next_state, reset) begin
if (reset = , 1') then state <= "000001";
elsif(clk'event and clk='l') then state <= next_state; end if;
end process;
end first;

Since all bits of next...state receives a value in every IF-clause, the boolean expression
generated for each bit will be dependent on all the IF-conditions. For example, the boolean
expression for next...state(O) will be as follows:
NOT contI AND NOT datain;
NOT contl AND datain;
state(5) ;
NOT state(5) AND NOT state(4) AND NOT state(3) AND state(2);
NOT state(6) AND NOT state(4) AND NOT state(3) AND NOT state(2) AND
state(1) ;
sO = NOT state(5) AND NOT state(4) AND NOT state(3) AND NOT state(2) AND
NOT state(l) AND state(O) ;
tl
t2
s5
s2
sl

=
=
=
=

next_state(O) = (s6
(s2
(sl
(sO
(sO

AND
AND
AND
AND
AND

(tl AND
(tl AND
(NOT tl
(tl AND
(NOT tl

'1'» OR
'1'» OR
AND NOT t2 AND '1'» OR
'1'» OR
AND NOT t2 AND ' 1'» ;
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The reason signals sO, sl, and s2 depend on more than one state is due to the sequential
semantics of processes in VHDL. In other words, sO will be asserted only if downstream
states are not true. Alternatively, the exact same behavior can be described in a slightly
different style which will yield significantly better results in terms of area and speed. If
only individual bits of nexLstate signal is updated within the process then the equation
for sO, sl, and s2 will be less complex and therefore a better netlist will result. The new
model which will replace lines 8 through 41 is shown below.
1
2
3
4

5
6
7
8
9

10
11

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35

cntl: process(reset, datain, contI, state) begin
pmatch <= , 0' ;
next_state <= "000000";
if (state(O) = '1') then
if «not contI and not datain) = '1') then next_state(O)
elsif «not contI and datain) = '1') then next_state(l)
else next_state(O) <= '1'; end if;
end if;
if (state(l) = '1') then
if «not contI and not datain) = '1') then next_state(O)
elsif «not contI and datain) = '1') then next_state(2)
else next_state(l) <= '1'; end if;
end if;
if (state(2) = '1') then
if «not contI and not datain) = '1') then next_state(O)
elsif «not contI and datain) = '1') then next_state(3)
else next_state(2) <= '1'; end if;
end if;
if (state(3) = '1') then
if «not contI and not datain) = '1') then next_state(4)
elsif «not contI and datain) = '1') then next_state(3)
else next_state(3) <= '1'; end if;
end if;
if (state(4) = '1') then
if «not contI and not datain) = '1') then next_state(5)
elsif «not contI and datain) = '1') then next_state(l)
else next_state(4) <= '1'; end if;
end if;
if (state(5) = '1') then
pmatch <= '1';
if «not contl and not datain) = '1') then next_state(O}
elsif «not contI and datain) = '1') then next_state(l)
else next_state(5) <= '1'; end if;
end if;
if (state = "000000") then next_state(O) <= '1'; end if;
end process cntl;

<= , l' ;
<= 1
J

J ;

<= , l' ;
<= '1' ;

<= '1' ;
<= 1
J

J ;

<= '1';
<= '1';

<= '1';
<= '1';

<= '1';
<= '1';
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Note that not all bits of nexLstate is updated in every IF-clause. Only the bits that are to
be set to one are updated (since at the top ofthe process the next..state signal is initialized
to all zeros). In this case the variables sO, s1, s2, and s5 for nexLstate(O) will be reduced
to the following equations.
s5 = state(5);
s2 = NOT state(5) AND state(2);
sl = NOT state(5) AND NOT state(2) AND state(l);
sO = NOT state(5) AND NOT state(2) AND NOT state(l) AND state(O);

Considering that the next..state signal has six bits, this simplification will make a significant difference in the final netlist. In this example, the first case synthesized into 48 ceUs
with total area of 69 whereas the second improved case synthesized into 35 cells with a
total area of 51 (a 26% area improvement).

4.10

Case 7 - Enumerations in Case Statement

The following piece illustrates the use of case statements in assigning different values to
the signal "line_type" based on the values of a 9- bit integer" cnt" .
1
2
3
4
5
6

7
8
9

10
11

CASE cnt IS
WHEN 1 I 3 I 5
27 I 29 I 31
WHEN 33 to 51
WHEN 55 to 270
WHEN
271
WHEN 272 to 277
WHEN 278 to 283
WHEN 284 to 400
OTHERS
WHEN
END CASE;

I 7 I 9 I
=>
=>
=>
=>
=>
=>
=>
=>
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line_type
line_type
line_type
line_type
line_type
line_type
line_type
line_type

I 13 I 15 I 17 I 19 I 21 I 23 I 25 I
<=
<=
<=
<=
<=
<=
<=
<=

"0001";
"0010";
"1111";
"1011";
"0001";
"0010";
"0001";
"1111";

Note that the first case clause enumerates all odd numbers from 0 to 32. A clear logic
implementation for such condition is to check the most significant four bits of "cnt" to
be 'O's and the least significant bit to be a '1'. However, such VHDL case statements are
very broad and does not offer the modeler any control in affecting the implementation.
Depending on the tool used, the logic generated may actually enumerate all sixteen values
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(ie, odd numbers from 0 to 32) in a sum of products form. Although the optimization
may potentially reduce this logic to an acceptable form, it will cause significantly more
execution time. Moreover, depending on the rest of the network, the optimization may
prove too expensive and either not produce any results or produce non-optimal netlist.

4.11

More Pitfalls ...

In the following sub-sections a few common pitfalls are discussed.

4.11.1

Unwanted Latches

A common issue in VHDL synthesis is avoiding unwanted latches. Target signals in "unclocked" processes are potentially translated into latches if they appear within IF or CASE
statements. If a target signal does not receive a value during the execution of a process
(due to some unsatisfied condition) it will preserve it's old value. In terms of hardware,
this implies a latch. In order to avoid such latches, the modeler must assure that either all
target signals receive a value under all conditions or they are unconditionally initialized
at the bE'ginning of the process.
In many cases, incompletely specified IF statements are wrongly perceived as don't care
cases. For example, in the following description if the signal "cond" is neither "00" nor
"01" it does not mean that the other two possibility of "cond" are don't cares. In fact
those conditions will drive the gate input of a latch used to represent the target signal.
PROCESS (cond, din1, din2)
BEGIN
IF
(cond = "00") THEN
ELSIF (cond = "01") THEN
ENDIF;
END PROCESS;

4.11.2

target <= din1;
target <= din2;

Use of Variables

Variables can only be declared within processes and subprograms. Moreover, assignment
to variables take place in zero time and as a result a single variable in the VUDL model
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can potentially represent several computations in hardware. The following partial model
illustrates this point.
PROCESS ( '" )
VARIABLE varl : BIT;
BEGIN
varl := sorne_expression_l;
sigl <= sorne_expression_using_varl;
[

...

]

varl := sorne_expression_2;
sig2 <= sorne_expression_using_varl;
[

.,.

]

END PROCESS;

Note that variable varl represents two separate computations. In general, the use of
variables should be limited to the way illustrated above. That is, unconditionally assign
and use. Hardware Implication of variables in other scenarios can become unclear as
illustrated in the following partial code.

For example, if cond_l is not satisfied in a

particular run through the process, then it is not clear what value should be assigned to
sig2. It could be either expLl or expL2 from any previous run of the process.
IF (cond_l) THEN
varl := expr_l;
sigl <= varl;
END IF;
sig2 <= varl;
IF (cond_2) THEN varl:=expr_2;
sig3 <= varl;
[

.,.

4.11.3

END IF;

]

Integer Operations

In general, integers are more effectively utilized if used in statically determinable computations such as generate and loop indices. However, In cases where integers are used as
data, many tools assume a 32-bit vector for representing each integer object unless specific
ranges are specified. The following model is the descriptioll of a BCD counter. As shown,
the signal next-bcd only requires the least significant four bits of the variable cnt-var. In
such cases, the synthesis tool should undertake the optimization burden of cleaning up the
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unwanted bits in an integer variable. It should be noted that since integers are represented
by long biLvectors, excessive use of them can prove inefficient.
PROCESS (up_enb, bcd)
VARIABLE cnt_var: INTEGER;
BEGIN
cout <= '0'; -- Needed in order to avoid a latch for cout
cnt_var := vec2int(bcd);
IF (up_enb = '1') THEN
IF (cnt_var = 9) THEN cout <= '1';
ELSE cout <= '0'; END IF;
IF (cnt_var < 9) THEN cnt_var .- cnt_var+l;
ELSE cnt_var := 0; END IF;
END IF;
next_bcd <= int2vec(cnt_var){3 DOWNTO 0);
END PROCESS;

The two type conversion functions vec2int() and int2vec() are needed for simulation and
are transparent to the synthesis. The definition of these subprograms can appear in a
package.
What follows is yet another case of legal VHDL which is not well formed for synthesis.
The loop index which is an implicit variable of type integer is used in data dependent
computations. Although the input signal "dsel" is a 6-bit vector, an operation such as
vec2int( dsel)=I will result in a 32-bit comparison. This will require excessive optimization
which means long run times and potentially poor results.
ENTITY dec IS
PORT{clk, din
IN
bit;
dreg
INOUT bit;
dsel
bit_vector(O to 5);
IN
dout
OUT
bit_vector{O to 63»;
END dec;
ARCHITECTURE behavior OF dec IS
BEGIN
Pl: Process Begin
Wait Until clk'event and clk='l';
dreg <= din;
End Process;
P2: Process(dsel, dreg) Begin
dout <= X"OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO";
For I in 0 to 63 Loop
if (vec2int(dsel)=I) then dout(I) <= dreg;
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else dout(I) <= '0'; end if;
End Loop;
End process;
End behavior;

4.11.4

Combinational Feedback

Due to the semantic definition of variables, a single variable can represent several computations in the course of a process. As a result, a single variable can potentially represent
many points in the network. Assuming that variables are always updated before they are
used, the variable assignment VAR1 := VAR1

+ 1;

is a case where VAR1 on the right

hand side represent a computation assigned to VAR1 at the same simulation cycle but
further back in the process. VAR1 on the left hand side will translate into the latest
value of VARl. Internally, this is represented by a unique name. However, signal objects
used in this fashion do result in feedback if the process is not sensitive to a signal edge.
This is due to the fact that assignment to signals are not instantaneous and therefore can
only represent a single computation. If the process is sensitive to a signal edge, then no
combinational feedback will result because target signals translate into flip flops in such
processes. In assignments like "SIGl" gets "SIG1 AND DATA", SIG1 on the right is derived from the Q-output of the flip flop whereas SIG1 on the left hand side will represent
the D-input.

4.12

Concluding Remarks

Case studies presented were meant to reveal the issues involved in synthesis from V HDL.
Althpugh it cannot be claimed that the cases covered is a comprehensive treatment of all
the pitfalls in VHDL synthesis, it is safe to say that most frequently encountered issues
in real design scenarios are addressed. All VHDL descriptions presented here are "real"
models (or partial models) used in "real" designs.

From this discussion, it should be

evident that synthesis was not the driving criteria in designing the VHDL language.
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Chapter 5

Extending AHPL
5.1

Introduction

In the previous chapters, a rather comprehensive treatment of using VHDL for synthesis
was presented. The problems associated with using the language for such a purpose was
discussed and a few supporting case studies were presented. In order to provide further
support for the argument that VHDL is not best suited for RT synthesis, an alternative
language, AHPL, will be used. The results from this approach will be compared with the
prevailing VHDL synthesis methodologies. The AHPL language is chosen for this purpose
because (1) AHPL has passed the test of time in being a robust synthesis language,
(2) AHPL supports hardware description at the RT level of abstraction, and (3) AHPL
provides a rich set of facilities for modeling hardware functions and parallel activities. In
order to make this approach possible, it should be made certain that every circuit that can
be modeled in synthesizable VHDL can also be represented in AHPL. In accomplishing
this goal, AHPL is slightly extended. The resulting language is refered to as the extended
AHPL or XAHPL for short.
In this chapter, XAHPL will be presented along with a detailed discussion of the data
structures and algorithms used in the XAHPL compiler.
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5.2

AHPL Synthesis Methodology

Currently, AHPL employs a multi stage compiler to compile an AHPL description into a
netlist of generic gates [Ma8I]. Stage 1 performs the language processing during which
the AHPL statements are translated into a tabular format. This approach allows the
subsequent stages to be independent of the entry language. Stage 2, reads the tables
produced by stage 1 and performs some level of optimization before generating a netlist
implementing the AHPL behavior. The optimization includes constant propagation and
redundant node removal. This level of optimization is in tune with the AHPL philosophy:
one to one mapping between AHPL constructs and hardware primitives.

5.3

XAHPL Synthesis Methodology

A different synthesis approach is employed in processing XAHPL models. XAHPL descriptions are processed in several phases before the final netlist is generated. This approach is
similar to the VHDL synthesis methodology outlined in the previous chapter with the difference that the datal control partition enforced by XAHPL is used to selectively treat the
datapath elements separately. Essentially, in most cases the datapath elements will not
be optimized whereas, the control logic and the routing logic will be subject to extensive
optimization.
As illustrated below, the first phase parses the XAHPL description and generates one
or more files representing the generic netlist for the partitioned design. Subsequently,
datapath elements are mapped to the target technology whereas the rest of the logic is
optimized first before mapping takes place.

However, there are cases where datapath

elements are optimized with the rest of the network, particularly when one or more of the
operands are constants. Even when none of the operands are not constants, mixing the
optimization of datapath with the rest of the network can sometimes produce reasonable

9.5
results. This is the case where the design does not contain many wide datapath operations.
Optimization and Mapping modules illustrated below is identical to those shown for VHDL
synthesis methodology.
[XAHPL model]

I CO+" I
[Gener'c Netlists for Control/Datapath]
Constraints

Technology Library, Constraints

[Optimized, Technology Specific Netlist]

5.4

XAHPL Features

The intent in extending AHPL is to create a synthesis language such that all vnDL
synthesis models can be described in the extended language at the same level of abstraction
as the VHDL descriptions. Moreover, two constraints were to be satisfied. (1) The primary
philosophy of AHPL as a design language (Le. hardware correspondence) should not be
compromised. (2) Upward compatibility with AHPL should be maintained. Given these
criteria, the following sub-sections will present a detailed definition of these new features
with examples.

5.4.1

Asynchronous set/reset of Data Registers

The CONTROLRESET constructs in AHPL allows reseting the control flow to an initial
state. In order to provide a mechanism for specifying asynchronous set and/or reset for
data registers, two transfer notations have been introduced. (1) A left arrow with an
embeded R is used for reset, and (2) A left Arrow with an embeded S is used for asyn-
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chronous set. The left hand side in either case must be a scalar, vector, or matrix declared
as MEMORY. The right hand side expression will drive the corresponding asynchronous
pin of the memory element. These transfers can either be specified in a control step, or
after the ENDSEQUNCE keyword. The following example uses the input line RESET as
both the controlreset and the data reset.

MODULE
CODE.
EXINPUTS: DATA; CONTL; CLOCK; RESET.
MEMORY
ONES [3] ; BITS [3] .
BODY SEQUENCE:CLOCK.
END SEQUENCE
CONTROLRESET(RESET)/(l);
BITS <R= RESET;
ONES <R= RESET.
END.
5.4.2

Tristate buses

Two new declarations have been added to AHPL for declaring internal tristate buses and
port tristate buses. The notation for the former is TRIBUSES and the notation for the
latter is EXTRIBUSES. The usage of buses declared as a tristate bus is the same as
other bus declarations in AHPL. That is, they can only appear on the left hand side of a
connection statement. What follows is an illustration of a port tristate bus.

MODULE: TRI.
INPUTS
: IN1[4]; IN2[4]; IN3[4]; SEL[3]; CLOCK; RESET.
EXTRIBUSES : MYBUS[4].
BODY SEQUENCE: CLOCK.
1 NULL => (1).
ENDSEQUENCE
CONTROLRESET(RESET)/(l);
MYBUS = (INl ! IN2 ! IN3)
END.

* SEL.
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This model results in a tristate port bus with three sources (INl, IN2, and IN3). The
select lines SEL[O], SEL[l], and SEL[2] will route one of the possible sources to the port
bus.

5.4.3

Latches

A new declaration and transfer notation have been introduced to provide support for
latches in XAHPL. The declaration uses the new keyword LATCH to declare objects as of
LATCH kind. The syntax of the declaration is the same as the MEMORY declarations.
Latch transfers are representd by a single left arrow, and they can appear in any control
step as well as after the ENDSEQUENCE. The condition specified on the left side of
the transfer is taken as the logic driving the gate. If a latch transfer appears after the
ENDSEQUENCE, then it must have a gate condition otherwise it is a latch whose gate
is always asserted. However, no gate condition is required if a latch transfer appears in
a control step since the control step itself can serve as the gate condition. The following
model illustrates the use of latches.

MODULE: CODE.
INPUTS
GATE; BITS[2]; TMPS[2]; CLOCK; RESET.
EXOUTPUTS : ZOUT[2].
LATCH
: LAT[2].
BODY SEQUENCE:CLOCK.
1 LAT

* GATE

(- BITS;

ENDSEQUENCE
CONTROLRESET(RESET)!(1);
ZOUT = LAT & TMPS.
END.
In this case, the gate logic is the logical ANDing of the GATE input signal and the control
signal for step 1.
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5.4.4

Priority Transfer

A new notation is introduced for representing priority transfers. Such transfers imposes
a priority on the right hand side conditions in a memory transfer. The notation used for
such transfers is a left arrow with an embeded P. An example follows.

REG <p= (4$0, SRC1, SRC2)

*

(RST, C1, C2);

Condition RST has priority over conditions Cl and C2. If RST is true then REG gets 4
zeros regardless of the value of Cl or C2. If RST is not true and Cl is true then REG
gets SRCl. Lastly, if RST is not true and C2 is true then REG gets C2. Cl and C2,
as in any other bus condition, are assumed to be mutually exclusive. As explained, the
priority applies to the first condition and is useful in cases where synchronous reset of
data registers are required. Once again, lack of this feature does not prevent the modeler
from specifying such an operation, however, this provides a notational convenience.

5.4.5

Transpose Operator

A new operator is introduced for the matrix transpose operation. Transpose of a matrix
is defined as follows. If element E is in row i and column j of matrix M, then element
E will be in row j and column i of the traIlspose of M. The transpose operator is of the
following general format:

TR <row range> <column range> ( OCLM )

Where OCLM is the Origin Combinational Logic Matrix and the row and column range
optionally specify row and column slices respectively. What follows, illustrates the use of
the transpose operator where the first coluIllIl of a 32x16 memory array is tested for being
all Is.
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MODULE: CODE.
EXINPUTS
CLOCK; RESET.
EXOUTPUTS : ZOUT.
MEMORY
: RAM<32> [16] .
BODY SEQUENCE:CLOCK.
1

ZOUT = &/(TR<O>(RAM));

END SEQUENCE
CONTROLRESET(RESET)/(1).
END.
5.4.6

Recursive CLUNITS

Recursion in Combinational Logic Functions is supported in XAHPL. There are a few
logic structures that can be readily described using recursion. The decoder logic is an
example of such structures.

CLU: DECODER(SEL){N}.
INPUTS : SEL[N].
OUTPUTS: DOUT[2-N].
CLUNITS: DCDR[2-(N-1)] <: DECODER{N-1}.
CTERMS : TEMP[2-(N-1)].
BODY
IF N = 1 THEN
DOUT[O] = -SEL[O];
DOUT[1] = SEL[O]
ELSE
TEMP = DCDR(SEL[O:N-2]);
FOR I = 2-(N-1) TO 1 CONSTRUCT
DOUT[2*(I-1)] = SEL[N-1] & TEMP[I-1];
DOUT[(2*I)-1] = -SEL[N-1] & TEMP[I-1]
ROF
FI.
END.
Essentially, no new language constructs had to be introduced for this feature. However,
the semantics of the language had to extended to allow for generics to be passed
generics of enclosing CL UNITS and to allow self invocation of functions.

011

to the
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5.4.7

Truth Tables with Don't Care Specification

AHPL does not provide a convenient way of specifying truth tables with or without output
don't cares. It turns out that there are many situations where this feature is needed. What
follows is a module for converting BCD code to seven-segment display code.

MODULE: SEVEN.
EXINPUTS : BCD[4]; CLOCK; RESET.
EXOUTPUTS : SEVENSEG[7].
CLUNITS: CONVERT[7] <: TTABLE{4} BEGIN
\0,0,0,0\
\0,1,1,1,1,1,1\;
\0,0,0,1\
\0,0,1,1,0,0,0\;
\0,0,1,0\
\1,1,1,1,1,0,0\;
\0,0,1,1\
\1,1,1,1,0,0,1\;
\0,1,0,0\
\1,0,1,1,0,1,0\;
\0,1,0,1\
\1,1,1,0,1,1,0\;
\0,1,1,0\
\1,1,1,0,1,1,1\;
\0,1,1,1\
\0,0,1,1,1,0,0\;
\1,0,0,0\
\1,1,1,1,1,1,1\;
\1,0,0,1\
\1,1,1,1,1,1,0\;
\1,0,1,-\
\1,1,0,0,1,1,1\;
\1,1,-,-\
\1,1,0,0,1,1,1\
END.
BODY SEQUENCE:CLOCK.
1
NULL => (1).
ENDSEQUENCE
CONTROLRESET(RESET)/(l);
SEVENSEG = CONVERT(BCD).
END.

"0"
"1"
"2"
"3"
"4"
"5"
"6"
"7"
"8"
"9"
"Error"
"Error"

The CLUNIT declaration section has been extended to include the Truth Table declarations. The reserved word TTABLE which is followed by the input dimension is used
to define the table. The output dimension and the invocation identifier is specified immediately after the CLUNITS keyword. The table may have arbitrary number of rows,
inputs, and outputs. Note that "-" can be used to represent both input and output don't
care, although in the above example only the input don't care is illustrated. Each TTable
declaration can be invoked many times throughout the description, however the input
parameter should be the same in all invocations. If various inputs are needed then a bus
with many sources needs to be used as input.
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5.4.8

More about Don't Cares ...

In addition to specifying input/output don't cares in the truth tables, XAHPL also offers
a way of assigning the don't care values throughout the description. For example, the
following partial description illustrates a connection to a bus in a particular control step.

3

OBUS = (\1,1,-,-\, rBUS)

*

(SELO, SELl);

In the XAHPL compiler, such don't cares are treated as a separate primary input to the
boolean expressions with don't cares. This approach allows extraction of the don't care set
later during logic optimization phase where they can be effectively used. This extraction
can be done in the following manner: Let F be a boolean function in the network and
"dc" the input variable for don't care. then the don't care set for F is
(Shannon cofactor of F

~.r.t.

dc) XOR (Shannon cofactor of F

~.r.t.

(NOT de»

In other words, all input patterns for which the above expression evaluates to true belong
to the don't care set of function f.

5.4.9

State Assignment

The AHPL compiler outlined earlier, assumes a one-hot assingment by default and will
optionally use an encoded assignment which is the sequential encoding of the states. No
user control is provided for specifying the state assignment. Although one-hot assignment
is the only possible assignment in cases where there are parallel control branches, in all
other cases control over state assignment specification provides a way of searching the
design space for a solution that best meets the constraints.
In order to add state assignment capability to AHPL, a new declaration is introduced.
The keyword ASSIGNMENT will be used to specify a certain assignment for each state. If
the ASSIGNMENT declaration is not used then the old scheme is assumed. What follows
is a XAHPL model of a sequence detector which includes the ASSIGNMENT keyword
followed by a list of states and their corresponding assignments.
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MODULE: DETECT.
EX INPUTS
DATAIN; CONTL; CLK; RESET.
EXOUTPUTS : PMATCH.
ASSIGNMENT: 1[\0,0,0\];
O[\O,O,l\J;
2 [\0,1,0\] ;
3 [\0,1,1 \] ;
4[\1,1,1\] ;
5 [\ 1 , 0 , - \] .

BODY SEQUENCE:CLK.
0
1
2
3
4
5

=> (-CONTL&-DATAIN,
=> (-CONTL&-DATAIN,
=> (-CONTL&-DATAIN,
=> (-CONTL&-DATAIN,
=> (-CONTL&-DATAIN,
PMATCH = \1\;
=> (-CONTL&-DATAIN,

-CONTL&DATAIN,
-CONTL&DATAIN,
-CONTL&DATAIN,
-CONTL&DATAIN,
-CONTL&DATAIN,

CONTL)
CONTL)
CONTL)
CONTL)
CONTL)

/
/
/
/
/

(0,1,0).
(0,2,1).
(0,3,2).
(4,3,3).
(5,1,4).

-CONTL&DATAIN, CONTL) / (0,1,5).

ENDSEQUENCE
CONTROLRESET(RESET)/(O).
END.
Note that" -" can be used in the assignment to specify don't cares. This allows specification
of hybrid (encoded and one-hot) assignments.

5.4.9.1

Fast Outputs

State assignment can be manipulated such that outputs that depend on a certain state
have smaller propagation delay. At best, the output logic is directly driven by the output of
the state flip flop. In cases where one hot assignment is used this is achieved automatically.
However, in other cases a hybrid assignment can be used to reduce the amount of logic
driving the output. In the above case, note that state 5 where the output PMATCH is
asserted, depends on only two state registers.

5.5

XAHPL Compiler

The XAHPL compiler processes as input any number of XAHPL modules and CLUNITS
as defined above and in chapter 2.

The output is a set of modules representing the
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partitioned design. Each output module is a structural generic description in VHDL of a
single partition.
The XAHPL compiler is implemented in several phases where each phase is kept as autonomous as possible. Listed below is a top level outline of various steps .
• Parse XAHPL and load Data structures .
• For each module do
For each CLU declaration recursively do
* Expand Generics.
* Unfold Loops.
* Generate Generic Netlist.
Identify drivers for all non-input elements.
Create new data structure for each driver.
Generate Generic netlist for each driver.
Connect drivers for each bit together using OR/TRISTATE resolution.
Generate memory/tristate instances.
Process FSM.
Process Truth Tables.
The data structures formed during the parse phase continues to serve as the base data
structures for all subsequent phases.

5.5.1

Data Structures and Algorithms

The two top level structures are XAHPLprogram_t and XAHPLcluniLt. The former is
used to store all information about a XAHPL module and the latter is used for storing all
data pertaining to a combinational logic unit. Both of these structures will be partially
loaded once parsing is complete and will be incrementally loaded in post-parse phases.
The data type XAHPLprogranLt is shown below:
typedef struct program
struct program {
int
XAHPL_dummy_t
XAHPL_program_t
char

node_id;
*dumy_next;
*next;
*name;
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int
XAHPL_dimensioned_id_t
XAHPL_dimensioned_id_t
XAHPL_dimensioned_id_t
XAHPL_dimensioned_id_t
XAHPL_dimensioned_id_t
XAHPL_dimensioned_id_t
XAHPL_dimensioned_id_t
XAHPL_dimensioned_id_t
XAHPL_dimensioned_id_t
XAHPL_dimensioned_id_t
XAHPL_dimensioned_id_t
XAHPL_dimensioned_id_t
XAHPL_clunit_decl_t
XAHPL_ttable_decl_t
XAHPL_element_t
XAHPL_assignment_t
XAHPL_control_step_t

line;
*temps;
*buses;
*exbuses;
*tribuses;
*extribuses;
*outputs;
*exoutputs;
*inputs;
*exinputs;
*memory;
*latch;
*cterm;
*clu;
*ttab;
*clock;
*assignment;
*procedural;

1*
1*
1*
1*
1*

CLU declarations *1
Truth tables *1
The clock signal *1
state assignment *1
Points to a list of control steps.
Each control step structure has a
pointer to a list of actions
(ie, statements) that appear in
that step. *1
*non_procedural; 1* points to a single control step
structure whose action is a list
statements. These are statements
which appear after ENDSEQUNCE *1
1* the following fields are loaded in post-parse phases. *1
CMPL_driver_t
*mem_dvrs;
1* drivers for the d-input of memory
elements *1
CMPL_driver_t
*clk_enb_dvrs;
1* drivers for the clock enable input
of memory elements *1
CMPL_driver_t
*rst_dvrs;
1* driver for the async reset of
memory elements *1
CMPL_driver_t
*set_dvrs;
1* driver for the async set of
memory elements *1
CMPL_driver_t
*lat_dvrs;
1* drivers for the d-input of latch
elements *1
CMPL_driver_t
*lat_gate_dvrs;
1* drivers for the gate input of
latch elements *1
CMPL_driver_t
*tribus_dvrs;
1* drivers for tristate buses *1
CMPL_driver_t
*tri_enb_dvrs;
1* drivers for the enable input of
tristate buses *1
CMPL_driver_t
*extribus_dvrs;
1* drivers for exported tristate
buses *1
CMPL_driver_t
*extri_enb_dvrs; 1* drivers for the enable input
of exported tristate buses *1
CMPL_driver_t
*bus_dvrs;
1* drivers for buses *1
CMPL_driver_t
*exbus_dvrs;
1* drivers for exported buses *1
CMPL_driver_t
*out_dvrs;
1* drivers for outputs *1
CHPL_driver_t
*exout_dvrs;
1* drivers for primary outputs *1
CMPL_driver_t
*cterm_dvrs;
1* drivers for connection terms *1
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1* drivers for state flip flops *1
};

All pointers to the data type XAHPLdimensioned_id_t (appearing in the first half of the
XAHPL_program_t) are used to store the declarations sections of a module (ie, buses,
exbuses, tribuses, extribuses, outputs, exoutputs, inputs, exinputs, memory, latch, and
cterm). The pointer "temps" which also points to XAHPL_dimensionedjd_t type is used
to store intermediate signals that are generated by the compiler. The primary approach in
compiling each module is to identify drivers for each individual bit in all non-primary-input
carriers and to identify the condition under which the driver is active. An assignment to
a carrier in a control step or after end-sequence, defines a driver for that carrier. A carrier
may have multiple drivers as long as each driver is in a separate control step. In the type
XAHPL_program_t, all pointers to the structure CMPL_driver_t are used to store lists of
drivers for various non-primary-input signals.
The second top level data type is XAHPL_cluniLt. This type which is listed below, is
used to store the combinational logic units.
typedef struct clunit
struct clunit {
int
XAHPL_dummy_t
XAHPL_clunit_t
char
int
XAHPL_dimensioned_id_t

1* Used for actual clu bodies *1
node_id;
*dumy_next;
*next;
*name;
line;
*formal_inputs;

1* the input list appearing after
the clu name *1
XAHPL_dimensioned_id_t *formal_generics; 1* list of generics *1
XAHPL_dimensioned_id_t *cterm;
1* Connection terms *1
XAHPL_dimensioned_id_t *inputs;
1* formal inputs *1
XAHPL_dimensioned_id_t *outputs;
1* formal outputs *1
XAHPL_clunit_decl_t
*clu;
1* clu declarations *1
XAHPL_dummy_t
*actions;
1* clu statements *1
1* the following two fields are used after parsing is complete.
When generics are passed to the clu, the statements are
expanded and loops are unfold. These two fields will point to the
expanded clu. *1
XAHPL_clunit_decl_t
*expanded_clu;
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*expanded_actions;
};

During parse all fields but expanded_clu and expanded_actions are loaded.

Once the

generics are passed to the clu, a copy of the entire clunit structure is made. In this new
copy the inputs, outputs, and cterm will reflect the value of the generics. Moreover, all
statements will be expanded according to the value of the generics. This process involves
unfolding loops, processing generic statements, and processing clu invocations recursively.
Upon completion of these tasks, the fields expanded_clu and expanded_actions will point
to the expanded clu declarations and expanded statements. The clu declarations need to
be expanded because the netlist generation routines require a clu declaration for every
unique invocation of a clunit. Consequently, invocations that are embeded in loops will
have to be expanded and a new declaration with a unique instance name be generated
for them. The XAHPLclunit_decLt type which represents clu declarations is illustrated
below:
typedef struct clunit_decl
struct clunit_decl {
int
XAHPL_dummy_t
XAHPL_clunit_decl_t
XAHPL_expression_t
int
char
XAHPL_clunit_t

char
XAHPL_expression_t
char

};

1* used for clunit declarations *1
node_id;
*dumy_next;
*next;
*dimension;
line;
*formal_name;
*formal_clu;

1* output dimension *1
1* formal name of the clu *1
1* pointer to the formal clu

*actual_clu;

1*

*actual_name;
*actual_generics;
*actual_output;

1*
1*
1*

*last_invk;

1*

description as described
originally *1
pointer to clu with expanded
generics *1
instance name *1
generic values *1
A temporary signal that
represents the output of clu
A pointer to the last
invocation of this clu *1

*1
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Once clunits are expanded then they are treated as a regular module for generation of
the generic netlist. A module data type (ie, XAHPLprogram_t) is created and all the
expanded clu actions are treated as statements appearing after ENDSEQUENCE. In generating the netlist for each module, the drivers for each non-primary-input bit is identified
and is represented by the following structure.
typedef struct driver
struct driver {
CMPL_driver_t
int
int
int
int

*next;
driver_cnt;
row;
col;
control_step;

XAHPL_control_step_t

/*
/*
/*
/*

number of drivers */
row bit */
column bit */
this is used for forming
data structures only. In
words, drivers for state
use this, otherwise it's
/* list of drivers for this

the control
other
flip flops
always 0 */
bit */

};

The " dec!" field points to the declaration of the carrier and is of"XAHPLdimensionedjd_t"
type. This type contains information about an identifier such as it's row and column dimensions and it's kind. The "driver-Hst" field points to a list of control step nodes in which
the bit under consideration is driven. The control step structure is illustrated below:
typedef struct control_step
struct control_step {
int

XAHPL_dummy_t
XAHPL_control_step_t
int
#define STEP_NODELAY
#define STEP_DEADEND
#define STEP_NULL
#define STEP_REGULAR
int

int

/* Identifies this node as control step.
All structures have identical first
three fields. */
*dumy_next;
*next;
kind;
200
201
202
203
step;

line;

/* next control step */
/* 4 possible kinds as listed below */

/* Control step number.
step=-1 for statements that appear
after ENDSEQUENCE */
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XAHPL_element_t
int

*action;
reset_step;

1* List of statements in this step *1
1* Valid only if step = -1. The reset
step for the control sequence. *1
1* Valid only if step = -1. The reset
expression which drives the control
reset. *1

};

Each identifier is represented by the structure "XAHPLdimensioned_icLt". The meaning
of each field in this data type is described below.

struct dimensioned_id {
int
XAHPL_dummy_t
XAHPL_dimensioned_id_t
XAHPL_expression_t
XAHPL_expression_t
int
int
#define DECL_BUS
#define DECL_EXBUS
#define DECL_EXIN
#define DECL_IN
#define DECL_EXOUT
#define DECL_OUT
#define DECL_MEM
#define DECL_CTERM
#define DECL_TEMP
#define DECL_FORMAL
#define DECL_TRIBUS
#define DECL_EXTRIBUS
#define DECL_LAT
char
XAHPL_element_t

};

.

node_id;
*dumy_next;
*next;
*row;
*col;
line;
kind;

53
54
55
56
57
58
59
61
62
63
64
65
66
*id_name;
*actual;

1* Identifies this node *1
1* next identifier *1
1* row dimension *1
1* column dimension *1
1* identifies the kind of declaration.
The codes are listed below. *1
1* BUSES *1
1* EXBUSES *1
1* EXINPUTS *1
1* INPUTS *1
1* EXOUTPUTS *1
1* OUTPUTS *1
1* MEMORY *1
1* CTERMS*I
1* TEMPORARIES *1
1* Formal generics and inputs to CLUs *1
1* TRIBUSES *1
1* EXTRIBUSES *1
1* LATCH *1
1* name of the identifier *1
1* for TEMP kind only. A TEMP is not a
user-specified declaration. TEMPS are
generated during compilation to
represent certain computations. "actual"
points to the node represented by this
TEMP identifier *1

The structure "XAHPL_elemenLt" is used for representing all XAHPL statements. At the
top level, a statement can be (1) a connection statement with or without bus conditions,
(2) A memory transfer statement, (3) A priority Transfer (4) An asynchronous set/reset
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transfer statement, (5) A latch transfer statement, or (6) A branch statement. What
appears on the left and right side of a statement is also represented by "elemenLt". The
two sub-fields lefLelement and rite_element are used for this purpose.
typedef struct element
struct element {
int
XAHPLAummy_t
XAHPL_element_t
int

1* Identifies this node as element_t
type *1
*dumy_next;
*next;
operator;

1* determines the element represented

99
100
101
102
103
104
105
106
107
108
109
110
111
112
114
115
116
117
118
119
120
121
invert;

1*
1*
1*
1*
1*
1*
1*
1*
1*
1*
1*
1*
1*
1*
1*
1*
1*
1*
1*
1*
1*
1*
1*

char

*identifier;

1*
1*

char
int
int
XAHPL_ttable_decl_t

*bit_string;
line;
integer_val;
*ttab_dcl;

1*

#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
char

ELEM_NULL
ELEM_ID
ELEM_EXCLAMATION
ELEM_COMMA
ELEM_ASTERISK
ELEM_AT
ELEM_PLUS_SLASH
ELEM_PLUS
ELEM_AMP_SLASH
ELEM_AMP
ELEM_BIT_STRING
ELEM_ASYNC_SET
ELEM_SYNC_XFER
ELEM_CONNECTION
ELEM_BRANCH
ELEM_INT
ELEM_AT_SLASH
ELEM_INVOCATION
ELEM_ASYNC_RST
ELEM_SYNC_P_XFER
ELEM_LATCH_XFER
ELEM_TRANSPOSE

by this node. The codes are listed
below *1
NULL statement *1
Identifier *1
Row Concatenation *1
Column Concatenation *1
Bus/clock condition *1
XOR operator *1
OR row reduction *1
OR operator *1
AND row reduction *1
AND operator *1
bit literal(s) *1
Asynchronous Set transfer *1
Synchronous Set transfer *1
Connection Statement *1
Branch statement *1
Integer literal *1
XOR row reduction *1
CLU invocation *1
Asynchronous Reset transfer *1
Priority Transfer *1
Latch Transfer *1
Transpose *1
set to 1 if this node is inverted,
otherwise 0 *1
Valid if operator is ELEM_ID *1
if operator is ELEM_ID, this
field points to the declaration *1"
Valid if operator=ELEM_BIT_STRING*1

1* Valid if operator is ELEM_INT *1
1* Valid if operator=ELEM_INVOCATION.
1*

Truth tables are also treated as
aCLU invocation *1
if operator=ELEM_INVOCATION, then
this field points to the actual
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XAHPL_e1ement_t

*invocation_1ist;

CLU declaration *1
1* if operator=ELEM_INVOCATION, this

XAHPL_dimensioned_id_t *temp_invok;

1*

XAHPL_sub_range_t
XAHPL_e1ement_t

*sub_range;
*left_element;

1*
1*

int

*rite_element;
segment;

1*
1*

field points to the list of
actua1s *1
if operator=ELEM_INVOCATION, each
invocation actual parameter is
represented by a TEMP *1
Rowand column sub-ranges *1
left element of the statement.
For example, in case of connection
statement this will represent the
left hand side. *1
right element of the statement *1
a number associated with memory
segments. This is used in
generating clock condition
expressions. Only one such
expression is generated for each
segment. *1

};

The field "subJange" is used for specifying the column and row dimensions. The type
XAHPLsub_range_t and XAHPLrange_t are listed below:
typedef struct range
typedef struct sub_range
struct sub_range {
int
XAHPL_dummy_t
XAHPL_range_t
XAHPL_range_t
XAHPL_range_t

XAHPL_range_t;
XAHPL_sub_ranga_t;

node_id;
*dumy_next;
*next;
*col;
*row;

1* column range *1
1* row range *1

node_id;
*dumy_next;
*next;
*left;
*rite;

1* left bound *1
1* right bound *1

};

struct range {
int
XAHPL_dummy_t
XAHPL_sub_range_t
XAHPL_expression_t
XAHPL_expression_t
};

The type XAHPL_expression_t is used in many data types and is a general data type for
representing arithmetic expressions. As shown below, all expressions will be represented
as a binary tree. There is a left and right operand in each node.
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typedef struct expression
struct expression {
int
XAHPL_dummy_t
XAHPL_expression_t
int
#define OP_ADD
#define OP_SUB
#define OP_INT
#define OP_EXP
#define OP_ID
#define OP_MULT
#define OP_DIV
#define OP_NULL
int

node_id:
*dumy_next:
*next;
operator:

1* As listed below ... *1

25
26
28
29
30
31
32

33

char

int
XAHPL_expression_t
XAHPL_expression_t
char

integer_val;
*identifier:
line:
*left_operand:
*rite_operand:
invert:

1* Valid if operator = OP_INT *1
1* Valid if operator = OP_ID *1

}:

Note that all XAHPL data types (ie, data types that start with the string XAHPL ) are
identical in their first three fields. This will allow insertion of various data types into a
single list by simply casting each one to a common data type. This common data type is
called XAHPL_dummy_t.
typedef struct dummy
struct dummy {
int
XAHPL_dummy_t
XAHPL_dummy_t
}:

node_id:
*dumy_next:
*next:

The first field "nodejd", is used for identifying the data type. The various values for
nodejd is shown below:
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define

NODE_DUMMY
NODE_MODULE
NODE_CLU
NODE_EXPRESSION
NODE_DIMENSIONED_ID
NODE_NULL

1
2
3
5

6
7

1*
1*
1*
1*
1*
1*

for
for
for
for
for
for

XAHPL_dummy_t *1
XAHPL_prograrn_t *1
XAHPL_clunit_t *1
XAHPL_expression_t *1
XAHPL_dimensioned_id_t
empty node *1

*1
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#detine
#detine
#detine
#detine
#detine
#detine
#detine
#detine
#detine

NODE_RANGE
NODE_SUB_RANGE
NODE_ELEMENT
NODE_CONTROL_STEP
NODE_CLU_DECL
NODE_ASSIGNMENT
NODE_LOOPS
NODE_TTABLE
NODE_TTABLE_ENTRY

8
9

10
11

13
14
15
16
17

1*
1*
1*
1*
1*
1*
1*
1*
1*

tor
tor
tor
tor
tor
tor
tor
tor
tor

XAHPL_range_t *1
XAHPL_sub_range_t *1
XAHPL_element_t *1
XAHPL_control_step_t *1
XAHPL_clunit_decl_t *1
XAHPL_assignment_t *1
XAHPL_loops_t *1
XAHPL_ttable_decl_t *1
XAHPL_ttable_entry_t *1

During parse tree generation, there are two cases that the dumy_next field is used. Both
cases is where structures of different types have to be stringed together: (1) stringing
module and clu data types. (2) stringing clu actions. The dumy_next fields are used when
a particular data type needs to be in two lists at the same time. This case happens when
the driver data structures are generated.
As illustrated above, the "actions" field of data type XAHPL_cluniLt is a pointer to
XAHPLdummy_t. The reason is that two different data types are used to represent clu
statements and both of these types are placed in the same list. Once again, the nodejd will
identify the data type. One of these structures is XAHPLelemenLt which is also used in
modules to represent various statements. This will work fine for representing connection
and function invocation statements in clunits. The other data type is XAHPLJoops_t
which is used to store information about IF/FOR constructs in clunits. Once the "actions"
are expanded then there will no longer be any FOR/IF constructs and as a result the
expanded_action field is a pointer to XAHPLelemenLt. What follows is a listing of
XAHPLJoops_t.
typedet struct loops
struct loops {
int
XAHPL_dummy_t
XAHPL_loops_t
int
#detine LOOP_IF
450
#detine LOOP_FOR 451

node_id;
*dumy_next;
*next;
kind;
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char
int
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define

REL_EQ
REL_LT
REL_GT
REL_NE
REL_LE
REL_GE

*name;
relation_op;

/* index variable name */
/* Valid if kind = LOOP_IF only */

*expr_left;
*expr_rite;
*expr_step;
*acts;
*else_acts;

/* Valid if kind = LOOP_FOR only. */

400
401
402
403
404
405

XAHPL_expression_t
XAHPL_expression_t
XAHPL_expression_t
XAHPL_dummy_t
XAHPL_dummy_t

/* Valid if kind

LOOP_FOR only. */

/* Valid if kind = LOOP_IF only. */

};

The field "relation_op" is only valid for IF control constructs. As shown above, this
field stores the relational operator. The fields exprJeft, expLrite, and expLstep could all
potentially be used in FOR loops since the general format of such loops calls for three
expressions.
FOR <identifier> = <expression> TO <expression> STEP <expression> CONSTRUCT
<statements>
ROF

As illustrated below, in case of the IF constructs, only the field expr..rite is needed. The
fields "acts" and "else_acts" are used to store the clu statements.
IF <identifier> <relational_op> <expression> THEN
<statements>
ELSE
<statements>
FI

Lastly, there are three more data types that have not yet been discussed. These are
XAHPLassignmenLt, XAHPLttable_decLt, and XAHPLttable_entry_t. The data type
XAHPLassignmenLt is only used in XAHPLprogram_t and is for the purpose of storing
state assignments (if any) for each individual control step. The meaning of each field is
elaborated below.
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typedef struct assignment
struct assignment {
int
XAHPL_dummy_t
XAHPL_assignment_t
int

node_id;
*dumy_next;
*next;
step;

int
line;
int
kind;
#define ASSIGN_USER_DEFINED 300
#define ASSIGN_AUTO
301
#define ASSIGN_ONE_HOT
302
char
char

*assignment;
step_is_used;

1* The control step for which an
assignment is given *1

1* Determines the kind of assignment *1

1* assignment string for this step *1
1* a flag to see if this step is used
in any next state equations.

*1

};

The following two data types are used for defining truth tables. The meaning of each field
is described within the type definitions.
typedef struct ttable_decl
struct ttable_decl { 1* Used for truth table
node_id;
int
XAHPL_dummy_t
*dumy_next;
XAHPL_ttable_decl_t
*next;
char
*output_name;
1*
char
*input_name;
1*
XAHPL_ttable_entry_t *entries;
1*
input_dimension; 1*
int
output_dimension; 1*
int
int
line;
XAHPL_element_t
*last_invk;
1*

declarations

*1

formal input name *1
formal output name *1
input and output bit patterns
number of bit in input *1
number of bit in output *1

*1

points to the last invocation of
this function within the
description *1

};

typedef struct ttable_entry
struct ttable_entry {
int
XAHPL_dummy_t
XAHPL_ttable_entry_t
char
char
int
};

1* Used for truth table entries *1
node_id;
*dumy_next;
*next;
*in_string;
*out_string;
line;

1* input bit pattern *1
1* output bit pattern *1
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5.5.2

Example

A pictoral view of the data structures will be presented in this section. The XAHPL
description listed below will be used in constructing a partial data structure and generating
Boolean expression from those structures.
1 MODULE:CHK.
2
INPUTS: CHAR[8]; DATA; CLOCK; RESET.
3
MEMORY: SRM<4>[8]; INR[8]; CNT[4]; Y.
4
OUTPUTS: ACCEPT; YOUT; COUT[4].
5 BODY SEQUENCE:CLOCK.
6 1 =>(-DATA, DATA)/(1,2).
7
8
9

10
11

2

ACCEPT = \1\; Y <= \0\;
INR <= CHAR;
CNT <= \0,0,0,1\;
=> (3).

12
13 3 Y * (-(+/(INR ~ SRM<O»» <= \1\;
CNT <= CNT[1:3],CNT[0];
14
15
SRM<0:2> <= SRM<1:3>;
16
SRM<3> <= SRM<O>;
=> (CNT[O] , -CNT[O]) / (4, 3).
17
18
19 4
SRM<0:2> <= SRM<1:3>;
SRM<3> <= INR;
20
=> (1).
21
22 ENDSEQUENCE
23
CONTROLRESET(RESET)/(l);
24
COUT = CNT;
25
SRM <R= RESET;
26
CNT <R= RESET;
27
INR <R= RESET;
28
Y <R= RESET;
29
YOUT = Y.
30 END.

As mentioned earlier, a driver data structure is created for each individual bit. For illustration purposes, bit zero of memory element CNT is considered. Note that CNT[O] has
two drivers, one in step 2 at line 10, and the other in step 3 at line 14. In the former case,
CNT[O) receives a literal '0' and in step 3 it receives CNT[l). Figure 5.1 illustrates the
driver data structure generated for CNT[O). This illustration does not refer to the asynchronous reset operation specified in line 26. Reset/set operations have separate drivers.
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What is shown are the structures for elements driving the d-input of the flip flop. The
Boolean Expressions generated from this structure are listed below. The signal naming
convention is designed such that the role of each signal can be derived from it's name. The
name "CNT_D_ROCO" implies the signal which drives the D input of row 0 and column 0 of
"CNT" register. Whereas, the signal "CNT _Q_ROC1" represent the Q output of row 0 and
column 1 of "CNT" register. The signals "CNT -D_ROCO_DO" and "CNLD_ROCO_D 1"
represent the drivers for the D-input of CNT register (row 0, column 0). Note that the
drivers are ORed together to form the expression for "CNT_D_ROCO" which directly drives
the d-input to the flip-flop for CNT row 0 column O. Temporary signals all start with
"TMP _" followed by an integer and row and column numbers. Furthermore, all control
states are represented by the signal "8_" followed by the control state number.

CNT_D_ROCO_DO <= (TMP_2_ROCO) AND S_3;

CNT_D_ROCO_D1 <= ( '0' ) AND S_2;

5.5.3

XAHPL Compiler Output Format

The output of the XAHPL compiler is a set of Boolean expressions and component instantiations in VHDL format. VHDL is chosen for this purpose because (1) It's a standard
simulatable language, (2) It eliminates the need for designing yet another language, (3)
It could be fed into any synthesis tool for further processing since the subset used employs very few VHDL constructs all of which are fundamental and are supported by all
VHDL-based tools.

5.5.3.1

Signal Naming

Certain naming convention is used for signal names. All VHDL signal names start with
the XAHPL names as specified in th£' description except the compiler generated temporary
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signals and the control signals. What follows is a list of possible extensions to the original
name and their meaning.
_CK
_D

-Q

_ST

_RT
_RxCy
_Dn

Clock enable input
D-input of a flip flop
Q output of a flip flop
Asynchronous set of a flip flop
Asynchronous reset of a flip flop
Row x and column y
n-th driver for this signal. If this is used at all, it
is always the last extension.
Gate input of a latch
D-input of a latch
Q-output of a latch
Tristate data input
Tristate enable input

The temporary signals start with TMP..z where z is a unique number. The only other
extension for temporary signals is the row and column specification (ie, _RxCy) as outlined
above. There is also a temporary signal which is strictly used for clock enable. The format
of this signal is SEG_n where n is a unique number. Essentially, each target memory
segment has a unique segment number. This way only one clock enable expression is
generated for each segment rather than generating an expression for each individual bit
of a segment.
Each XAHPL control step is represented by S_n where n is the XAHPL control step
number. The next-state expression for state n is represented by signal STPn where n is
the XAHPL control step number. STP signals can also have _Dn extension with the above
meaning. Note that in case of one-hot assignment, STPn and S-Il are direct connections to
the D and Q pins of the control flip flop. In case of other state assignments, the following
new signals will be defined: ASSIGN _D-II and ASSIGN _Q_n. The former will represent
the D-input of n-th control flip flop and the latter the Q-output of that same flip flop.
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5.5.3.2

Component Instantiation

Component instantiations fall into two categories: (1) User-defined CLUNIT definitions,
and (2) XAHPL primitives (ie, D-flip-flop, D-latch, and tristate gate). There are eight flip
flop primitives depending on the required functionality (ie, set, reset, and clock enable).
The basic flip flop is named XAHPL_DFF and the flip flop with all the options is refered
to as XAHPL_DFF .J>CE (P for preset, C for clear, and E for enable). The definition for
these primitives are given below.

COMPONENT XAHPL_DFF_PCE PORT
SIGNAL DIN
IN BIT;
SIGNAL CLK
IN BIT;
SIGNAL ENB
IN BIT;
SIGNAL SET
IN BIT;
SIGNAL RST
IN BIT;
SIGNAL QOUT: OUT BIT);
END COMPONENT;
COMPONENT XAHPL_LATCH PORT
SIGNAL DIN : IN BIT;
SIGNAL GATE: IN BIT;
SIGNAL QOUT: OUT BIT);
END COMPONENT;
COMPONENT XAHPL_TRI
SIGNAL DIN
IN
SIGNAL ENB : IN
SIGNAL DOT: OUT
END COMPONENT;

5.5.3.3

PORT
BIT;
BIT;
BIT);

--------

D-flip flop primitive with set/reset/enable
D input
clock pin
Clock enable pin
Asynchronous Set
Asynchronous Reset
Q output

-- D-latch Primitive
-- D input
-- Gate input
-- Q output

-- Tristate gate primitive
-- Data input
-- Output enable pin
-- Data output

Illustration

The CHI( module of the previous section will be used to illustrate the output format.
Since the output text is typically large, only a selected piece will be shown. The memory
element Y in the CHI( module has two drivers one in step 2 and another in step 3. Also
an asynchronous reset is specified for Y. The output corresponding to Y is shown below.

Y_D_ROCO_DO <=
'1'
AND S_3;
Y_D_ROCO_Dl <= ( '0' ) AND S_2;
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Y_CK_ROCO_DO <= SEG_2j
SEG_2 <= (NOT TMP_3_ROCO) AND S_3j
TMP_3_ROCO <= (INR_Q_ROCO
(INR_Q_ROC1
(INR_Q_ROC2
(INR_Q_ROC3
(INR_Q_ROC4
(INR_Q_ROCS
(INR_Q_ROC6
(INR_Q_ROC7

XOR
XOR
XOR
XOR
XOR
XOR
XOR
XOR

SRM_Q_ROCO) OR
SRM_Q_ROC1) OR
SRM_Q_ROC2) OR
SRM_Q_ROC3) OR
SRM_Q_ROC4) OR
SRM_Q_ROCS) OR
SRM_Q_ROC6) OR
SRM_Q_ROC7)j

Y_CK_ROCO_D1 <= S_2j
Y_RT_ROCO <= (RESET_ROCO)j
Y_D_ROCO <= Y_D_ROCO_DO OR Y_D_ROCO_D1j
Y_CK_ROCO <= Y_CK_ROCO_DO OR Y_CK_ROCO_D1j
U_44: XAHPL_DFF_CE PORT MAP(
DIN => Y_D_ROCO,
CLK => CLOCK_ROCO,
ENB => Y_CK_ROCO,
RST => Y_RT_ROCO,
QOUT => Y_Q_ROCO)j

Note that the drivers for the clock enable pin are or-ed together to form the expression
driving the clock enable. The same holds for the D-input.

5.6

Concluding Remarks

A synthesis methodology for XAHPL was presented. Also discussed were the extensions
to the AHPL language. These extensions are needed to ensure that all VHDL models can
readily be described in XAHPL. Moreover, the implementation approach for the XAHPL
compiler was discussed in detail.
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Chapter 6

XAHPL and VHDL Synthesis
6.1

Introduction

A synthesis methodology for both XAHPL and VHDL was outlined in the previous chapters. The same concepts will be used here to compare the results of synthesis from both
source languages. The specific tools used in the experiment as well as the target library
and optimization criteria will be discussed first. Subsequently, a number of design cases
will be presentpd in both XAHPL and VHDL and the results of synthesis will be compared. It should be emphasized that the VHDL models in most cases are "real" designs
from the synthesis users Moreover, the few cases that are not "real" designs employ the
same coding strategy as the "real" models.

6.2

Experiment Details

The experiment setup is illustrated in Figure 6.1. Note that the generic netlist from the
XAHPL compiler is in VHDL format. As discussed before, the VHDL subset used is no
more than Boolean expressions and component instantiations. Such a subset is readily
accepted by all VHDL-based tools including simulators which allow functional verification
of generated VHDL netlist.

Two leading commercial synthesis tools are used in this

experiment. Tool 1 (Viewlogic Systems Inc., Viewsynthesis 2.3) will be the primary tool
in that it will be used in all test cases.
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XAHPL

VHDL(l), VHDL(2),

•••

Generic

TOOL 1
VHDL Compilation
Optimization
Technology Mapping

~

Netlist(XAHPL)

.~

Netlist(VHDL)

Figure 6.1 - Experiment Setup
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Tool 2 (Synopsys Inc., Design Compiler 3.0), however, will only be used in a few cases for
the purpose of giving more generality to the collected data. The synthesis methodology
used in both tools are similar to the one ou tlined previously. Nonetheless, the optimization
criteria and techniques will be discussed. Since the objective is not to compare the two
synthesis tools, the target library and metrics used for each tool will be different. The
following subsections will outline each case in detail.
As mentioned earlier, there is more than one way to describe a behavior in VHDL and
as a result, in some test cases multiple VHDL descriptions will be used against the same
XAHPL model. The purpose is to demonstrate the sensitivity of the final netlist to the
style of VHDL code. The output of each synthesis tool will be an optimized, technology
specific netlist for both XAHPL and VHDL models.

6.2.1

Optimization Algorithms

In chapter 4, a few brief points were made in regard to the optimization procedures
employed by MIS-II [BaRu87]. A much more detailed treatment of MIS-II and SIS [Se92]
will be presented in this section. In general, Espresso [BrHa84] which pre-dates MIS-II
and SIS and is incorporated in both, is a logic minimizer which takes as input a multioutput combinational network with output don't cares and produces an optimized network
in Sum-of-Products form (PLA). MIS-II, however, is used for producing optimized mutilevel combinational networks (factored form) from a network of boolean functions. Both
Espresso and MIS-II are used only for combinational networks, whereas SIS, which is an
enhancement of MIS-II, handles Sequential optimization as well. This includes moving
logic across register boundaries (aka, retiming) and state assignment. Additionally, SIS
performs a better combinational multi-level optimization due to it's improved don't care
extraction and redundancy removal. Both TOOL1 and TOOL2 employ espresso and
MIS-II algorithms in their optimization routines. TOOL2 also employs SIS algorithms.
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6.2.1.1

MIS-II

For optimization of multi-level designs, MIS-II employs two basic techniques: (1) Global
Area Optimization and (2) local Optimization. the former factors the logic network into
an optimal multi-level form with little consideration of the form of the original network.
Global techniques allow restructuring of the network based on consideration of all the
nodes in the network. Local optimizations, however, refer to operations performed on a
single node in the boolean network, or a number of neighboring nodes in the network.
Before any details on global/local optimization algorithms are discussed, a number of
preliminary definitions will be presented.
A. Preliminaries:

The usual representation of a logic function is the sum-of-products

form. A more useful representation for multi-level logic is the factored form which is the
sum-of-products of sum-of-products of ... , of arbitrary depth. Generally, the factored form
is not unique. For example, the expression abc + abd + cd is itself a factored form, but
can also be writ ten as abe c + d) + cd or abc + (ab + c )d. As a rule, the factored form
with minimum number of literals is the optimal form. Central to factoring algorithms is
the concept of "kernels" and "co-kernels" of a logic expression. Before defining a kernel,
it should be noted that the quotient of an expression

f by another expression g, that is

f / g, is the largest set q of cubes such that f = qg + r where q is the quotient and r is the
remainder. The kernels of an expression

f are the set of expressions

= {gig E D(J) and 9 is cube-free}
D(J) = {J /CIC is a cube}

K(J)

An expression is cube-free if no cube divides the expression evenly (e.g., ab+c is cube-free
whereas ab+ac and abc are not). The set D(J) is referred to as primary divisors of f and
the cube C used to obtain the kernel k
if function

f is

= f /C is called the "co-kernel" of k.

For example,
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+ aeh + bdh + beh + cdh + ceh + 9
(a + b + c)(d + e)h + 9

f

= adh

f

=

a+b+c is a kernel corresponding to co-kernels dh and eh, because it is a cube-free primary
divisor obtained by

f /dh and fleh.

ah, bh, or ch. However, (d
Theorem:

f

Moreover, d+e is a kernel corresponding to co-kernels

+ e)h is not a kernel since it is not cube-free.

and 9 have a common multiple-cube divisor d if and only if there exists

kj E J((J),k g E J(g) such that d
In other words, two functions

f

= kj n kg.

and 9 have a multiple-cube common divisor if and only

if the intersection of a kernel from

f

and a kernel from 9 has more than one cube (The

proof for this theorem is presented in [BrMc82]). Thus it provides a method for finding
common algebraic divisors (other than single cubes) between two or more expressions.
This can be done by computing the set of kernels for each logic expression and forming
non-trivial intersections among kernels from different functions. Since the set of kernels
is much smaller than the set of all algebraic divisors, it leads to great run-time efficiency.
In certain cases it is as effective (and more efficient) to compute a subset of kernels of a
function. This leads to defining various levels of kernels as outlined below. Let
](0(J) = {k E J((J)I]((k) = {k}}

](tl(J) = {k E ]((J)I there exists k/ E ](k) such that k/ E ](tl-1(J))
then
if k E ](0(J), then k is a level-O kernel of
if k E ](tl(J) and k

f.

rt ](tl-1(J) , then k is a level-n kernel of f.

In other words, a level-O kernel has no kernels except itself whereas a level-n kernel has at
least one level n-I kernel but no kernels (except itself) of leveln or greater.
A few more definitions. A technology independent multi-level boolean network is internally
represented by a directed acyclic graph (DAG). Each node i is associated with a variable

Yi and a representation

Ii

of a logic function (sum-of-product and/or factored form). It
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should be noted that each node can represent a complex multi-input, single output Boolean
expression.

B. Global Area Optimization: The goal is to minimize the complexity of a set of logic
equations thereby minimizing the area needed to implement them. Two major tasks take
place in global optimization: (1) extraction (ie, generating a set of common factors from
a set of logic equations) and (2) resubstitution (ie, checking whether an existing function
is a factor of another function in the network).

B.I Extraction:

The most important and difficult part of global area optimization is

to find divisors common to many functions. MIS-II employs the following algorithm to
compute all the kernels (ie, all levels) of a function

f.

The variables used in

f

(aka,

support of f) are indexed 1 to n. 9 is a cube-free expression and all variables less than j
have been divided.
KERNELS (j,g)
R=0
for (i = j; i ::; n; i + +) {
if (li appears in more than one cube) {
e = largest cube dividing 9 / {l;} evenly
if (lk rf. cfor all k < i) {
R = Ru KERNELS(i + 1,g/( {Ii} U e))

}
}
}
R = RU {g}
return R

To use the algorithm, first factor out the largest cube dividing

f

evenly, then KERNELS( 1, g)

is called. Most of the functions in the network are small enough such that all of the kernels
can be efficiently generated. However, to improve the computation time in some cases and
still generate a reasonably good kernel, one can only generate level-O kernels (a su bset of
all kernels). The algorithm for generating level-O kernels is the same as above except the
last two lines.
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if (R = 0) R = {g}
return R
Once the kernels (or level-O kernels) of all the functions have been computed, there still
remains the problem of finding common kernels. This problem is stated in the following
way: Given a set of kernels K

= {k t ,k2 , ••• ,kn }

with k i

= {Ct,C2, •.• ,C m }

find the set of

all kernel intersections I(K). Central to developing an algorithm for this computation are
the following propositions.
Proposition 1: Let f be an expression, let 9 C f be a subexpression of f, and let C

= ngi

be the intersection over all of the cubes of g. Define AU) as the set of all such cubes C
as 9 ranges over all subsets of f with two or more cubes. Then the set AU) is the set of
all co-kernels of f.

In order to find the common cubes, first a new expression I F(K) which corresponds to the
set K of kernels is formed in the following manner. Each distinct cube in Uki is associated
with a new literal and each kernel with a new cube. Each such cube contains all the
literals corresponding to the cubes of the kernel.
Proposition 2: Every element in the set of co-kernels of I F(J() (that is, C(I F(K))) corresponds to a unique kernel intersection in I(K).
The following example will illustrate the approach. Given a set of kernels K

= {k}, k2' k3}

find their non-empty intersection.
kt
k2
k3

= abc + de + f 9
= abc + de + f h

= abc + fh + gh

The distinct cubes in these kernels are it

= abc, t2 = de, t3 = fg,

t"

= fh,

and ts

= gh.

A single function I F(K) is formed where each cube of I F(K) corresponds to a kernel of

J(.
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The kernels and co-kernels of I F(K) are

K(I F(K)

= {t2h + t2t4 + t4tS, t3 + t 4, t2 + ts}

C(IF(I{))

= {tl,tlt2,t2 t4}

Working backwards from the co-kernel set,

I(K)

= {abc, abc + de, abc + Jh}

In summary, to compute the intersections among a number of functions in a network,
first form the function I F( K) as outlined above and then compute the kernels and cokernels of I F(K). An intersection is evaluated based on it's area value (ie, the number
of literals which can be saved if that intersection were to be extracted). The following
greedy extraction algorithm is implemented in MIS-II. Two parameters (k and n) are
used to control the tradeoff between the quality and the run-time efficiency of the results.
Parameter k is the level of kernels generated at each step. Parameter n is the number of
kernel intersections to use before the set of kernels and their intersections is recomputed.

FROM(x) is the set of functions for which x may be a divisor. SUBSTITUTE(J, x) returns

J after

the function

x is substituted into

f.

KERNEL_EXTRACT (F,k,n)
repeat {
K = U JEF Kk(J)

I = IoUn

for i

= 1 to n {

x = argmaxYEdarea_value(y)}
if area_value(x) < 0 exit;
for all f E FROM(x) {
J = SUBSTITUTE(J,x)

}
F=FU{x}
}

}

First, the algorithm generates all of the level-k kernels of all the functions in F. Then
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it generates all the kernel intersections corresponding to the level-O kernels of I F( J().
Going through the inner loop n times, it picks the intersection with the best area value
and substitutes it into all functions from which the intersection was extracted. If, at any
time, the intersection has a negative area value ( meaning that there are no multi-cube
divisor common to two or more functions) then the algorithm terminates. As shown the
repeat loop recomputes the kernels and their intersections after each n substitutions. The
reason is that after an intersection is substituted into the network the values of some other
intersections may change. As a result, the same set of kernel intersections can be used up
to a certain point.
Note that kernel extraction is focused on extracting multi-cube divisors. Similar algorithm
can be used for single-cube extraction. Recall that Proposition 1 implies that the algorithm
for generating kernels can also be used to generate the common subcubes among several
functions. Given a network F

= {It, 12, ... , In},

another function G can be built in the

following way:
G

= {cl there exists i such that c E Ii}

Proposition 3: The set of common sub cubes in F is exactly the C(G), the co-kernels of
the function G.
The generic algorithm for single-cube extraction is:
CUBKEXTRACT(F):
repeat {
c

= FIND-.A_COMMON_CUBE(F)

9 = {c}
for all IE FROM(c) {

1= SUBSTITUTE(j,g)
}
F

= F u {g}

} Until no common cube can be found.

The routine FIND-.A_COMMON_CUBE returns a common cube in F based on generating
all the co-kernels of the function G and returning the one with the best literal savings.
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B.2 Resubstitution:
Resubstitution is used to check whether an existing function itself is a divisor of other
functions. Due to the heuristics used in the extraction process, some common factors may
have been missed. As an example consider the network
x = ac

+ ad + be + bd + e

y=a+b

Since function y is itself a divisor of x, it can be used to simplify x as x = y( c + d)

+e

In general, the substitution of y into x is carried out by dividing x by y and checking
if the resulting x is simpler in factored form. Both algebraic and Boolean division are
used in performing resubstitution. Boolean resubstitution is capable of producing better
results, but in general is more expensive computationally than algebraic resubstitution.
For example, as opposed to the above example, algebraic resubstitution does not simplify
the following network:

+ cd)ef + (ab + ef)cd + (cd + ef)ab
ab+ cd + ef

x = (ab
y =

Using Boolean resubstitution, x can be rewritten as x = y(ab + cd

+ ef).

This will save

11 literals.

C. Local Optimization:
As mentioned earlier, local optimization refers to operations performed on a single node
(or a number of neigboring nodes) in the Boolean network. MIS-II employs the following
techniques for such optimizations: (1) factorization (ie, deriving better implementation of
the gates), (2) decomposition (ie, factoring large gates into smaller one), and (3) simplification (ie, simplifying each gate using the knowledge of it's environment).
Cl. Factorization: Factorization rearranges the expression in a single node in order to
achieve minimum number of literals. Such algorithms in MIS-II are based on kernels to
find optimal factored form.
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The following recursive procedure describes the generic factoring method:
GENERIC_FACTOR(f):
if (111 = 1) return 1

k = CHOOSEJJIVISOR(J)
(h, r) = DIV I DE(j, k)
return GENERICFACTOR(k).GENERICFACTOR(h)

This method first chooses a divisor of
r.

1 and

+ GENERIC_FACTOR(r)

performs the division to obtain

1 = kh +

At this level in the recursion, k, h, and r are expressions which must be recur-

sively factored. Several variations of factoring can be built by choosing different algorithms for CHOOSEJJIVISOR and DIVIDE, providing a spectrum of quality and
speed tradeoffs.

The following three methods have been implemented in MIS-II for

C H 00 S EJJ IV I SO Rand D IV IDE functions: (1) Pick any level-O kernel and perform algebraic division, (2) Choose best kernel (ie, Compute all kernels and choose best)
and perform algebraic division, (3) Choose best kernel and perform Boolean division.
These three approachs are referred to as QUICICFACTOR, GOODJ'ACTOR, and

BOOLEAN_FACTOR respectively. Good Factoring(GF) is almost three times slower
than Quick Factoring(QF) due to the fact that all kernels are computed in GF. Boolean
Factoring (BF) is almost four times slower than GF due to performing Boolean division.
In terms of quality, BF is likely to produce best results.
C2. Decomposition:

Decomposition is similar to factoring except that each divisor is

formed as a new node in the network and the associated variable for the new node is
substituted into the function being decomposed. For each method of factoring there is
an associated decomposition method (ie, Quick Decomposition, Good Decomposition, and
Boolean Decomposition). Decomposition can be combined with algebraic resubstitution to
provide a means of finding common sub-expressions (ie, (1) Apply quick decomposition to
each node in the network, (2) Perform algebraic resubstitution, and (3) Eliminate all single
literal functions or functions with small value). At the end of decomposition, each literal
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appears once in each function (ie, network cannot be further decomposed). Resubstitutioll
identifies, as a special case, identical nodes in the network. The logic function at these
nodes become just a single literal. The elimination step removes such trivial nodes.
C3. Simplification: Recall that each node in the Boolean network can represent a complex function in both sum-of-products and factored form. Before processing the entire
network, each sum-of-products expression can be optimized using 2-1evel minimization
methods (ie, espresso). Such minimization can be made more effective by providing the
minimizer don't care conditions derived form the neigboring nodes. Initially (ie, prior to
applying multi-level techniques), in the interest of reducing the dependence on the multilevel network, a selective elimination of nodes is performed which will result in a network
where each node has a more complex function. Subsequently each node is simplified using
the SIMPLIFYI routine as shown below. Later, after common divisors have been extracted, S IMP LI FY2 routine is used to remove local redundancy (ie, redundancy that
manifests itself over just a few levels of the network).
SIMPLIFYl(J)
DC = 0
9 = ESPRESSO(J,DC)
if NUM_LIT(QF(g)) < NUM_LIT(QF(J)) {

/=g
}
return /
NUM_LIT returns the number of literals in a given factored form. A node is replaced if
the result is simpler than the existing representation as measured by the resulting factored
form using QUICK_FACTOR. The S IMP LI FY2 algorithm is the same as S IMP LI FYI
except the Don't Care set is not empty. Such Don't Cares are derived from the local
environment.
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D. Standard MIS-II Script:
MIS-II allows interactive execution of various network manipulating commands. What follows is the standard MIS-II script which is believed to produce good results in most cases.
The general approach is to iteratively extract and resubstitute common sub-expressions
and eliminate the least useful factors.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

sweep; eliminate -1
simplify
eliminate -1
sweep; eliminate 5
simplify
resub -a

9

10
11
12
13
14

gkx -abt 30
resub -a; sweep
gcx -bt 30
resub -a; sweep

15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28

gkx -abt 10
resub -a; sweep
gcx -bt 10
resub -a; sweep
gkx -ab
resub -a; sweep
gcx -b
resub -a; sweep
eliminate 0
decomp -g *
eliminate -1; sweep

The sweep command successively eliminate all the single-input nodes and constant nodes
from the network. The eliminate command removes all the nodes in the network whose
value is less than or equal to a threshold. The value of a node represents the number of
literals saved in the literal count for the network by leaving the node in the network. Such
value is approximated based on the number of times the node is used in the factored form
for each of its fanouts. Note that if a node is used only once, its value is always -1. The
resub -a command uses algebraic division to resubstitute each node into all the nodes in
the network. The gkx -abt "num" command extracts all kernels of all fun.ctions (ie, -a)
and finds the best intersection (ie, -b). The -t option sets a threshold such that divisors
are extracted only while their value exceeds the threshold. By default, the threshold is 0
so that all possible kernels are extracted from the network. Similar to gkx command the
gcx -bt "num" is used for extracting common cubes from a network and choosing the best
cube at each step. The decomp -g

* command

decomposes all the nodes in the network.
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The -g option will cause successive extraction of the best kernel until the function is factor
free, and applies the same algorithm to all the kernels just extracted.

6.2.1.2

SIS

As noted, MIS-II addresses combinational optimization only. In case of sequential circuits, memory elements must be removed prior to optimization and reconnected after
combinational network is minimized. SIS, however, is an interactive tool for synthesis
and optimization of sequential circuits. SIS contains MIS-II and all the combinational
optimization techniques therein. Additionally a number of new operations and algorithms
are incorporated into SIS. These include improved node minimization, faster divisor extraction, improved don't care extraction for combinational minimization, and sequential
circuit optimization (ie, Retiming, which is an algorithm that moves registers across logic
gates to minimize cycle time).
In general, SIS is a more powerful optimization engine than it's predecessor MIS-II even
in handling strictly combinational networks.

6.2.2

Target Library and Optimization Criteria - TOOL_l

The same target library is used in all test cases that are run on TOOLI. The set of gates
included in this library is listed below:
XOR4 XOR3
OM
OR3
AND4 AND3
TBUF
INV
LD
LDRD
FDRD FDSD

XOR2
OR2
AND2
LDSD

NOM NOR3 NOR2
NAND4 NAND3 NAND2
(Inverter and tristate buffer)
(Latch vithout and vith async reset/set)
(DFF vith clock enable and async reset/set)

The optimization criteria used in all test cases is minimum chip area.

Each gate in

the library is assigned an approximate area number which is based on the Xilinx Field
Programmable Gate Arrays 4000 series. The 4000 architecture consists of an array of
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identical logic blocks each equipped with two D-type flip flops and configurable logic to
implement combinational logic. Since flip flops are embedded in each block regardless
of whether they are used, the area weight is taken as zero. Moreover, inverters are free
because the combinational blocks can be configured to implement any function with certain
number of inputs. The cost of multi-input single-output combinational gates increases
linearly depending on the number of inputs.
In the result tables to follow, four metrics will be used to evaluate the results: (I) Area,
(2) Cell Count, (3) Maximum Gate Levels, and (4) Total Number of Nets. The Cell Count
will be the grand total number of gates used including inverters and flip flops. The Area
will be the sum of the number of inputs of all multi-input combinational logic gates. The
third metric is an approximate measure of pre-layout speed and the fourth metric is yet
another measure of area (ie, Smaller numbers of nets yield improved layouts). The use of
these four metrics is believed to convey a reasonable pre-layout network characteristics.
Lastly, various levels of optimization effort (ie, high, medium, and low) are used in each
test case. Low optimization effort implies no collapsing. The term collapsing means
"eliminating" some or all of the nodes in a multi-level boolean network and dissolving
them into each of their fanouts. If all nodes are eliminated the network will be reduced
to a 2-level sum-of-products form. High optimization effort implies full collapsing until a
2-level sum-of-products expression is achieved. Note that in this case the S IMP LI FYI
routine will apply ESP RES SO to the entire network. Medium optimization implies
partial collapsing based on a certain criteria. This criteria often depends on the number
of literals in product terms and the size of the network.

6.2.3

Target Library and Optimization Criteria - TOOL_2

Although a different target technology is used in experiments using TOOL_2, the optimization criteria is the same as what is used in TOOL1 (ie, minimum area). The gate
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array technology used (LSI 10k) includes all gates listed in the previous section as well
as more complex gates such as AOI, Multiplexers, Decoders, Adders, etc. Each gate has
an associated area value based on the chip area it will occupy (not counting routing).
These area numbers are determined by the silicon vendor. The area entries given in the
experiment tables will reflect the total area of all gates used in the design. Unlike the
area metric used for TOOL_I, the flip flops and inverters are not free. In fact different
area costs are associated with flip flops with or without various control pins such as clock
enable and asynchronous set/reset. Also given in the tables will be the total number of
cells, total number of nets, and the output arrival time. The latter is based on timing
values determined by LSI to reflect a reasonable pre-layout delay approximation.
Since TOOL2 provides higher level of granularity in optimization control, the optimization efforts used are slightly different than the ones used in TOOL I. Essentially, up
to four levels will be used: none, low, medium_I, and medium_2. As the name implies,
"none" means just technology mapping without any optimization. However, the "low"
optimization effort applies simplifications and factorizations to the network without doing
any prior collapsing. Both "none" and "low" efforts are equivalent to "none" and "low"
as used in TOOL_I. The "medium_I" level performs some degree of collapsing before
factorization and "medium_2" level applies higher degree of collapsing. The "mediuIIL2"
level is similar to the "medium" effort" in TOOL_I. Neither "medium_I" nor "medium_2"
reduces the network to a 2-level sum-of-products. Note that in all cases where collapsing
is done, the original network topology is destroyed. The subsequent factorization and
simplification phase will re-structure the network based on the optimization criteria.

6.3

Test Cases Using TOOL_l

A number of designs are used in this section to compare synthesis from both XAHPL and
VHDL using TOOL_I. All descriptions for each case are listed in appendices A through
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G. Although two of these cases are not "real" design models (ie, C and F), they use the
same coding style as the real designs acquired from the synthesis users.

6.3.1

16-bit Signed Multiplication

The circuit used in this section is a 16-bit signed multiplier using Booth algorithm. This
algorithm uses a shift and add approach for multiplying numbers represented in 2's complement. Two 16-bit adders and one 4-bit increment logic unit constitute the datapath
elements used. llIustrated in Appendix A-I is the XAHPL model for the multiplier. Also
listed in that appendix is the description of a generic ripple carry adder and aN-bit
incrementer.
This module was synthesized in two ways with varying degree of optimization. First,
the entire description (ie, both datapath elements and control) was synthesized together.
Second, datapath elements were partitioned out and synthesized separately. The results
of this experiment are illustrated in Table 6.1. Note that the AREA numbers refer to the
total number of inputs of all multi-input combinational gates, whereas CELL COUNT is
the literal number of cells used. Note that the smallest total area number from Table 6.1
(341+162+162+20

= 685) in

the partitioned case shows quite a bit of improvement over

the smallest area number in the last column of Table 6.1 (ie, 806). This confirms the fact
that there is a noticable win in doing data/control partition.
There has been on going effort to isolate datapath operations in a VHDL synthesis model
and treat them in an efficient technology specific way. The work done by [DeLi93], tries
to overload the arithmetic and relational operators (ie, +, -, <,

>, etc.) in VHDL with

datapath generators which will either pick macros from the technology library or generate
the desired element in an efficient way. This methodology is in a wayan extension of the
language which is transparent to the simulation and further emphasizes the poor synthesis
semantics of VHDL. Moreover, such extensions are tool specific and may require resource
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Opt Effort

Booth

Adders

Incrmnt

I Non-partitioned Case I

Area
high
medium
low

343
341
402

high
medium
low

239
285
311

high
medium
low

5

-

4
8

33
33

high
medium
low

312
358
384

-

162
162

-

20
20
20

806
830

Cell Count

81
81

11,20
11

-

11
Maximum Gate Levels

504
540

-

4

36
38

4
4
Total Number of Nets
-

114

114

-

15
15
15

541
577

Table 6.1: XAHPL Results for 16-bit Multiplier

sharing computations in order to achieve reasonable results.
Shown in Appendix A-2 is a synthesizable VHDL model equivalent to the XAHPL model
of Appendix A-l. The simulated behavior of both models are identical. Although this is
not the only way one can describe such behavior in VHDL, this is a very common style
for such models. Methodology outlined previously was used to synthesize this model and
the results are illustrated in Table 6.2. The area improvement in case of XAHPL model is
significant and there is no speed sacrifice. This improvement is partly due to the powerful
clock enable modeling in XAHPL. As illustrated in appendix A-I, there are a few registers
that are target to a number of sources (ie, A and Q). Due to the semantics of XAHPL,
the compiler can extract a relatively optimum clock enable condition and d-input bus
conditions from the description. Whereas, such extraction is not readily derived from a
VHDL description. The following XAHPL fragment can serve for further elaboration.
1 TARGET * ENBl <= SRC1;
2 TARGET * ENB2 <= (SRC2 ! SRC3)
3 TARGET <= SRC4;

*

(Cl, C2);
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I Opt Effort I VHDL I XAHPL I XAHPL Improvement I
Area
high
medium
low

-

-

-

1044
1112

806
830

23%
25%

Cell Count
high
medium
low

-

-

-

660
661

504
540

24%
18%

Maximum Gate Levels
high
medium
low

-

-

-

37
38

36
38

3%
0%

Total N umber of Nets
high
medium
low

-

-

-

697
698

541
577

22%
17%

Table 6.2: Results for 16-bit Multiplier

The Boolean expressions for the d-input and clock enable input of the target signal will
be as follows:
<= (srel AND stepl) OR (sre2
(sre3
(sre4
elk_enb <= (enbl AND stepl) OR (enb2

d_in

AND
AND
AND
AND

step2 AND el) OR
step2 AND e2) OR
step3);
step2) OR step3;

However, if no clock enable conditions are recognized, as is the case in VHDL compilation,
the Boolean expressions derived from such model will be as listed below. Note that qout
is fed back into the d-input if none of the four source conditions are true.
d_in

<= (srel AND stepl AND enbl) OR
(sre'2 AND step2 AND enb2 AND el) OR
(sre3 AND step2 AND enb2 AND e2) OR
(sre4 AND step3) OR
(q_out AND NOT «stepl AND enbl) OR
(step2 AND enb2 AND el) OR
(step2 AND enb2 AND e2) OR
(step3 AND sre4» ;
elk_enb = '1';

Even if clock enable is recognized by the tool, the generated logic will have to use the clock
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condition as part of the bus condition as well. illustrated below is the resulting logic.

d_in

<= (src1 AND step1 AND enb1) OR
(src2 AND step2 AND enb2 AND c1) OR
(src3 AND step2 AND enb2 AND c2) OR
(src4 AND step3);

clk_enb <= (enb1 AND step1) OR (enb2 AND step2) OR step3;
From XAHPL models, it is readily derivable that the clock conditions as specified in the
XAHPL statements will not be part of the bus logic for the d-input. However, the above
expressions include enbl and enb2 as part of the logic driving the d-input of the target
signal. This additional unnecessary logic cannot be optimized and therefore contributes
to worse area results.

6.3.2

32-bit Signed Multiplication

The 16-bit multiplier of the previous section is used again to construct a 32-bit multiplication network. The data gathered from this model is listed in Table 6.3. Note that the
percent improvement in XAHPL netlists remain the same. In case of much larger networks
where optimization is a bottleneck, the percent XAHPL improvement could potentially be
higher since in such cases low optimization effort should be used if excessive computation
time/memory usage is to be avoided.

6.3.3

Random logic

The model considered in this case is a design module implementing a communication
protocol. This model is relatively small and generally falls in the category of random
logic. illustrated in Appendices B-1 and B-2 are the XAIIPL and VHDL descriptions for
this module. Table 6.4 lists the results of synthesis in both cases. Since this design is
relatively small, the run time in all cases were in the order of seconds.
Note that low level of optimization yields the best results. This implies that the generic
netlist generated from the XAHPL model is fairly "clean" and structured. Therefore, low
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I Opt Effort I VHDL I XAHPL I XAHPL Improvement I
Area
medium
low

I 2045 I 1600 I
I 2043 I 1600 I

medium
low

I
I

1281
1282

I
I

69
69

22%
22%

Cell Count

medium
low

I 991
I 991

I
I

23%
23%

68
68

I
I

1%
1%

Maximum Gate Levels

I
I

Total Number of Nets
medium
low

I 1350 I 1060 I
I 1351 I 1060 I

21%
21%

Table 6.3: Results for 32-bit Multiplier

I Opt Effort I VHDL I XAHPL I XAHPL Improvement I
Area
high
medium
low
none

325
329
357
703

high
medium
low
none

202
209
211
296

high
medium
low
none

9
9
9
8

high
medium
low
none

223
230
232
317

280
278
254
577

14%
16%
29%
18%

Cell Count

180
184
173
284

Maximum Gate Levels
10

9
9
7

11%
12%
18%
4%
-11%
0%
0%
13%

Total Number of Nets

197
201
190
301

12%
13%
18%
5%

Table 6.4: Results for Random Logic model
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level of optimization will usually suffice to produce good results. As shown in this case,
high effort in optimization could produce worse numbers since such strategy restructures
the network and restructuring is often not effective if the initial network is well constructed.
In case of VHDL, high level of optimization is needed as depicted in Table 6.4. The
model primarily uses the IF-ELSIF construct to capture the behavior. As mentioned in
earlier chapters such method results in large amount of redundant logic that needs to
be cleaned. Such cleaning is computationally expensive and does not always produce
optimum networks.

6.3.4

Register Files

The model illustrated in section 4.7 is a relatively "clean" model of an 8x32 Register
File, in that a certain level of correspondence with hardware is maintained. The address
decoding logic is represented by a set of concurrent statements and connection of the
storage words to the output is also represented by another set of statements. Once the
clock enable style is followed, no redundant logic is generated due to the way the model
is written. However, according to what is observed in real design situations, this is not
how typically such behaviors are described in VHDL. As illustrated in appendices C-2,
C-3, and C-4, the language provides ways that are less verbose and more "program-like"
(Henceforth, these models will be referred to as VI, V2, and V3) and therefore it can be
argued that these styles are favored over the one shown previously. Note that quite a bit
of redundant logic is introduced. For Example, in all three styles the address decoding is
done more than once (ie, in both memory write and memory read phases). Moreover, in V2
and V3 the clock enable style is violated. Due to the redundant logic, more optimization
than the previous case is required. However, because of the structure of the rest of the
network, such optimization is very costly computationally and often times not possible.
This structure can be best characterized by functions of the following format.
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Opt Effort
medium
low
none
low
none
low
none
low
none

VHDL (VI)

XAHPL

XAHPL Improvement

Area
out of memory out of memory
1958
1752
1752
6976
Cell Count
1840
1754
2675
1390
Maximum Gate Levels
11
6
10
7
Total Number of Nets
1879
1795
2714
1431

I

11%
75%
11%
75%
45%
-43%

-,

4%
47%

Table 6.5: Results for I6x32 Register File - Version VI
Opt Effort
medium
low
none

VHDL (V2)

I

XAHPL

Area
out of memory
1752
1752
Cell Count
1754
1390
Maximum Gate Levels
6
10
Total Number of Nets
1795
1431

I XAHPL Improvement I
-

out of memory
5030
10048

65%
83%

low
none

3405
4242

48%
67%

low
none

11
7

low
none

3445
4282

45%
-43%
48%
67%

Table 6.6: Results for 16x32 Register File - Version V2
f = a1&b1 + a2&b2 + b3&c3 + ...

Such functions causes combinatorial increase in memory usage in simplification routines,
if optimization effort is not low. As a result, optimization should be turned off or set to
"low effort" in order to avoid making the machine run out of memory. Consequently, if the
original description is not" clean", the final netlist could potentially be unoptimized. In
this case the redundant logic does get mostly removed even with low effort of optimization,
but notice that if optimization is turned off there is a significant difference in area.
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Opt Effort
medium
low
none
low
none
low
none
low
none

VHDL (V3)

XAHPL
XAHPL Improvement
Area
out of memory out of memory
1752
62%
4656
62%
4656
1752
Cell Count
47%
1754
3309
3301
1390
58%
Maximum Gate Levels
0%
6
6
-100%
10
5
Total Number of Nets
46%
3349
1795
57%
3341
1431

I

Table 6.7: Results for 16x32 Register File - Version V3
As illustrated in Tables 6.5,6.6, and 6.7, slight changes in VHDL style causes significant
variation in the size of the resulting netlist. With low effort of optimization, the area for
VI is 1958 whereas the area numbers for V2 and V3 are 5030 and 4656.

6.3.5

Finite State Machines

The model considered is a pure 27-state FSM modeling a bus interface. The XAHPL
description is illustrated in appendix D-l. The equivalent VHDL model which employs
a typically used VHDL style is listed in appendix D-2. An enumerated type is used to
represent the states and a combination of CASE and IF statements to describe the state
transitions. The state encoding included in the XAHPL model is the same assignment
used by the VHDL model. Listed in Table 6.8 are the synthesis results for both XAHPL
and VHDL models using the assignment specified in the description as well as one-hot
assignment. In case of the encoded assignment, there is little difference between VHDL
and the XAHPL results. The reason is that (1) this is purely random logic and therefore
optimization can be turned on fully, (2) There are not too many cases where mutually
exclusive conditions are not properly modeled.
However, in case of the one-hot assignment, a significantly better netlist is generated from
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I Opt Effort. I Assignment I VHDL I XAHPL I XAHPL Improvement I
Area
high
medium
low
high
medium
low

Encoded
Encoded
Encoded
One_hot
One_hot
One_hot

414
408
444
409
402
407

high
medium
low
high
medium
low

Encoded
Encoded
Encoded
One_hot
One_hot
OneJlOt

212
214
238
253
246
257

high
medium
low
high
medium
low

Encoded
Encoded
Encoded
One_hot
One_hot
One_hot

high
medium
low
high
medium
low

Encoded
Encoded
Encoded
One_hot
One_hot
One_hot

404
412
431
276
272
254

2%
-1%
3%
33%
32%
38%

Cell Count

218
218
225
178
176
166

-3%
-2%
5%
30%
28%
35%

Maximum Gate Levels

9
9
12
14
14
15

9
10
11
7
7
7

0%
-11%
8%
50%
50%
53%

Total Number of Nets

232
234
258
273
266
277

239
239
246
199
197
187

-3%
-2%
5%
27%
26%
32%

Table 6.8: Results for the Bus Interface Network
XAHPL. It should be noted that there is no standard mechanism in VHDL for specifying
state assignment. One call try to write the model differently to force a specific assignment
as was done in this case. If the tool processing VHDL supports one-hot assignment then
the resulting netlist would be similar to the one generated from XAHPL. One important
observation to be made is that the outcome of VHDL synthesis is very sensitive to the
way the model is written and it is not clear from the language how one can improve the
results.
The one-hot description shown ill appendix D-3 uses individual bits out of a bit array
to represent each state. However, due to the sequentiality of execution ill processes, the
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I Opt Effort I VHDL (VI) I XAHPL I Partitioned-XAHPL I XAHPL Improvement I
Area
low

I

6924

I

6865

I

6780

I

1%

I

4%

I

1%

I

4%

Cell Count
low
low
low

I

4299

I

144

I

4563

I

4134

I

143

I

4398

I

4036

I

-

I

-

Maximum Gate Levels
Total Number of Nets

Table 6.9: Results for the Averaging Network - Version VI
tool cannot take advantage of the fact that individual state bits are mutually exclusive.
The encoded case uses a CASE statement which takes care of this problem. According to
VHDL semantics, all conditions in a CASE statement are mutually exclusive.
As noted in Table 6.8, various levels of optimization efforts are applied to the network. In
case of XAHPL, low level of optimization produces the best results. This suggests that the
initial description is well structured and excessive optimization may potentially disturb
that structure and produce worse results.

6.3.6

Datapath Elements

The circuit considered here makes heavy use of datapath elements plus some amount of
"glue" logic. Eight 64-bit numbers are clocked into a bank of registers and subsequently
all input numbers are averaged. The output will be the absolute value of the difference
between the computed average and an input threshold. The XAHPL description is illustrated in appendix E-l.
This model is also described in three distinct ways in VHDL (referred to as VI, V2, and
V3). VI bears closest correspondence with hardware and is not how typically such models
are ·described. Whereas, V2 and V3 are more readily adopted by synthesis modelers. All
these VHDL models are listed in appendices E-2, E-3, and E-4.
The numbers listed in Tables 6.9, 6.10, and 6.11 are based on low level of optimization.
Applying extensive optimization to circuits with many instances of structured logic does
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I Opt. Effort I VHDL (V2) I XAHPL I Partitioned-XAHPL I XAHPL Improvement I
Area
low

I

9996

I

low

I

5835

I

low

I

144

I

low

I

6099

I

6865

6780
Cell Count
4134 I
4036
Maximum Gate Levels
143 I
Total Number of Nets
4398 I
-

I

I

31%

I

29%

I

1%

I

28%

Table 6.10: Results for the Averaging Network - Version V2
[ Opt Effort

I VHDL (V3) I XAHPL I Partitioned-XAHPL I XAHPL Improvement I
Area

low

I

12585

I

low

I

7203

I

low

I

144

I

low

I

7467

I

6865

I

6780
Cell Count
4134 I
4036
Maximum Gate Levels
143 I
Total Number of Nets
4398 I
-

I

45%

I

43%

I

1%

I

41%

Table 6.11: Results for the Averaging Network - Version V3
not yield optimum results if any at all. Since the partition of data and control is readily
achieved in XAHPL models, it is possible to apply different levels of optimizations to
various partitions. A separate column in the tables is used to list the partitioned-XAHPL
results. In this case, high level of optimization was applied to the control section and low
optimization effort was used for adders. The results of partitioned-XAHPL are better but
not by far, the reason being that the control section is fairly small in this case.

6.3.7

Datapath and Control

The module shown in appendix F-I contains a mixture of datapath functions and control
logic. Two VHDL models describing the same behavior are also listed in appendices F-2
and F-3 (referred to as VI and V2 henceforth). Version VI has closer correspondence
with XAHPL and the other (V2) is a more common style among designers. The results
of synthesizing all three models are illustrated in Tables 6.12 and 6.13. The significant
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I Opt Effort I VHDL (VI) I XAHPL I XAHPL Improvement I
medium
low

I
I

medium
low

I

medium
low

I
I

medium
low

I

I

I

Area
1014 I
1035 I
Cell Count
712
I 703 I
711
I 711 I
Maximum Gate Levels
19
I 19 I
21
I 19 I
Total Number of Nets
756
I 748 I
761
I 756 I

1062
1073

I
I

5%
4%
1%
0%
0%
10%
1%
1%

Table 6.12: Results for 8-bit PROCARRAY module - Version VI

I Opt Effort I VHDL (V2) I XAHPL I XAHPL Improvement I
medium
low

I
I

medium
low

I
I

medium
low

I
I

medium
low

I
I

Area
I 1014 I
I 1035 I
Cell Count
1076
I 703 I
1088
I 711 I
Maximum Gate Levels
17
I 19 I
17
I 19 I
Total Number of Nets
1120
I 748 I
1132
I 756 I
1894
1905

46%
46%
35%
35%
-12%
-12%
33%
33%

Table 6.13: Results for 8-bit PROCARRAY module - Version V2
difference in results for version V2 is partly due to the fact that TOOL_l does not perform
any resource sharing. Contrasting the VUDL models in appendices F-2 and F-3, it is
evident that there are opportunities for using the same adder for a number of '+' operators.
It should be mentioned that the model in appendix F-3 is the only case in all models

presented in appendices A through G that there is a possibility for resource sharing.
Considering version VI where resource sharing is not an optimization option, the XAHPL
results show some improvement in area without any degradation in speed.
In an attempt to measure the sensitivity of the results to the size of the network, the data
widths were increased from 8 to 32 bits. Tables 6.14 and 6.15 illustrates the results. As
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I Opt Effort I VHDL (VI) I XAHPL I XAHPL Improvement I
medium
low

I
I

medium
low

I

I

medium
low

I
I

medium
low

I
I

Area
I 4202 I
I 4223 I
Cell Count
2906
I 2829 I
2912
I 2836 I
Maximum Gate Levels
67
I 67 I
69
I 67 I
Total Number of Nets
3070
I 2994 I
3076
I 3001 I
4514
4525

7%
7%
3%
3%
0%
3%
2%
2%

Table 6.14: Results for 32-bit PROCARRAY module - Version VI
Opt Effort

I VHDL (V2) I XAHPL I XAHPL Improvement I

medium
low

I
I

medium
low

I
I

medium
low

I
I

medium
low

I
I

Area
4202 I
4223 I
Cell Count
4454
I 2829 I
4466
I 2836 I
Maximum Gate Levels
65
I 67 I
65
I 67 I
Total Number of Nets
4618
I 2994 I
4630
I 3001 I
8066
8077

I
I

48%
48%
36%
36%
-3%
-3%
35%
35%

Table 6.15: Results for 32-bit PROCARRAY module - Version V2
noted, the percent XAHPL improvement is slightly increased.

6.3.8

Video Sync Generator

Appendices G-l and G-2 list the XAHPL and VHDL descriptions for this design. The
VHDL model makes use of several PROCESS statements to model counters and truth
tables. The synthesis results are shown in Table 6.16.
As noted, XAHPL offers significant improvement over the netlist generated from VHDL.
Several factors contribute to this improvement: As shown in the VHDL model, there are
a few CASE statements in which a large number of comparisons on a signal of integer
data type are performed. Such CASE statements are too broad and may not result in
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Opt Effort

I XAHPL I XAHPL Improvement I

VHDL

Area
high
medium
low

Out of Memory

-

-

2230
2055

1581
1399

29%
32%

medium
low

1160
991

medium
low

28
24

medium
low

1166
985

Cell Count

859
753

26%
24%

Maximum Gate Levds

26
25

0.7%
-0.4%

Total N umber of Nets

863
757

26%
23%

Table 6.16: Results for Video Sync Generator
an optimum implementation (as is the case here). For example, considering the following
partial listing, the individual comparisons can be done in a variety of ways. The first
case clause which checks for the 0 to 4 range can be accomplished by checking the most
significant 8 bits to be zeros and the least significant three bits to be in the range 0 to 4.
Also, the same range check can be done by using two comparators (ie, 0 ::; line_counter
AND line_counter::; 4). Furthermore, the default case OTHERS can be implemented as
the logical AND of the inverse of all previous conditions or as the remaining cover. The
VHDL statements does not readily adhere to such specifications.
case line_counter is
when
o to
4
when
5 to
9
when 10 to
14
when
15
when 16 to 318
when
319
when 320 to 324
[

...

=>
=>
=>
=>
=>
=>
=>

line_type
line_type
line_type
line_type
line_type
line_type
line_type

<=
<=
<=
<=
<=
<=
<=

"0001";
"0010";
"0001";
"0111";
"1111" ;
"0111";
"0001";

=>
=>
=>
=>
=>

line_type
line_type
line_type
line_type
line_type

<=
<=
<=
<=
<=

"0001";
"0101";
"0111";

]

when 970 to 973
when
974
when
975
when 976 to 1278
when
others
end case;

"1111";

"0011";
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Other contributing factors to improved XAHPL results are the clock enable specification
for the line_counter and h_count registers. These registers are driven by the "pixelcnt"
PROCESS in the VHDL description.
Furthermore, the second to last PROCESS includes many redundant specification. The
entire process is modeled be a few XAHPL statements as shown below:
BGATE <R= RESET;
BGATE <= (NTSCPAL &LINETYPE[O]&RNG29(12$150; PIXELCOUNT; 12$224)) +
(-NTSCPAL&LINETYPE[O]&RNG30(12$197; PIXELCOUNT; 12$279));
BURSTGATE = BGATE;

6.4

Test Cases Using TOOL_2

A few test cases from the previous section are selected and used in conjunction with
TOOL2. As will be shown, the percent difference between XAHPL and VHDL data is
different than the results obtained from TOOLI. One reason for such difference is that
the cost weighting between the two technologies are not the same. The following table lists
the area costs for a few commonly used gates. As pointed out before, in Xilinx Technology
the cost of combinational gates increases linearly with the number of inputs and flip flops
and inverters are free.
GATE

LSI Cost

Xilinx Cost

------------------------------------Basic FF

7

0

6 (2 ANDs and 1 OR)

4-input
3-input
3-input
3-input
3-input
3-input

AOI
AOI
AND
OR
NOR
NAND

2
2
2
2
2
2

4
3
3
3
3

2-input
2-input
2-input
2-input
2-input

AND
OR
NOR
NAND
XOR

2
2

2

inverter

2

3

2
2
2

1

0

1
1

The following sub-sections tabulate the synthesis results using TOOL_2.

6.4.1

Finite State Machines

The 27 -state FSM illustrated in Appendices D-1, D-2, and D-3 are used and the results
are illustrated in Table 6.17. XAHPL model yields better results both in terms of area
and output arrival time. In case of encoded assignment, "low" level of optimization and
in case of oneJlOt "medium_1" level produce the best results. As shown, applying extensive optimization to the network does not necessarily improve the results. This was also
apparent in many cases run with TOOLl.

6.4.2

16-bit Signed Multiplication

Table 6.18 illustrates the results for the 16-bit multiplier. Since the clock enable condition
is readily derived from the XAHPL description, two experiments are run for the XAHPL
model: (1) Clock enable is implemented in the form of a multiplexer at the input of the
flip flop, and (2) the clock signal is logically AND-ed with the clock enable condition.
The latter is marked as (enb) in the table. Recall that in the Xilinx technology all flip
flops are equipped with clock enable input and taking advantage of such feature can yield
significant area and delay improvements, especially that all flip flops cost the same.
The optimization effort of"medium_1" on XAHPL (no-enb) yields the best results both in
terms of area and output arrival time. Note that there is a significant area improvement
when the clock signal is AND-ed with the clock enable condition. However, the delay
numbers are worsened significantly. The reason for such delay degradation is that TOO L_2
adds the path delay on the logic driving the clock to the switching delay of the flip flop.
Such approach does not take into account the fact that by the time the clock edge arrives
the rest of the logic AND-ed with the clock is already stable. By truly AND-ing the clock
with the enable logic, the only added delay should be the delay of an AND gate and not
the entire enable logic.
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I VHDL I XAHPL I XAHPL Improvement I

Opt Effort

Assignment

medium...2
medium_l
low
none
medium...2
medium_l
low
none

Encoded
Encoded
Encoded
Encoded
One_hot
One_hot
One_hot
One_hot

264
269
274
468
458
445
444
571

medium...2
medium_l
low
none
medium...2
medium_l
low
none

Encoded
Encoded
Encoded
Encoded
One_hot
One_hot
One_hot
One_hot

150
157
163
245
173
167
168
234

medium...2
medium-I
low
none
medium...2
medium_l
low
none

Encoded
Encoded
Encoded
Encoded
One_hot
One_hot
One-ilOt
One_hot

medium...2
medium_l
low
none
medium...2
medium_l
low
none

Encoded
Encoded
Encoded
Encoded
One_hot
One_hot
One_hot
One-'lOt

Area

251
254
252
354
414
418
414
486

5%
6%
8%
24%
10%
6%
7%
15%

Cell Count

133
140
137
189
135
146
146
182

11%
11%
16%
23%
22%
13%
13%
22%

Output Arrival

18.04
25.95
19.76
15.19
7.19
7.86
9.38
8.05

19.40
21.67
12.23
9.62
9.32
7.57
9.57
5.81

-8%
16%
38%
37%
-30%
4%
-2%
28%

Total Number of Nets

169
176
182
264
192
186
187
253

152
159
156
208
154
165
165
201

10%
10%
14%
21%
20%
11%
12%
21%

Table 6.17: Results for the Bus Interface Network Using TOOL2
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I Opt Effort I VHDL I XAHPL I XAHPL (enb) I XAHPL Improvement I
medium.2
medium_l
low
none
medium.2
medium_l
low
none
medium.2
medium_l
low
none
medium..2
medium_l
low
none

Area
1007
952
1008
953
952
1006
1042
1116
Cell Count
285
236
242
285
241
284
251
401
Output Arrival
5.56
5.01
5.72
4.89
5.72
4.93
6.05
8.90
Total Number of Nets
367
348
348
373
372
347
382
464

851
851
852
891
234
234
233
261
8.74
8.74
8.74
6.39
312
312
311
339

no-enb
5%
5%
5%
-7%
no-enb
-21%
-17%
-18%
-60%
Ilo-enb
10%
14%
14%
-47%
no-enb
5%
7%
7%
-21%

enb
15%
16%
15%
14%
enb
1%
3%
3%
-4%
enb
-57%
-53%
-53%
-6%
enb
15%
16%
16%
11%

Table 6.18: Results for 16-bit Multiplier Using TOOL2
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6.4.3

Random Logic

As described in the previous section, two data points are given for the XAHPL model
(Table 6.19). The XAHPL (no-enb) synthesis offers little improvement over the VHDL
synthesis. However, the XAHPL (enb) results show considerable improvement in area
without much degradation in delay values. Moreover, the number of nets and cells are
better in case of XAHPL (enb) which implies better place and route. What is observed
so far is that the clock enable information extracted from the XAHPL descriptions can
effectively reduce the size of the final netlist. As shown below, the Boolean expressions
generated from the XAHPL models relies on the use of clock enable condition and if not
used as such the results will be slightly worse. Once again, considering the following
statements:

1 TARGET
2 TARGET

* ENBl

*

<= SRC1;
ENB2 <= (SRC2 ! SRC3)

*

(Cl, C2);

The expressions for the D-input and clock enable input of the target signal will be as
follows:

d_in

<= (srel AND stepl) OR (sre2 AND step2 AND el) OR

(sre3 AND step2 AND e2);
elk_enb <= (enbl AND stepl) OR (enb2 AND step2);
Note that if the clock enable condition (clk_enb) is not used as gating the clock then it
should be used for multiplexing the input logic and the Q-output of the flip flop into the
D-input.

in_logic <= (srel AND stepl) OR (sre2 AND step2 AND el) OR
(sre3 AND step2 AND e2);
elk_enb <= tenbl AND stepl) OR (enb2 AND step2);
d_in <= (in_logic AND elk_enb) OR (Q_output AND NOT clk_enb)
This will produce worse results than if the following expressions were generated to begin
with. The reason is that a common clock enable factor (ie, step1 and step2) is already
used in the inJogic expression.

L
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I Opt Effort I VHDL I XAHPL I XAHPL (enb) I XAHPL Improvement I
medium..2
medium_1
low
none
medium..2
medium_1
low
none
medium.2
medium_1
low
none
medium.2
mediurn_l
low
none

Area
378
375
372
404
Cell Count
122
118
120
138
120
134
138
140
Output Arrival
1.31
1.31
1.31
1.31
1.31
1.31
1.31
1.31
Total Number of Nets
157
161
177
159
159
173
178
177
378
398
393
438

318
304
305
338
128
113
117
137
1.32
1.32
1.32
1.32
149
134
137
155

no-enb
0%
6%
5%
8%
no-enb
-3%
13%
10%
-1%
no-enb
0%
0%
0%
0%
no-enb
-3%
10%
8%
-1%

enb
16%
24%
22%
23%
enb
-8%
18%
13%
1%
enb
-1%
-1%
-1%
-1%
enb
5%
24%
21%
12%

Table 6.19: Results for Random Logic Model Using TOOL2

in_logic <= (srei
(sre2
(sre3
elk_enb <= (enbi

AND
AND
AND
AND

stepi AND
step2 AND
step2 AND
stepi) OR

enbi) OR
enb2 AND ei) OR
enb2 AND e2);
(enb2 AND step2);

Consequently, not using the clock enable condition for gating the clock will cause worse
results in terms of area.

6.4.4

Datapath and Control

Both versions of the 8-bit PROCARRAY module (appendices F-2 and F-3) are tried with
TOOL2. Note that there is little difference between the XAHPL (enb) and XAHPL
(no-enb) results (Tables 6.20 and 6.21). As shown in the description in Appendix F -1,
only the 3-bit CNT register makes use of the clock enable signal. All other registers
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I Opt Effort I VHDL I XAHPL I XAHPL (enb) I XAHPL Improvement I
Area
1140 I 1133 I
1131 I 1083 I
Cell Count
medium_1 I 326 I 389
I
low
I 320 I 305 I
Output Arrival
medium_1 I 15.05 I 9.28 I
low
I 15.31 I 10.73 I
Total Number of Nets
medium_1 I 398 I 437
I
low
I 392 I 371 I
medium_1
low

I
I

1124
1083
389
305
9.28
10.73
434
371

no-enb
1%
4%
no-enb
-19%
5%
no-enb
38%
30%
no-enb
-10%
5%

enb
1%
4%
enb
-19%
5%
enb
38%
30%
enb
-9%
5%

Table 6.20: Results for 8-bit PROCARRAY module - Version VI, Using TOOL2

I Opt Effort I VHDL I XAHPL I XAHPL (enb) I XAHPL Improvement I
Area
1231
I 1133 I
I
1225
I
I 1083 I
Cell Count
medium_1 I 384 I 389
I
low
I 380 I 305 I
Output Arrival
medium_1 I 20.96 I 9.28 I
low
I 24.21 I 10.73 I
Total Number of Nets
medium_l I 456 I 437
I
low
I 452 I 371 I
medium_1
low

1124
1083
389
305
9.28
10.73
434
371

no-enb
8%
12%
no-enb
-1%
20%
no-enb
56%
56%
no-enb
4%
18%

enb
9%
12%
enb
-1%
20%
enb
56%
56%
enb
5%
18%

Table 6.21: Results for 8-bit PROCARRAY module - Version V2, Using TOOL2
appear after END SEQUENCE and have no clock enable specification. The "low" effort
in optimization yields the best results both in terms of area and delay.

6.4.5

Video Sync Generator

The results of synthesizing the Video Sync Generator of Appendices G-I and G-2 using
TOOL2 is illustrated in table 6-22. XAHPL shows considerable improvement over the
equivalent VHDL synthesis. Moreover, the total run time for the XAHPL synthesis was
about 25% less. Higher levels of optimization effort (than medium_I) in both cases required
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I Opt Effort I VHDL I XAHPL I XAHPL Improvement I
medium_1
low

I
I

medium_1
low

I
I

medium_1
low

I
I

medium_1
low

I
I

Area
1042 I
1043 I
Cell Count
424 I 426
I
402 I 417
I
Output Arrival Time
33.22 I 26.96 I
42.94 I 35.82 I
Total Number of Nets
441 I 430
418 I 421
I
1152
1107

I
I

J

10%
6%
-0.5%
-4%
19%
17%
2%
0.7%

Table 6.22: Results for Video Sync Generator Using TOOL2
excessive computation time without much improvement in the results.

6.5

Concluding Remarks

Two leading commercial synthesis tools were used to compare the results of synthesizing
equivalent XAHPL and VHDL models under the same environment. The results demonstrated advantages in using XAHPL as a way of capturing the design. The Xilinx 4000
series were used with TOOL_l and the gate array LSIlOK technology with TOOL2. Although the results from both tools showed advantages in using XAHPL, the XAHPL
improvements were not the same. This difference is due to (1) the fact that different area
cost measures were used in each technology, (2) All flip flops in the Xilinx architecture
are equipped with the clock enable pin at no extra cost, and (3) TOOL_2 employs more
powerful optimization algorithms (ie, SIS) than TOOLI. In general, It can be concluded
that the XAHPL designs are well suited for the Xilinx architecture since optimal clock
enable extraction from XAHPL is a natural process. It should also be noted that designs
which did not make much use of the clock enable capability (ie, PROCARRAY, Video
Sync Generator) was presented and still the XAHPL model showed improvements. This
confirms the VHDL synthesis modeling issues presented in chapter 4.
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Chapter 7

Porting a Synthesis Paradigm to

VHDL
7.1

Introduction

As noted in the previous chapter, in many cases the XAHPL synthesis offered significant
area improvement over the equivalent VHDL synthesis. It was also demonstrated that
various VHDL descriptions representing the same behavior can result in considerably
different size networks. However, common to all VHDL descriptions which resulted in
more optimum netlist was the fact that they possessed a relatively closer correspondence
with hardware. Since VHDL is gaining significant momentum as a synthesis language,
it is critical to define a subset/style which is least ambiguous and maintains a one to
one correspondence with the hardware primitives. This subset/style will be defined in
the following sections and will be referred to as V H DLRT (ie, Register Transfer VHDL).

V H DLRT will be recommended if synthesis from VHDL is a requirement.

7.2

Defining VHDLRT

Since it is already established that XAHPL synthesis is advantageous, the XAHPL paradigm
will be used to define V H D LRT. In other words, the primary criteria in selecting l' H D LRT
constructs will be close hardware correspondence and meeting the requirements outlined
1

!
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in chapter 2. The following sections will only discuss and define 1I H D LRT constructs.
No attempt is made to comprehensively cover what is not supported by V H DLRT. It is
believed that the previous chapters covered the dangers of using certain VHDL features.
7.2.1

V H DLRT Data Types

The types supported in V H DLRT resembles the ones supported in XAHPL with a slight
extension. The list of supported pre-defined types are:

-

INTEGER
BIT
BIT_VECTOR
BOOLEAN

INTEGER types will be used implicitly for loop indexing and explicitly for generic declarations. No signals can be declared as INTEGER type. As will be discused below,
INTEGERs will be used in GENERATE statements. Types BIT, and BIT_VECTOR are
self-explanatory and are used for representing single binary bits ('0', '1 ') or an array of
bits. There is no pressing need to include type BOOLEAN in V H DLRT since type bit
will serve the same purpose. However, it is implicitly included because conditionals return
type BOOLEAN. In other words, no signal object can be declared as type BOOLEAN,
but logical operators can be used with implicit BOOLEAN operands to form conditions.
In addition to the mentioned pre-defined types, the following user-defined types are utilized
as well.

- rsbit
rsbit_1d
- ENUMERATED TYPE (with members as identifiers)
- constrained ARRAY of rsbit_1d
As will be shown shortly, the first two types are pre-defined as far as synthesis is concerned.
That is they are defined in a package for simulation purposes and are hard coded into the
synthesis tool. However, the last two types are defined by the synthesis modeler. The
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ENUMERATED type is used to represent symbolic states only. Essentially the signal
declared as an ENUMERATED type will represent a finite state machine. The ARRAY
types are strictly used to represent matrices as defined in XAHPL. Such type definitions
define an integer constrained array (0 TO N) of integer constrained rsbiLld. The rest of
the defined types are listed in the VHDL package vhdLrt. It should be pointed out that
the synthesis tool will not have to process this package. Such information will be hard
coded into the tool. However, for proper simulation such package is needed. Type rsbit is
a resolved subtype of the enumerated type base_bit ('X', '-', 'Z', '0', '1 '). A table-lookup
resolution function is used to resolve multiple drivers. The body of the resolution function
is listed in the package vhdLrt. As will be discussed shortly, the value 'Z' will be used
to model tristate buses. The value '-' will be used to represent don't cares and 'X' will
represent Unknown. Values '0', '1', and '-' are the only values that are allowed in literals
whereas 'X' and 'Z' are only useful in simulation of the VHDL model.
PACKAGE vhdl_rt IS
TYPE
base_bit
IS ('X', '-', 'Z', '0', 'i');
TYPE
base_bit_vector IS ARRAY (NATURAL RANGE <» OF base_bit;
FUNCTION or_resolution
(inputs: base_bit_vector) RETURN base_bit;
SUBTYPE rsbit
TYPE
rsbit_id

IS or_resolution base_bit;
IS ARRAY (NATURAL RANGE <»

OF rsbit;

-- Overloading Relational operators
function "=" (1: rsbit_id; r: rsbit_id) return BOOLEAN;
function "/="(1: rsbit_id; r: rsbit_id) return BOOLEAN;
-------function
function
function
function
function
function

Overloading
"AND" (vi,
"OR"
(vi,
"NAND" (vi,
"NOR" (vi,
"XOR" (vi,
"NOT" (v:

Logical Operators.
v2:rsbit) return rsbit;
v2:rsbit) return rsbit;
v2:rsbit) return rsbit;
v2:rsbit) return rsbit;
v2:rsbit) return rsbit;
rsbit) return rsbit;

function
function
function
function

"AND"
"OR"
"NAND"
"NOR"

v2:rsbit_id)
v2:rsbit_id)
v2:rsbit_id)
v2:rsbit_1d)

(vi,
(vi,
(vi,
(v1,

return
return
return
return

rsbit_id;
rsbit_id;
rsbit_1d;
rsbit_1d;
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function "XOR"
function "NOT"

(vl, v2:rsbit_ld) return rsbit_ld;
(v:
rsbit_ld) return rsbit_ld;

-------- Type Conversi~il functions.
function to_rsbit_ld(vl: bit_vector) return rsbit_ld;
function to_rsbit(vl: bit) return rsbit;
function to_bit_vector(vl: rsbit_ld) return bit_vector;
function to_bit(vl: rsbit) return bit;
END vhdLrt;
PACKAGE BODY vhdl_rt IS
FUNCTION or_resolution
(inputs: base_bit_vector) RETURN base_bit IS
TYPE base_table IS ARRAY (base_bit 'LEFT TO base_bit 'RIGHT,
base_bit 'LEFT TO bass_bit 'RIGHT) OF base_bit;
CONSTANT merge: base_table .- -- 'X' ,-, 'Z' '0' '1'
'X'
'X', 'X' , 'X' , 'X' , 'X') ,
('X' , 'X' , '-' 'X' , 'X') ,
'-'
('X' , '-' 'Z' , 'OJ, '1') ,
'Z'
('X' , 'X' , '0' , 'X' , 'X') ,
'0'
(' X' , 'X' , '1' , 'X' , 'X'» ;
'1 '
VARIABLE result: base_bit;
BEGIN
result := 'Z';

«

FOR i IN inputs'RANGE LOOP
result := merge (result, inputs (i»;
END LOOP;
RETURN result;
END;
END vhdl_rt;

All logical operators are overloaded to handle the new types rsbit and rsbiLld. VHDL
is a strongly typed language and as a result four type conversion functions are provided
which will allow mixing of data types (ie, bit and rsbit).

7.2.2

Objects

Variable objects are not defined in V H DLRT. Signal objects will serve as the only active
data carrier and constants as the only passive carriers. Both regular signals and signals
of kind BUS and REGISTER are supported. All target signals in a guarded assignment
must be either of kind BUS or REGISTER. However, VHDL allows a target signal in a
guarded assignment to be of regular kind (ie, neither BUS/REGISTER). Since this does
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not introduce any advantage in terms of hardware and will serve to further complicate the
semantics, it is excluded from F H DLRT. BUS and REGISTER kinds will be discussed
when guarded blocks are presented.

7.2.3

Operators

Listed below are the supported operators:

- Logical (AND, OR, XoR, NOR, NOT)
- Relational (>, >=, <, <=, =, /=)
- Arithmetic (+, -, *, **, /)
The logical operators are defined for signals of type boolean, bit, biLvector, rsbit, and
rsbiLld. The relational operators

'=' and '/=' are defined for signals of type boolean,

bit,biLvector, rsbit, and rsbiLld. Type conversion routines must be used if types are to
be mixed. Also defined for all relational operators are integer type operands. Once again,
integers are only allowed in loop indexing. Lastly, arithmetic operators can only be used
with integer operands as part of static computations used in indexing.

7.2.4

Statements

Sequential statements are partially included in F H D LRT and they are exclusively used
for describing the control logic. The supported statements are CASE and IF statements.
Moreover, the usage of these statements must conform to the template given in the sections
to follow.

The concurrent statements utilized in F H D LRT is listed below. This list

constitutes all concurrent statements in VHDL.
-

guarded signal assignment.
selected signal assignment.
conditional signal assignment (No vaveforms alloyed)
component instantiation
both IF and FOR generate statements.

According to VHDL semantics, the signals of kind BUS or REGISTER can only be assigned in guarded signal assignments. Each guarded assignment defines a driver for either
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a BUS or a REGISTER signal. At any given time, a driver can be either connected or
disconnected depending on whether the guard condition is TRUE or FALSE. In case of
BUS signals, if all drivers are disconnected the resolution function is invoked and a default
value (This value is 'Z' in V H DLRT) is assigned to the target signal thus modeling a bus
(A tristate bus in V H DL RT ). However, in case of REGISTER signals if all drivers are
disconnected then the resolution function is not invoked and as a result the target signal
maintains it's old value (ie, register).
The selected signal assignment, as discussed previously, is very similar to the sequential
case statements and are mostly used for representing truth tables. Such statements are
fully supported. The conditional signal assignment statement is supported in it's entirety
except no waveforms or timing after clauses are allowed. Component insta.ntiation along
with integer generic specification is supported within the scope of architecture and generate
statements. Lastly, the IF and FOR generate statements are included in the subset and
are primarily used for describing structured logic.

7.3

Hardware Modeling in VHDLRT

In all the following sub-sections it is assumed that the type rsbit as defined earlier is used
for all signals unless otherwise specified.

7.3.1

Clocking

As illustrated in chapter 3, no notion of clock is offered by the language. As a result, the
predefined attribute 'EVENT is used to model rising or falling transitions on a particular
signal. The following description depicts the style for clock edge detection supported by
V H DLRT. This format will be used for representing the data registers.

bi: BLOCK (clock'EVENT AND (clock = '0'))
BEGIN
qout <= GUARDED din;
END BLOCK b i ;
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All target signals in a guarded assignment within blocks that are conditioned on clock edges
must be of kind REGISTER. However, it is not a requirement to have all REGISTER
kind signals be conditioned on clock edges. Latches, are modeled using RESIGTER kind
signals which are conditioned on levels. It should be noted that VHDL does not enforce
this semantically. Clock edges can only be and-ed with other expressions but not with
other edges. If a clock edge is and-ed with a signal, that signal will represent the clock
enable logic for all target signals within the scope of such conditions. In the case shown
below the signal enb will serve as the clock enable for signal qout. However, signal zout
has no clock enable.
Note that although V H DLRT supports multi driver paradigm, at most one driver can be
active (or connected) for any given guarded signal at any given time.

b1: BLOCK (clock'EVENT AND (clock = '0')) BEGIN
b2: BLOCK (GUARD AND (enb = '1')) BEGIN
qout <= GUARDED din;
END BLOCK b2;
zout <= GUARDED zin;
END BLOCK b1;
Asynchronous operations cannot be modeled cleanly. One way to approach this problem
is to OR the clock edge with the reset signal. Subsequently, the assignment to the target
register signal must be a conditional signal assignment where the same reset condition is
used for the asynchronous value. An illustration follows.

b1: BLOCK (clock'EVENT AND (clock = '0')) BEGIN
b2: BLOCK (GUARD OR (reset = '1')) BEGIN
qout <= GUARDED '0' WHEN (reset = '1') ELSE din;
END BLOCK b2;
END BLOCK b1;
However, this approach can become misleading if clock-enable is also desired. Moreover,
having many levels of nested blocks can add to the complication. Therefore, only synchronous operations are supported.
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The same edge detection mechanism will be used for the control registers with the difference that the expression (clock'EVENT AND (clock

= '0'))

will be used in a WAIT

statement in a PROCESS. This WAIT statement must appear as the first statement of
the PROCESS.

7.3.2

Data/Control Partition

A single process will be used to model the control section. Conformance to the outlined
style will be required. States will be represented by a signal that is of a user-defined
enumerated type. As an example, consider the following state transition table.
present state
SO
Sl
S2

next state
a=O
a=l
SO
S2
SO,l

Sl
so
S2

V H DLRT description is illustrated below.

ARCHITECTURE one OF fsm IS
TYPE state_type IS (SO, Sl, S2);
SIGNAL state: state_type;
BEGIN
PROCESS BEGIN
WAIT UNTIL (clock'EVENT AND clock='O') OR reset
IF (reset = '1') THEN
state <= SO;
ELSE
CASE state IS
WHEN SO =>
IF
(a=O) THEN state <= SO;
ELSE state <= Sl; END IF;
WHEN Sl =>
IF (a=O) THEN state <= S2;
ELSE state <= SO; END IF;
WHEN S2 =>
IF (a=O) THEN state <= SO;
ELSE state <= S2; END IF;
END CASE;
END IF;
END PROCESS;
ZOUT <= '1' when «state=S2) AND (a=O»
END one;

ELSE '0';

'1';
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The first IF statement in the process models the asynchronous reset of the state memory.
Whereas, the CASE statement models the state transitions. This template should be
followed rigorously. Only one CASE statement is allowed in a control process and each
case clause can contain assignments to the state register only. Moreover, at most one IF
statement with as many ELSIFs as needed may appear in each individual CASE clause.

7.3.3

Wires, Buses, and Memories

Three kinds of signal declarations are allowed in V H DLRT; (1) REGISTER, (2) BUS,
(3) non-guarded signal. According to VHDL semantics, both REGISTER and BUS kind
signals are referred to as guarded signals and they must appear in a guarded signal assignment. The REGISTER kind signals in V H D LRT are used to model registers and
latches. If the assignment to such signals are sensitive to an edge then a register will
result, otherwise a latch is implied. The BUS kind signals are used to model tristate buses
in V H DLRT and therefore should not be used in blocks that are sensitive to edges (VHDL
semantics does not enforce this). The resolution function described in the vhdLrt package is adheres to the tristate semantics. Tristate modeling will be illustrated in the next
section, Lastly, non-guarded signals in V H D LRT are used to model wires. Such signals
cannot be the target of a guarded assignment (VHDL does not enforce this semantic rule)
and are allowed to have only obe driver. It should be noted that non-guarded signals can
also be used to model registers and latches. However, there is no added advantage in doing
so and it will further complicate the semantics of V H DLRT. Therefore, it is not defined
for such a purpose.

7.3·.4

Tristate Buses

The BUS kind signals are exclusively used for modeling tristate buses. According to the
rsbit's resolution function, if no driver is active then the value 'Z' will be assigned to the
target signal. However, it should be noted that at most one driver should be active at any
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given time, otherwise conflicting values will result in 'X' or unknown to be assigned to
the target signal. This will help detection of design flaws during simulation of the VHDL
model.

bl: BLOCK (sell = '1') BEGIN
tbus <= GUARDED srcl;
END bl;
b2: BLOCK (se12 = '1') BEGIN
tbus <= GUARDED src2;
END b2;
All drivers for a tristate target signal must follow the same format.

7.3.5

Latches

REGISTER kind guarded signals that are sensitive to the signal levels imply latches. An
illustration follows.

bl: BLOCK (state = S2) BEGIN
tl: BLOCK (GUARD AND (gt = '1')
qout <= GUARDED char;
END BLOCK tl;
END BLOCK bl;

BEGIN

The signal qout (REGISTER kind signal) maps into a latch gated by the and-ing of the
two guard conditions.

7.3.6

Matrices

VHDL does not allow the definition of an unconstrained array of an unconstrained array.
As a result, a new type must be defined for each unique dimensions of an array. The
following case defines a 2-dimensional array of 16 rows and 8 columns.

TYPE mat16x8

IS ARRAY (0 TO 15) OF rsbit_ld(O TO 7);

Any number of signals can be declared as of this type. All such signals are row addressable
only.
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7.3.7

Don't Cares

The value '-' in rsbit can only be used in literals to model input and output don't cares.
Furthermore, it can only be used in concurrent statements. '-' cannot be used in any other
scenario. An example of using '-' in a selected signal assignment follows.

WITH din SELECT dout <= "-0-"
"010"
"011"
"110"
"111"
" ___ II

7.3.8

WHEN
WHEN
WHEN
WHEN
WHEN
WHEN

"0000",
"0001",
"0010",
"0011",
"11--",
OTHERS;

Datapath elements

Any combination of concurrent conditional signal assignments, selected signal assignments,
and the generate statements can be used to model datapath elements. Since most such
combinational logic modules are very structured, the generate statements are particularly
useful. What follows is a description of a n-bit adder using the generate statements.
ENTITY adder IS
GENERIC (N: INTEGER := 4);
PORT (
a,b: IN BIT_VECTOR(O TO N-1);
cin: IN BIT;
sum: OUT BIT_VECTOR(O TO N-1»;
END adder;
ARCHITECTURE one OF adder IS
SIGNAL INTER: BIT_VECTOR(O TO N-1);
BEGIN
sum(N-1) <= A(N-1) XOR b(N-1) XOR cin;
inter(N-1) <= (a(N-1) AND b(N-1» OR (cin AND (a(N-1) XOR b(N-1»);
L1: FOR I IN N-2 DOWNTO 0 GENERATE
sum(I)
<= a(I) XOR b(I) XOR inter(I);
inter(I) <= (a(I) AND B(I» OR (inter(I+1) AND (a(I) XOR b(I»);
END GENERATE L1;
END one;

Note that this style is nearly identical to that of XAHPL.
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7.3.9

Generics

Only Generics of type INTEGER are supported. As shown in the example of the previous
section, such generics are used in contexts where integers are allowed in V H D LRT.

7.3.10

Synthesis Template

So far, supported constructs and styles have been covered in detail. In order to reach a
closure on the definition of V H DLRT, this section will introduce a template which will
integrate all the individual pieces. The template will be based on the XAHPL modeling
methodology. What follows is a list of properties of this template:
• Each V H DLRT description will have none or many process statements which will
model the control part of the description. All processes must appear within the
scope of the architecture and not within BLOCK statements or GENERATE loops.
The contents of the control process must follow the guidelines mentioned above.
Each process statement will define a single FSM, that is, exactly one target signal
is allowed in each process. The target signal in each process must be unique and of
type user-defined enumerated type.
• Many enumerated type definitions may be specified.

The only purpose of such

definition is to represent the states symbolically. Each such definition is followed by
signal declarations of that type. Each enumerated type definitions must use unique
symbols.
• each V H DLRT description can have many blocks each with arbitrary depth (ie,
many nested blocks). A few rules must be satisfied if nested blocks are used. (1) At
most one clock edge must appear in the condition path, (2) A clock edge condition
must not be logically or-ed with any other condition.
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• Each block can define at most one driver for a given target guarded signal. This
way, the resolution will be tristate for BUS kinds and an implied OR-bus for the
d-input of REGISTER kind signals.
• All target guarded signals should have at most one active driver at any given time.
• Non-guarded signals cannot appear in guarded blocks and can at most have one
driver.
• No GENERATE and no component instantiation can appear within the scope of
a block. Only guarded conditional signal assignments and guarded selected signal
assignments are allowed within blocks.

• If there is a state check in a block condition, it must appear exclusively in the
outer most block condition. Moreover, the state check conditions must be mutually
exclusive considering all blocks collectively. A state check condition consist of a
("state...signal"

= "enumeration...symbol").

Refer to the next section for an illustra-

tion. The reason for such a restriction is that the tool can take advantage of the fact
that state conditions are mutually exclusive and produce more optimized logic. In
case of multiple assignment to a register with clock enable, two issues are involved
(1) What is the logic driving the clock enable input, and (2) What is the logic controlling the busing on the input of the register. Since each block can only define one
driver for a target signal and state conditions are mutually exclusive then the only
logic that needs to control the busing will be the state variables. More elaboration
on this will be presented shortly.
• All guard conditions in nested blocks must be AND-ed with the enclosing guard
condition via the keyword GUARD.
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• Only guarded assignment to guarded signals are allowed within tlw scope of each
block. A guarded signal is either of kind BUS or REGISTER.
• If a signal is of kind BUS or REGISTER, it must appear in a guarded assignment.
• If a signal is of kind BUS it cannot be used in a block which is conditioned on a

clock edge.
• Only one signal can be used as clock. The first 'EVENT operator used on a signal
will define that signal as clock. All subsequent 'EVENT operator must be used on
the same signal.
Other than the PROCESS statements and guarded BLOCK statements, non-guarded
signal assignments and component instantiations are allowed within the scope of the architecture. Additionally the generate statements can be used within the scope of the
architecture. However, no BLOCK or PROCESS statement can appear within the scope
of any GENERATE loop.

7.3.11

An Optimization Issue and Coding Style

As mentioned previously, when clock enable conditions for a particular register are specified, two issues must be considered: (1) The entire clock enable expression for the memory
element and (2) the bus conditions for the D-input of the memory element. The fact that
(1) it's a requirement that state checks appear on the out-most block and (2) all the state
check conditions must be mutually exclusive considering all blocks collectively, makes it
possible to readily use the state check condition as the bus condition for the d-input. This
eliminates having to use the clock-enable condition as well for such a purpose.
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7.3.12

Illustration

The guidelines of the previous sections will be used to describe the following XAHPL
model in V H DLRT.

MODULE:CHK.
INPUTS: CHAR[8]; DATA; CLOCK; RESET.
MEMORY: SRM<4>[8]; INR[8]; CNT[4]; Y.
OUTPUTS: ACCEPT; YOUT; COUT[4].
BODY SEQUENCE: CLOCK.
1
2

=>(*DATA, DATA)/(1,2).
ACCEPT = \1\;
Y <= \0\;
INR <= CHAR;
CNT <= \0,0,0,1\;
=> (3).
3
Y * (*(+/(INR ~ SRM<O»» <= \1\;
CNT <= CNT[1:3] ,CNT[O];
SRM<0:2> <= SRM<1:3>;
SRM<3> <= SRM<O>;
=> (CNT[O], *CNT[O]) / (4, 3).
4
SRM<0:2> <= SRM<1:3>;
SRM<3> <= INR;
=> (1).
END SEQUENCE
CONTROLRESET(RESET)/(l);
COUT = CNT;
YOUT = Y.
END.
The V H DLRT model is shown below. The process statement models the control section
whereas the block statements describe the data section. Note that all memory elements
are declared as kind REGISTER and state variable is of an enumerated type.

ENTITY chk IS
PORT (
IN rsbit_ld(O TO 7);
SIGNAL char
SIGNAL data, clock, reset: IN rsbit;
SIGNAL accept
OUT rsbit;
SIGNAL yout
OUT rsbit;
SIGNAL cout
OUT rsbit_ld(O TO 3»;
END chk;
ARCHITECTURE one OF chk IS
TYPE state_type IS (S1, S2, S3, S4);
SIGNAL state
state_type;
SIGNAL srrnO,srrnl,srrn2,srrn3: rsbit_ld(O TO 7) REGISTER;
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rsbit_1d(O TO 7) REGISTER;
SIGNAL inr
SIGNAL cnt
rsbit_1d(O TO 3) REGISTER;
rsbit REGISTER;
SIGNAL y
BEGIN
PROCESS BEGIN
WAIT UNTIL (clock'EVENT and clock='O') OR reset='1';
IF (reset = '1') THEN
state <= S1;
ELSE
CASE state IS
WHEN S1 => IF (data = '0') THEN state <= S1; ELSE state <= S2; END IF;
WHEN S2 => state <= S3;
WHEN S3 => IF (cnt(O) = '1') THEN state <= S4; ELSE state <= S3; END IF;
WHEN S4 => state <= S1;
END CASE;
END IF;
END PROCESS;
b1: BLOCK (state = S2) BEGIN
t1: BLOCK (GUARD AND (clock'EVENT AND clock = '0'»
BEGIN
y <= GUARDED '0';
inr <= GUARDED char;
cnt <= GUARDED "0001";
END BLOCK t 1 ;
END BLOCK b1;
b2: BLOCK (state = S3) BEGIN
t1: BLOCK (GUARD AND (clock'EVENT AND clock
'0'»
BEGIN
t2: BLOCK (GUARD AND (inr = srrnO»;
y <= GUARDED '1';
END BLOCK t2;
cnt <= GUARDED cnt(1 TO 3)&cnt(O);
srrnO <= GUARDED srrn1;
srrn1 <= GUARDED srrn2;
srrn2 <= GUARDED srrn3;
srrn3 <= GUARDED srrnO;
END BLOCK t 1 ;
END BLOCK b2;
b3: BLOCK (state = S4) BEGIN
t1: BLOCK (GUARD AND (clock'EVENT AND clock
srrnO <= GUARDED srrn1;
srrn1 <= GUARDED srrn2;
srrn2 <= GUARDED srrn3;
srrn3 <= GUARDED inr;
pND BLOCK t 1 ;
END BLOCK b3;
cout <= cnt;
yout <= y;
accept <= '1' WHEN (state = S2) ELSE '0';
END one;

'0'»

BEGIN
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7.4

Simulation Constructs

A few VHDL constructs are supported in V H DLRT strictly for simulation purposes. The
package vhdLrt, for example, needs to be compiled into a VnDL library and that library
needs to be referenced in the description. Therefore, LIBRARY clause and USE clause are
included in the subset with no synthesis implication. Moreover, component instantiations
will have to be configured for simulation. Thus, the FOR statement is included as well.
Once again this statement will be ignored by the synthesis tool.

7.5

Concluding Remarks

V H DLRT was introduced in this chapter. The criteria in designing this subset was to
maintain close correspondence between language constructs and hardware primitives. This
approach is believed to alleviate the problems associated with VHDL synthesis.
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Chapter 8

Conclusions
In summary, this work involved analyzing the drawbacks/cost of using the VHDL language for register transfer synthesis and offered an alternative method. In chapter 2, a
set of synthesis requirements was presented based on which the VHDL language was evaluated. These requirements were derived from the AHPL design language. Subsequently,
modeling capabilities of VHDL was used to extend AHPL (XAHPL) so that all VHDL
synthesis models can be readily ported to XAHPL. A hardware compiler which integrated
XAHPL into commercial tools was introduced. This allowed comparing synthesis of "real"
VHDL designs with synthesis of their equivalent XAHPL model. Two leading commercial
synthesis tools using state of the art synthesis engines were used in conducting the experiments. The results backed up the VHDL drawbacks outlined earlier. Lastly, since VHDL
is becoming a significant part of the synthesis design cycle, a VHDL subset/style which is
least ambiguous and maintains a one to one correspondence with the hardware primitives
was defined. This subset/style, referred to as V H DLRT (ie, Register Transfer VHDL), is
recommended if synthesis from VHDL is a requirement.

8.1

TOOL_1 Results

The results collected from TOOL_l are compiled into two tables: Area/Delay (table 8.1)
and Cell/Net Count (table 8.2). The first column of each table includes the design name
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which is the Appendix name in which the model is listed. Also given in the first column, are
certain differentiating attributes about the design such as version, bit width, assignment
type, etc. The listed data points for each design is the best result obtained for that design
(As pointed out in chapter 6, various optimization efforts were used for each design). In
the" Area" table, adjacent to the data points, the optimization effort that yielded the
listed result is given in paranthesis (ie, L, M, and H for Low, Medium, and High efforts).
The criteria used in selecting the best result was combination of best area and delay
values. As shown, there are substantial area and speed improvements in most XAHPL
cases. Moreover, the improvements in number of cells and nets indicates that post layout
area and delay values will be in favor of XAHPL netlist. Three primary reasons contribute
to such XAHPL improvements: (1) The VHDL modeling problems discussed in chapter 4,
(2) Clock enable specification capability of XAHPL, and (3) Xilinx support for flip flops
with clock enable pins.
Although not shown in the tables, a few of these test cases where tried on the Xilinx CLB
packer with very favorable results.

8.2

TOOL_2 Results

Similar to TOOLI, the results collected from TOOL_2 are compiled into table 8.3. The
first column includes the design name which is the Appendix name in which the model
is listed. In the" Area" section, adjacent to the data points, the optimization effort that
yielded the listed result is given in paranthesis (ie, L, Mlj and M2 for Low, Medium_I, and
Medium_2 efforts). As shown, the XAHPL netlists show improvement over the netlists
generated from VHDL. However, the percentage XAHPL improvement is less than what
resulted from TOOL_l. As discussed in chapter 6, three reasons contribute to this difference: (1) The target technology used in the two tools are not the same and therefore
different cost metric is used for area calculations, (2) The clock enable conditions is bet-
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I Design
A, 16-bit
A , 32-bit

B
C (VI)
C (V2)
C (V3)
D, encoded
D, hot
E (VI)
E (V2)
E (V3)
F, 8-bit (VI)
F, 8-bit (V2)
F, 32-bit (VI)
F, 32-bit (V2)
G
A, 16-bit
A, 32-bit

B
C (VI)
C (V2)
C (V3)
D, encoded
D, hot
E (VI)
E (V2)
E (V3)
F. 8-bit (VI)
F I 8-bit (V2)
F, 32-bit (VI)
F, 32-bit (V2)
G

VHDL

XAHPL

I XAHPL Improvement I

Area
1044 (M)
806 (M)
2043 (L)
1600 (L)
325 (H)
254 (L)
1958 (L)
1752 (L)
5030 (L)
1752 (L)
4656 (L)
1752 (L)
408 (M)
404 (II)
402 (M)
254 (L)
6924 (L)
6865 (L)
9996 (L)
6865 (L)
12585 (L) 6865 (L)
1062 (M)
1014 (M)
1894 (M)
1014 (M)
4514 (M) 4202 (M)
8066 (M) 4202 (M)
2055 (L)
1399 (L)
Maximum Gate Levels
37
36
69
68
9
9
11
6
11
6
6
6
9
9
14
7
144
143
144
143
144
143
19
19
17
19
67
67
65
67
24
25

23%
22%
22%
11%
65%
62%
1%
37%
1%
31%
45%
5%
46%
7%
48%
32%
3%
1%
0%
45%
45%
0%
0%
50%
1%
1%
1%
0%
-12%
0%
-3%
-0.4%

Table 8.1: Best YHDL and XAHPL Area/Delay Results for all designs (TOOL_I)
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I Design
A, 16-bit
A,32-bit
B
C (VI)
C (V2)
C (V3)
D, encoded
D, hot
E (VI)
E (V2)
E (V3)
F, 8-bit (VI)
F, 8-bit (V2)
F, 32-bit (VI)
F, 32-bit (V2)
G
A, 16-bit
A,32-bit
B
C (VI)
C (V2)
C (V3)
D, encoded
D, hot
E (VI)
E (V2)
E (V3)
F, 8-bit (VI)
F, 8-bit (V2)
F, 32-bit (VI)
F, 32-bit (V2)
G

I VHDL I XAHPL I XAHPL Improvement I
Cell Count
504
660
991
1282
173
202
1754
1840
1754
3405
1754
3309
218
214
166
246
4134
4299
4134
5835
4134
7203
712
703
1076
703
2906
2829
4454
2829
991
753
Total Number of Nets
541
697
1351
1060
223
190
1795
1879
1795
3445
3349
1795
234
239
266
187
4398
4563
4398
6099
7467
4398
748
756
748
1120
2994
3070
4618
2994
985
757

24%
23%
14%
11%
48%
47%
-2%
33%
4%
29%
43%
1%
35%
3%
36%
24%
22%
21%
15%
4%
48%
46%
-2%
27%
4%
28%
41%
1%
33%
2%
35%
23%

Table 8.2: Best VHDL and XAHPL Cell/Net Count Results for all designs (TOOLl)
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ter utilized in the Xilinx technology than in LSIlOK, and (3) TOOL_2 employs improved
combinational and sequential optimization techniques (ie, SIS).
Nonetheless, it is noted that in nearly all cases, the best XAHPL results required less optimization effort than the best VHDL results. This of course translate into less computation
requirements.

8.3

Discussion

The results obtained from both TOOLl and TOOL2 confirms the assertions made earlier
in chapter 4 in regard to VHDL pitfalls. As was shown, VHDL allows description of the
same behavior in a variety of non-standard ways. However, experiences in working closely
with RT synthesis users over a period of four years suggests that there is a widely accepted
and practiced synthesis modeling subset and style. The models listed in the appendices
A through G is a reasonable sample of this accepted methodology. It should be noted
that there are essentially two groups of RT synthesis users: (l) The users who have
recently moved from schematic capture and very low level PLA and PLD level languages
to RT level synthesis, and (2) New users without much hardware design background
who take advantage of the level of abstraction offered by the tool. The first category
designers, some of whom work on pes, are used to having control in specifying their
designs and seeing quick language compilation and reasonable optimization computation.
These designers express frustration in using VHDL-based tools because VHDL does not
offer enough

co~trol

in design architecture capture, although they manage to get around

some of the pitfalls of the language. The second group are the ones that more easily misuse
the language, especially if software design is their immediate background. These designers
either waste hours of engineering time in writing and synthesizing inefficient models or
write a VHDL model and get a netlist without realizing that a slightly different VHDL of
the same behavior can produce significantly better results.
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I Design
A,
A,
B
B,
D,
D,

vnDL

16-bit
16-bit,enable

enable
encoded
hot
P, 8-bit (VI)
P, 8-bit (V2)

G
A,
A,
B
B,
D,
D,

16-bit
16-bit,enable

enable
encoded
hot
P, 8-bit (VI)
P, 8-bit (V2)

G
A,
A,
B
B,
D,
D,

16-bit
16-bit,enable

enable
encoded
hot
P, 8-bit (VI)
F, 8-bit (V2)

G
A,
A,
B
B,
D,
D,

16-bit
16-bit, enable

enable
encoded
hot
P, 8-bit (VI)
F, '8-bit (V2)

G

I

XAHPL
XAHPL Improvemelltl
Area
1007 (M2)
953 (M1)
5%
852 (L)
1007 (M2)
15%
378 (M2)
372 (L)
2%
378 (M2)
304 (M1)
20%
252 (L)
264 (M2)
5%
445 (M1)
418 (M1)
6%
1131 (L)
1083 (L)
4%
1231 (M1)
1083 (L)
12%
1152 (Ml) 1042 (Ml)
10%
Cell Count
236
285
-17%
236
233
1%
118
120
-2%
113
118
4%
150
137
9%
146
167
13%
320
305
5%
305
21%
384
424
426
-0.5%
Output Arrival
5.56
4.89
12%
8.74
5.56
-36%
1.31
1.31
0%
1.31
1.32
-0.7%
18.04
12.23
32%
7.86
7.57
4%
15.31
10.73
30%
10.73
20.96
49%
26.96
33.22
19%
Total Number of Nets
348
367
5%
367
311
15%
157
159
-1%
157
137
13%
169
156
8%
186
165
11%
392
371
5%
456
371
19%
441
430
2%

Table 8.3: Best VHDL and XAHPL Results for all designs (TOOL2)
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Another way of categorizing RT synthesis users are in terms of the area of the designs they
synthesize. Essentially two groups emerge: (l) designers targeting Field Programmable
Gate Arrays (small designs, quick turnaround) and (2) Designers targeting Application
Specific Integrated Circuits (large designs, longer design time). TOOLl and TOOL_2 used
in the experiments of chapter 6 address both these categories (ie, TOOL_l is primarily
used by FPGA designers and TOOL_2 by ASIC designers). Once again, the results in both
cases indicate that the use of VHDL as a design language is not the best possible choice.
It should be noted that ASIC tools are in general more powerful since larger designs are
to be handled. The additional capabilities over FPGA tools include partitioning, better
logic and architectural optimization, and hierarchy control and management.
Nearly all synthesis tools today adopt the approach that a powerful backend optimization
engine will suffice in cleaning up the logic no matter how the behavior is captured. As
was demonstrated through real examples such approach can be utilized better if a more
appropriate design language is used. The synthesis community, faced with using VHDL
for design capture, has tried hard to make the best use of the language during the past
few years. However, pitfalls of the language and lack of a standard has proved to be a
frustrating and confusing experience for nearly all designers. It is believed that a new
standard language that is specifically designeu for synthesis will alleviate these issues and
will not only save engineering time but also improve the quality of the circuits and will
eliminate the model portability concerns.

8.4

Future Work

Since the XAHPL synthesis using the Xilinx 4000 library produced more favorable results
in many test cases than using the LSIlOk array based library, it is intriging to continue
this work and discover other ways of taking advantage of the FPGA architectures. One
apparent reason for improvements in the case of Xilinx 4000 is the efficient clock enable
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modeling capability of XAHPL and adherence of the Xilinx architecture to such models.

In addition to two flip flops with clock enable pins, the Xilinx 4000 architecture contains
programmable look-up tables for combinational logic realization in each Configurable Logic
Block (CLB). Essentially, any function of up to 5 inputs and some functions of up to 9
inputs can be programmed into a CLB. A 5-input XOR gate has the same cost as a simple
2-input NAND.
It is believed by the author that making the synthesis process (ie, language to layout) more

sensitive to the target architecture is likely to improve the quality of the final design. Other
than the clock enable on the flip flops, the proposed XAHPL synthesis methodology takes
little advantage of specific XAHPL constructs and their potential correspondence with the
target architecture. Although this study could result in extending the language, it will
potentially produce better results with less computation requirement.
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Appendix A-I
XAHPL model of 16-bit signed Multiplication

MODULE: BOOTH.
MEMORY
M[16]; A[16]; Q[16]; Ql; ClIT[4].
EXINPUTS
READY; MCAND[16]; MPLIER[16];
CLOCK; RESET.
EXOUTPUTS BUSY; DONE; OUT[32].
BUSES
TMP1[17]; TMP2[17].
CLUNITS
ADDERS1[17] <: ADDER{16}.
CLUNITS
ADDERS2[17] <: ADDER{16}.
CLUNITS
INCRMNT[4] <: INCR{4}.
BODY SEQUENCE: CLOCK.
1 M * READY <= MCAND;
Q * READY <= MPLIER;
Q1 * READY <= \0\;
CNT <= 4$0;
A * READY <= 16$0;
DONE = \1\;
OUT = A,Q;
=> (-READY, READY) / (1, 2).
2 BUSY = \1\;
TMPl = ADDERS1(A; -H; \1\);
TMP2 = ADDERS2(A; H; \0\);
CNT <= INCRMNT(CNT);
=> (Q[15]&-Ql, -Q[15]&Ql, -(Q[15]~Ql),
Q[15HQ1)/ (3, 4, 5, 6).
3 NODELAY
A,Q[O] <= TMP1[1] , TMP1[1:16];
=> (7).
4

NODELAY
A,Q[O] <= TMP2[1] , TMP2[1:16];
=> (7).

5 NODELAY
A,Q,Ql <= A[0],A[0:15],Q[0:15];
=> (7).
6 NODELAY
Q[1:15] <= Q[0:14];
Ql
<=Q[15];
=> (7).
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7 NODELAY
=> (&/CNT, -(&/CNT»

I (1, 2).

END SEQUENCE
CONTROLRESET(RESET)/(l).
END.
11 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11

CLU: ADDER(A; B; CIN){N}.
INPUTS: A[N]; B[N]; CIN.
OUTPUTS: SUM[N+l].
CTERMS: INTER[N].
BODY
SUM[N] = A[N-l]~B[N-l]~CIN;
INTER[N-l] = A[N-l]&B[N-l] + A[N-l]&CIN +
B[N-l] &CIN;
FOR I=N-2 TO 0 CONSTRUCT
SUM[I+l] = A[I]~B[I]~INTER[I+l];
INTER[I] = A[I]&B[I] +
INTER[I+l]&(A[I] ~ B[I])
ROF;
SUM[O] = INTER[O].
END.
It _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11

CLU: INCR(XIN){N}.
INPUTS: XIN [N] .
OUTPUTS:INCR[N].
CTERMS:ACCUM[N] .
BODY
INCR[N-l] = -XIN[N-l];
ACCUM[N-l] = XIN[N-1];
FOR I = N-2 TO 0 CONSTRUCT
INCR[I] = XIN[I]~ACCUM[I+l];
ACCUM[I] = XIN[I]&ACCUM[I+l]
ROF.
END.
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Appendix A-2
VHDL model of I6-bit signed Multiplication

entity booth16 is
port(ready: in bit;
mcand: in bit_vector(O to 15);
mplier: in bit_vector(O to 15);
clk: in bit;
reset: in bit;
busy: out bit;
mout: out bit_vector(O to 31);
done: out bit) ;
end booth16;
architecture one of booth16 is
signal m: bit_vector(O to 15);
signal a: bit_vector(O to 15);
signal q: bit_vector(O to 15);
signal ql: bit;
signal cnt: bit_vector(O to 3);
signal cntl: bit_vector(O to 4);
signal state: bit_vector(l to 2);
signal tmpl, tmp2: bit_vector(O to 16);
begin
process -- Control process
begin
vait until clk'event and clk = '0';
if (reset = '1') then
state <= B"10";
else
state <= B"OO";
if (state(l) = '1') then
if (ready = '1') then
state(2) <= '1';
else
state(l) <= '1';
end if;
end if;
if (state(2) = '1') then
if «cnt(3) and cnt(2) and cnt(l) and cnt(O»
state(l) <= '1';
else
state(2) <= '1';
end if;
end if;
end if;
end process;

= '1') then
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process -- transfers
begin
wait until clk'event and clk
'O'i
if (state(l) = '1') then
if (ready = '1') then
m <= mcandi
q <= mplieri
ql <= 'O'i
a <= B"OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO"i
end if i
cnt <= B"OOOO"i
end ifi
if (state(2) = '1') then
if «q(15) and not ql)
'1') then
a <= tmpl(l)&tmpl(l to 15)i
q(O) <= tmpl(16)i
end ifi
if «(not q(15» and ql) = '1') then
a <= tmp2(1)&tmp2(1 to 15)i
q(O) <= tmp2(16)i
end ifi
if «q(15) xor ql) = '1') then
q(l to 15) <= q(O to 14)i
ql <= q(15) i
end if i
if «q(15) xor ql) = '0') then
a <= a(O)&a(O to 14)i
q <= a(15)&q(0 to 14)i
ql <= q(15)i
end ifi
cnt <= cntl(l to 4)i
end ifi
end processi
process (a, m, q, state)
connections
begin
if (state(l) = '1') then
done <= '1' i
mout <= a&qi
else
done <= '0' i
mout <= B"OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO"i
end ifi
if (state(2) = '1') then
tmpl <= sub2c(a,m)i
tmp2 <= add2c(a,m)i
busy <= 'l'i
else
tmpl <= B"OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO"i
tmp2 <::: B"OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO"i
busy <= '0' i
end ifi
end processi
cntl <= add2c(cnt, B"OOOl");
end onei
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Appendix B-1
XAHPL model of Random Logic

MODULE: PROTOCOL.
INPUTS
DATA[4]; DATAS; DATAE; SWITCH;
SWITCHS; SWITCHE; AOUTS; AOUTE;
BOUTS; BOUTE; CLOCK; RESET.
OUTPUTS
AOUT1[4]; BOUT1[4].
EXBUSES
DATAQi; SWITCHQi; AOUTQi; BOUTQi.
BUSES
TEMPO; TEMPi.
MEMORY
AOUT[4]; BOUT[4]; MAJOR[2]; PREFIX[3];
COUNT[2]; BUFF[4]; AORB; DATAQ;
SWITCHQ; AOUTQ; BOUTQ.
CLUNITS
INCRMNT[4] <: INCR{4}.
CLUNITS
DECRMNT[2] <: DECR{2}.
BODY SEQUENCE:CLOCK.
1 DATAQ
* RESET <= \0\;
SWITCHQ * RESET <= \0\;
AOUTQ
* RESET <= \0\;
BOUTQ
* RESET <= \0\;
MAJOR
* RESET <= 2$0;
COUNT
* RESET <= 2$0;
PREFIX * RESET <= 3$0;
AOUT
* RESET <= 4$0;
BOUT
* RESET <= 4$0;
BUFF
* RESET <= 4$0;
AORB
* RESET <= \0\;
=>

(RESET,~RESET,~RESET,~RESET)I

(1, 2, 14, 16).

2 NODELAY
COUNT * TEMPO <= DECRMNT(COUNT);
PREFIX * TEMPO & (~COUNT[O]&COUNT[l]) <= 3$0;
=> (TEMPO, ~TEMPO) 1(1, 3).
3 NODELAY
=>

(~(+/PREFIX)
(~PREFIX[O] &: ~PREFIX[l] &:

PREFIX [2]) ,
,
,
,

&: ~PREFIX [2])
(~PREFIX[O] &:
&: PREFIX [2])
( PREFIX[O] &: ~PREFIX[l] &: ~PREFIX [2])
( PREFIX[O] &: ~PREFIX[l] &: PREFIX [2] »
(~PREFIX[O] &:

PREFIX [1]
PREFIX [1]

(4,5,6,7,8,9).

4 NODELAY
=>

«~MAJOR[O]

&: ~MAJOR[l]),

1
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(~MAJOR[O] & MAJOR[1]),
( MAJOR[O] & ~MAJOR[1]),
( MAJOR[O] & MAJOR[1]»/ (10,11,12,13).

5 NODELAY
SWITCHQ <= \0\; PREFIX <= 3$0;
MAJOR * SWITCHS <= 2$1;
COUNT * ~SWITCHS <= 2$0;
=> (1).

6 NODELAY
DATAQ <= \0\; MAJOR * DATAS <= 2$2;
PREFIX
<= (3$0
3$2) * (~DATAS, DATAS);
COUNT
<= (2$0 ! 2$2) * (~DATAS, DATAS);
=> (1).

7 NODE LAY
SWITCHQ <= \0\; PREFIX <= 3$0;
MAJOR <= 2$1; COUNT * ~SWITCHS <= 2$0;
=> (1).

8 NODELAY
PREFIX <= 3$0; AOUTQ <= \0\;
COUNT * ~AOUTS <= 2$0;
MAJOR <= (2$1 ! 2$2)*(AOUTS, ~AOUTS);
=> (1).

9 NODELAY
PREFIX <= 3$0; BOUTQ <= \0\;
COUNT * ~BOUTS <= 2$0;
MAJOR <= (2$1 ! 2$2) * (BOUTS,

~BOUTS);

=> (1).

10 NODELAY
PREFIX * SWITCHE <= 3$1;
SWITCHQ * SWITCHE <= \1\;
=> (1).

11 NODELAY
PREFIX * DATAE <= 3$2;
DATAQ * DATAE <= \1\;
=> (1).

12 NODELAY
PREFIX * SWITCHE <= 3$3;
SWITCHQ * SWITCHE <= \1\;
=> (1).

13 NODELAY
PREFIX * (AOUTE&AORB + BOUTE&~AORB) <=
(3$4 ! 3$5) * (AOUTE&AORB, BOUTE&~AORB);
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AOUT * AOUTE&AORB <= BUFF;
AOUTQ * AOUTE&AORB <= \1\;
BOUT * BOUTE&~AORB <= BUFF;
BOUTQ * BOUTE&~AORB <= \1\;
=> (1).
14 NODELAY
=> (TEMP1,

~TEMP1)

/ (15, 1).

15 NODELAY
BUFF <P= (DATA! INCRMNT(DATA) ! BUFF[1:3] ,\0\)
(DATAS&DATAQ, COUNT[0]&~COUNT[1],
~COUNT[0]&COUNT[1]);

=> (1).
16 NODELAY
AORB * (SWITCHS&SWITCHQ &
«~PREFIX[O] & ~PREFIX[1] & PREFIX[2])+
(~PREFIX[O] & PREFIX[1] & PREFIX[2]»)
<= SWITCH;
=> (1).
ENDSEQUENCE
CONTROLRESET(RESET)/(1);
TEMPO = COUNT[O] + COUNT[1];
TEMP1 = ~PREFIX[O] & PREFIX[1] & ~PREFIX[2];
DATAQ1
= DATAQ;
SWITCHQ1 = SWITCHQ;
AOUTQ1
= AOUTQ;
BOUTQ1
= BOUTQ;
AOUT1
= AOUT;
BOUT1
= BOUT.
END.

*
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Appendix B-2
VHDL model of Random Logic

ENTITY com_prot IS
IN BIT_VECTOR(3 DOWNTO 0);
PORT(data
data_Q
INOUT BIT;
switch_Q
INOUT BIT;
bout_Q
INOUT BIT;
aout_Q
INOUT BIT;
data_S, data_E, switch, switch_S, switch_E, aout_S, aout_E,
bout_S, bout_E, CLK, RESET: IN BIT;
aout, bout: OUT BIT_VECTOR(3 DOWNTO 0»;
END com_prot;
ARCHITECTURE behavioral OF com_prot IS
SIGNAL MAJOR: BIT_VECTOR(l DOWNTO 0);
SIGNAL PREFIX: BIT_VECTOR(2 DOWNTO 0);
SIGNAL COUNT
BIT_VECTOR(l DOWN TO 0);
SIGNAL buff
BIT_VECTOR(3 DOWNTO 0);
SIGNAL aorb
BIT;
BEGIN
PROCESS
VARIABLE countcnt: BIT_VECTOR(2 DOWNTO 0);
BEGIN
WAIT UNTIL prising(clk);
countcnt := "000";
if RESET = '1' then
data_Q <= '0'; switch_Q <= '0';
aout_Q <= '0'; bout_Q <= '0';
major <= B"OO"; count <= B"OO";
prefix <= B"OOO";
aout <= B"OOOO"; bout <= B"OOOO";
ELSIF count /= B"OO" THEN
countcnt := subum(count, B"Ol");
count <= countcnt(l downto 0);
H( count = B"Ol") THEN prefix <= B"OOO"; END IF;
ELSIF PREFIX = B"OOO" AND MAJOR = B"OO" AND switch_E = '1' THEN
prefix <= B"OOl"; switch_Q <= '1';
ELSIF PREFIX = B"OOl" AND switch_S = '1' THEN
switch_Q <= '0'; major <= B"Ol"; prefix <= B"OOO";
ELSIF prefix = B"OOl" AND switch_S = '0' THEN
switch_Q <= '0'; prefix <= B"OOO"; count <= B"OO";
ELSIF PREFIX = B"OOO" AND MAJOR = B"Ol" AND data_E
'1' THEN
prefix <= B"010"; data_Q <= '1';
ELSIF PREFIX = B"010" AND data_S = '1' THEN
data_Q <= '0'; major <= B"10"; count <= B"10"; prefix <= B"010";
ELSIF prefix = B"010" AND data_S = '0' THEN
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data_Q <= '0'; prefix <= B"OOO"; count <= B"OO";
ELSIF PREFIX = B"OOO" AND MAJOR = B"10" AND stJitch_E = '1' THEN
prefix <= B"Oll"; stJitch_Q <= '1';
ELSIF PREFIX = B"Ol1" AND stJitch_S = '1' THEN
stJitch_Q <= '0'; major <= B"l1"; prefix <= B"OOO";
ELSIF prefix = B"Ol1" AND stJitch_S = '0' THEN
major <= B"l1"; stJitch_Q <= '0'; prefix <= B"OOO"; count <= B"OO";
ELSIF PREFIX=B"OOO" AND MAJOR=B"l1" AND aout_E='l' AND aorb='l' THEN
aout <= buff; aout_Q <= '1'; prefix <= B"100";
ELSIF PREFIX = B"100" AND aout_S = '1' THEN
major <= B"Ol"; prefix <= B"OOO"; aout_Q <= '0';
ELSIF PREFIX = B"100" AND aout_S = '0' THEN
major <= B"10"; count <= B"OO"; prefix <= B"OOO"; aout_Q <= '0';
ELSIF PREFIX=B"OOO" AND MAJOR=B"11" AND bout_E='l' AND aorb='O' THEN
bout <= buff; bout_Q <= '1'; prefix <= B"101";
ELSIF PREFIX = B"101" AND bout_S = '1' THEN
maj or <= B"Ol"; prefix <= B"OOO"; bout_Q <= '0';
ELSIF PREFIX = B"101" AND bout_S = '0' THEN
major <= B"10"; count <= B"OO"; prefix <= B"OOO"; bout_Q <= '0';
ELSE null;
END IF;
END PROCESS;
PROCESS
VARIABLE buffS: BIT_VECTOR (4 dovnto 0);
BEGIN
WAIT UNTIL prising(clk);
buffS := "00000";
if RESET = '1' then buff <= x"O";
ELSIF data_S = '1' AND data_Q = '1' AND prefix = B"010" THEN
buff <= data;
ELSIF count = B"10" AND prefix
B"010" THEN
buffS := addum(buff,x"l");
buff <= buffS(3 dotJnto 0);
ELSIF count = B"Ol" AND prefix = B"010" THEN
buff <= shiftlum(buff,l);
ELSE
NULL;
END IF;
END PROCESS;
PROCESS BEGIN
WAIT UNTIL prising(clk);
IF RESET = '1' then aorb <= '0';
ELSIF stJitch_S = '1' AND stJitch_Q
'1' AND prefix
B"OOl" THEN
aorb <= sllitch;
ELSIF sllitch_S = '1' AND stJitch_Q = '1' AND prefix
B"011" THEN
aorb <= sllitch;
ELSE NULL;
END IF;
END PROCESS;
END behavioral;
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Appendix C-l
XAHPL model of 16x32 Register File

MODULE: ARRAY1.
EXINPUTS
DATA[32]; AD[4]; CLOCK; RESET; WRITE.
EXOUTPUTS
RESULT[32].
MEMORY
REG<16>[32].
BUSES
DCD[16].
CLUNITS
DCDFUNC[16] <. DECODER{4}.
BODY SEQUENCE: CLOCK.
1 NULL =>(1).
ENDSEQUENCE
CONTROLRESET(RESET)/(l);
DCD = DCDFUNC(AD);
REG * (DCD & WRITE) <= DATA;
RESULT = REG * DCD.
END.
CLU: DECODER(SEL){N}.
INPUTS: SEL[N].
OUTPUTS: DOUT[2-N].
CLUNITS: DCDR[2-(N-l)] <: DECODER{N-l}.
CTERMS : TEMP[2-(N-l)].
BODY
IF N = 1 THEN
DOUT[O] = -SEL[O];
DOUT[l] = SEL[O];
TEMP = \0\
ELSE
TEMP = DCDR(SEL[0:N-2]);
FOR I = 2-(N-l) TO 1 CONSTRUCT
DOUT[2*(I-l)] = SEL[N-l] & TEMP[I-l];
DOUT[(2*I)-1] = -SEL[N-l] & TEMP[I-l]
ROF
Flo

END.
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Appendix C-2
VHDL model of I6x32 Register File (VI)
entity regf is port (
signal Data: in bit_vector (31 do~nto 0);
signal Addr: in bit_vector (3 do~nto 0);
signal Clock, ~t: in bit;
signal Result: out bit_vector (31 do~nto 0»;
end regf;
architecture Iprn of regf is
signal data_1S, data_14, data_13, data_12, data_ll, data_l0, data_9,
data_B, data_7, data_G, data_S, data_4, data_3, data_2,
data_l, data_O: bit_vector (31 do~nto 0);
begin
process begin
~ait until Clock'event and Clock = '1';
if «Addr="l1l1" and ~t)=' 1') then data_1S<=Data;
end if;end process;
process begin
~ait until Clock'event and Clock = '1';
i f «Addr="1110" and ~t)='l') then data_14<=Data;
end if;end process;
process begin
~ait until Clock'event and Clock = '1';
if «Addr="1101" and ~t)=' 1') then data_13<=Data;
end if;end process;
process begin
~ait until Clock'event and Clock = '1';
if «Addr="1100" and ~t)='l') then data_12<=Data;
end if;end process;
process begin
~ait until Clock'event and Clock = '1';
i f «Addr="1011" and ~t)='l') then data_l1<=Data;
end if;end process;
process begin
~ait until Clock'event and Clock = '1';
if «Addr="1010" and ~t)='l') then data_l0<=Data;
end if;end process;
process begin
~ait until Clock'event and Clock = '1';
i f «Addr="1001" and ~t)='l') then data_9<=Data;
end if;end process;
process begin
~ait until Clock'event and Clock = '1';
i f «Addr="1000" and ~t)='l') then data_B<=Data;
end if;end process;
process begin
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wait until Clock'event and Clock = '1';
if «Addr="0111" and wt)='l') then data_7<=Data;
end if;end process;
process begin
wait until Clock'event and Clock = '1';
i f «Addr="0110" and wt) =' 1') then data_6<=Data;
end if;end process;
process begin
wait until Clock'event and Clock = '1';
if «Addr="0101" and wt)='l') then data_5<=Data;
end if;end process;
process begin
wait until Clock'event and Clock = '1';
if «Addr="0100" and wt)=' 1') then data_4<=Data;
end if;end process;
process begin
wait until Clock'event and Clock = '1';
if «Addr="OOl1" and wt)='l') then data_3<=Data;
end if;end process;
process begin
wait until Clock'event and Clock = '1';
if «Addr=I0010" and wt)='l') then data_2<=Data;
end if;end process;
process begin
wait until Clock'event and Clock = '1';
if «Addr=IOOOl" and wt)='l') then data_l<=Data;
end if;end process;
process begin
wait until Clock'event and Clock = '1';
if «Addr=IOOOO" and wt)=' 1') then data_O<=Data;
end if;end process;
process(data_15,data_14,data_13,data_12,data_ll,data_lo ,data_9,data_8 ,
data_7,data_6,data_5,data_4,data_3,data_2,data_l, data_O, Addr) begin
result <= X"OOOOOOOO";
if (Addr=ll1l1") then result <= data_15; end if;
i f (Addr=11110") then result <= data_14; end if;
if (Addr=11101") then result <= data_13; end if;
if (Addr=11100") then result <= data_12; end if;
if (Addr=11011") then result <= data_ll; end if;
i f (Addr=11010") then result <= data_l0; end if;
if (Addr=11001") then result <= data_9; end if;
if (Addr=11000") then result <= data_8; end if;
if (ilddr=I0111") then result <= data_7; end if;
if (Addr=I0110") then result <= data_6; end if;
if (Addr=I0101") then result <= data_5; end if;
i f (Addr=I0100") then result <= data_4; end if;
if (Addr="0011") then result <= data_3; end if;
if (Addr="0010") then result <= data_2; end if;
i f (Addr="0001") then result <= data_l; end if;
if (Addr="0000") then result <= data_O; end if;
end process; end lpm;
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Appendix C-3
VHDL model of 16x32 Register File (V2)

entity regf is port (
signal Data: in bit_vector (31 downto 0);
signal Addr: in bit_vector (3 downto 0);
signal Clock, wt: in bit;
signal Result: out bit_vector (31 downto 0»;
end regf;
architecture lprn of regf is
signal data_15,data_14,data_13,data_12,data_ll,data_l0,data_9,data_8,
data_7,data_6,data_5,data_4,data_3,data_2,data_l,
data_O: bit_vector (31 downto 0);
begin
process begin
wait until Clock'event and
if «Addr="1111" and wt)
if ( (Addr="1110" and wt)
if «Addr=" 1101" and wt) =
if «Addr="1100" and wt)
if «Addr="1011" and wt)
if «Addr="1010" and wt)
if «Addr="1001" and wt)
if «Addr="1000" and wt) =
if «Addr="Olll" and wt) =
if «Addr="0110" and wt)
i f «Addr="0101" and wt) =
if «Addr="0100" and wt)
if «Addr="OOl1 " and wt)
if «Addr="0010" and wt) =
if «Addr="OOOl" and wt) =
if «Addr="OOOO" and wt) =
end process;

Clock = J 1 J ;
'1' ) then data_15<=Data; end if;
'1' ) then data_14<=Data; end if;
'1' ) then data_13<=Data; end if;
'1' ) then data_12<=Data; end if;
'1' ) then data_l1<=Data; end if;
'1' ) then data_l0<=Data; end if;
'1' ) then data_9<=Data; end if;
'1' ) then data_8<=Data; end if;
'1' ) then data_7<=Data; end if;
'1' ) then data_6<=Data; end if;
'1' ) then data_5<=Data; end if;
'1' ) then data_4<=Data; end if;
'1' ) then data_3<=Data; end if;
'1' ) then data_2<=Data; end if;
'1' ) then data_l<=Data; end if;
'1' ) then data_O<=Data; end if;

process(data_15,data_14,data_13,data_12,data_l1,data_lO,data_9,data_8,
data_7,data_6,data_5,data_4,data_3,data_2,data_l,data_O,Addr)
begin
result <= X"OOOOOOOO";
if (Addr="ll11") then result <= data_15; end if;
if (Addr=" 1110") then result <= data_14; end if;
if (Addr=" 1101") then result <= data_13; end if;
i f (Addr="1100") then result <= data_12; end if;
if (Addr="1011") then result <= data_l1; end if;
i f (Addr="1010") then result <= data_l0; end if;
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(Addr=11001")
(Addr="1000")
(Addr=IOlll")
(Addr=I0110" )
(Addr=I0101")
(Addr=I0100")
(Addr=IOOll")
(Addr=IOO10")
(Addr=IOOOl")
(Addr=IOOOO")
end process;
end lpm;
if
if
if
if
if
if
if
if
if
if

then
then
then
then
then
then
then
then
then
then

result
result
result
result
result
result
result
result
result
result

<=
<=
<=
<=
<=
<=
<=
<=
<=
<=

data_9;
data_8;
data_7;
data_6;
data_5;
data3;
data_3;
data_2;
data_l ;
data_O;

end
end
end
end
end
end
end
end
end
end

if;
if;
if;
if;
if;
if;
if;
if;
if;
if;
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Appendix C-4
VHDL model of 16x32 Register File (V3)

entity regf is port (
signal Data: in bit_vector (31 downto 0);
signal Addr: in bit_vector (3 downto 0);
signal Clock, wt: in bit;
signal Result: out bit_vector (31 downto 0»;
end regf;
architecture Iprn of regf is
signal data_15, data_14, data_13, data_12, data_11, data_10, data_9,
data_8, data_7, data_G, data_5, data_4, data_3, data_2,
data_1, data_O: bit_vector (31 downto 0);
begin
process begin
wait until Clock'event and Clock = J 1 J ;
if «Addr="1111" and wt) = '1') then data_15 <= Data;
, 1') then data_14 <= Data;
elsif «Addr="1110" and wt)
, 1') then data_13 <= Data;
elsif «Addr="1101" and wt)
elsif «Addr="1100" and wt)
'1' ) then data_12 <= Data;
elsif «Addr="1011 " and tit)
'1' ) then data_11 <= Data;
elsif «Addr="1010" and tit)
'1' ) then data_10 <= Data;
elsif «Addr="1001 " and tit) = , 1 ' ) then data_9 <= Data;
, 1') then data_8 <= Data;
elsif «Addr=" 1000" and tit)
elsif «Addr="0111 " and wt)
'1' ) then data_7 <= Data;
elsif ( (Addr="0110" and tit) = , 1') then data_G <= Data;
elsif «Addr="0101" and wt)
'1' ) then data_5 <= Data;
, 1') then data_4 <= Data;
elsif «Addr="0100" and wt)
elsif «Addr="0011 " and tit)
'1' ) then data_3 <= Data;
elsif «Addr="0010" and tit) = '1' ) then data_2 <= Data;
, 1') then data_1 <= Data;
elsif «Addr="0001" and wt)
, 1') then data_O <= Data;
elsif «Addr="OOOO" and wt)
end if;
end process;
process(data_15,data_14,data_13,data_12,data_11, data_10, data_9, data_8,
data_7,data_G, data_5,data_4,data_3,data_2,data_1, data_O, Addr)
begin
result <= X"OOOOOOOO";
if
(Addr="1111" ) then result <= data_15;
elsif (Addr="1110") then result <= data_14;
elsif (Addr="1101") then result <= data_13;
elsif (Addr="1100") then result <= data_12;
elsif (Addr=" 1011") then result <= data_11 ;
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elsif (Addr=11010")
elsif (Addr=11001")
elsif (Addr=11000")
elsif (Addr=I0111" )
elsif (Addr=I0110")
elsif (Addr="0101")
elsif (Addr=I0100")
elsif (Addr="0011")
elsif (Addr="0010")
elsif (Addr="0001")
elsif (Addr=IOOOO")
end if;
end process;
end lprn;

then
then
then
then
then
then
then
then
then
then
then

result
result
result
result
result
result
result
result
result
result
result

<=
<=
<=
<=
<=
<=
<=
<=
<=
<=
<=

data_10;
data_9;
data_8;
data_7;
data_6;
data_5;
data_4;
data_3;
data_2;
data_1 ;
data_O;
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Appendix D-l
XAHPL Model of FSM

MODULE: TX.
INPUTS: CLK40; RESET; TXENABLE; REPSTART; ADDRMODE; LASTTX; TXMODE;
INTCLK2RISING; INTCLK2FALLING; SDAIN; SCLIN; TXSHIFTREG; IDLE;
TXCOUNT[4J; ADDRNEXTIN; TXACTIVEIN.
OUTPUTS:TXSDAENABLE; TXSCLENABLE; TXSHIFTEN; TXCOUNTEN; TXCOUNTLD; SLAVERX;
TXIRQREQ; TXNOACKREQ; TXACKREQ; LOADMODE[2J; CLKSYNC;
ADDRNEXTOUT; TXACTIVEOUT; TXSHIFTLD.
LATCH: TXLATCH.
BUSES: COND1; COND2; COND3; COND4; COND5; COND6; COND7; COND8; COND9; COND10.
ASSIGNMENT: o [5$OJ ; l[5$lJ; 2[5$2J; 3[5$3J; 4[5$4J; 5[5$5J; 6[5$6J; 7[5$7J;
8 [5$8J; 9 [5$9J; 10 [5$10J; 11 [5$11J; 12 [5$12J; 13 [5$13J; 14[5$14J;
15 [5$15J; 16 [5$16J; 17 [5$17J; 18 [5$18J; 19 [5$19J; 20 [5$20J ;
21[5$21J; 22[5$22J; 23[5$23J; 24[5$24J; 25[5$25J; 26[5$26J.
BODY SEQUENCE:CLK40.
o TXLATCH * TXENABLE <- \1\; LOADMODE
=> (TXENABLE, -TXENABLE)/(l, 0).

= \0,0\;

1 TXLATCH <- \0\;
CONDl = IDLE & SCLIN & SDAIN & -TXACTIVEIN;
TXACTIVEOUT = COND1;
CLKSYNC = COND1;
COND2 = REPSTART&TXACTIVEIN&INTCLK2FALLING;
TXSDAENABLE = CONDl + COND2;
=> (COND1+COND2, -(COND1+COND2» 1(2,0).
2 TXSCLENABLE = INTCLK2RISING;
=> (INTCLK2RISING, -INTCLK2RISING)/(3,O).
3 TXSDAENABLE = INTCLK2FALLING & -TXSHIFTREG;
TXCOUNTEN = INTCLK2FALLING;
=> (INTCLK2FALLING, -INTCLK2FALLING) 1 (4, 0).
4

=> (INTCLK2RISING, -INTCLK2RISING)/(5,O).

5

=> «SCLIN&-(SDAINmTXSHIFTREG»,
(SCLIN&(SDAINmTXSHIFTREG)&TXCOUNT[OJ& -(+/TXCOUNT[l:3J»,
(SCLIN&(SDAINmTXSHIFTREG)&(-TXCOUNT[OJ+ (+/TXCOUNT[l:3J»),
-SCLIN) 1 (1,7,6,0).

6 TXSHIFTEN
=> (2).

= \1\;
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7 TXSCLENABLE = INTCLK2RISING;
=> (INTCLK2RISING, -INTCLK2RISING) / (8,0).
8 => (INTCLK2RISING, -INTCLK2RISING) / (9,0).
9 COND2 = SCLIN & SDAIN;
TXNOACKREQ = COND2;
TXIRQREQ = COND2;
COND3 = SCLIN & -SDAIN;
TXACKREQ = COND3;
TXIRQREQ = COND3;
TXCOUNTLD = COND3;
COND4 = COND3 & ADDRMODE;
ADDRNEXTOUT = COND4;
CONDS = COND3 & -ADDRMODE & -TXMODE;
LOADMODE = (\0,1\ ! \l,O\)*(COND4,CONDS);
TXLATCH * (COND4 + CONDS) <- \1\;
COND6 = COND3 & -ADDRMODE & TXMODE;
SLAVERX = COND6;
=> (COND2, COND4+CONDS, COND6, -SCLIN)/ (10,11,18,0).
10 =>(21).
11 TXSCLENABLE = INTCLK2RISING;
TXLATCH <- \0\;
=>(INTCLK2RISING,-INTCLK2RISING)/(12,O).
12 TXSDAENABLE = INTCLK2FALLING & -TXSHIFTREG;
TXCOUNTEN = INTCLK2FALLING;
=> (INTCLK2FALLING,-INTCLK2FALLING)/(13,O).
13 => (INTCLK2RISING,-INTCLK2RISING)/(14,O).
14 COND7=TXCOUNT[0]&-TXCOUNT[1]& -TXCOUNT[2]&-TXCOUNT[3];
TXSHIFTEN = SCLIN & -COND7;
=>(SCLIN&COND7, SCLIN&-COND7, -SCLIN)/ (15, 11, 0).
15 TXSCLENABLE = INTCLK2RISING;
=>(INTCLK2RISING,-INTCLK2RISING)/(16,O).
16 =>(INTCLK2RISING,-INTCLK2RISING)/(17,O).
17 TXIRQREQ = SCLIN;
TXNOACKREQ = SCLIN&SDAIN;
TXACKREQ = SCLIN&-SDAIN;
TXCOUNTLD = SCLIN&-SDAIN&(REPSTART+TXMODE+(-TXMODE&(-LASTTX+ADDRNEXTIN»);
COND8 = SCLIN&-SDAIN&-REPSTART& -TXMODE&(-LASTTX+ADDRNEXTIN);
LOADMODE = \1,0\ * COND8;
TXLATCH * COND8 <- \1\;
COND9 = SCLIN&-SDAIN&-REPSTART&TXMODE;
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SLAVERX = COND9;
=>(SCLIN&SDAIN,
SCLIN&~SDAIN&REPSTART,

COND8, COND9,
SCLIN&~SDAIN&~REPSTART&~TXMODE&

LASTTX&~ADDRNEXTIN,

~SCLIN)/(10,25,ll,18,21,O).

18 TXSCLENABLE = INTCLK2RISING;
=>(INTCLK2RISING,~INTCLK2RISING)/(19,O).

19 TXCOUNTEN = INTCLK2RISING;
=>(INTCLK2RISING,~INTCLK2RISING)/(20,O).

20 COND10 = SCLIN&TXCOUNT[O]&~TXCOUNT[l]&
TXCOUNTLD = COND10&~REPSTART&~LASTTX;
=>(COND10&REPSTART,

~TXCOUNT[2]&TXCOUNT[3]&~SDAIN;

COND10&~REPSTART&LASTTX,

COND10&~REPSTART&~LASTTX,

SCLIN&TXCOUNT[O]&~TXCOUNT[l]& ~TXCOUNT[2]&TXCOUNT[3]&SDAIN,
SCLIN&~(TXCOUNT[O]&~TXCOUNT[l]& ~TXCOUNT[2]&TXCOUNT[3]),
~SCLIN)

/ (25,21,18,21,18,0).

21 =>(22).
22 TXSCLENABLE = INTCLK2RISING;
=>(INTCLK2RISING,~INTCLK2RISING)/(23,O).

23 TXSDAENABLE = INTCLK2FALLING;
=>(INTCLK2RISING,~INTCLK2RISING)/(24,O).

24 =>(0).
25 TXSCLENABLE = INTCLK2RISING;
=>(INTCLK2RISING,~INTCLK2RISING)/(26,O).

26 TXLATCH

*

INTCLK2RISING <- \1\;

=>(INTCLK2RISING,~INTCLK2RISING)/(l,O).

ENDSEQUENCE
CONTROLRESET(RESET)/(O);
TXSHIFTLD = TXLATCH.
END.
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Appendix D-2
VHDL Model of FSM (encoded)

entity tx_smachine is
generic{t_clk2q: time:= 2 NS;
t_pd: time:= 1 NS);
port{
clk_40:
in bit;
reset:
in bit;
tx_enable:
in bit;
rep_start:
in bit;
addr_mode:
in bit;
last_tx:
in bit;
tx_mode:
in bit;
int_clk2_falling: in bit;
int_clk2_rising:
in bit;
sda_in:
in bit;
scI in:
in bit;
tx_shift_reg:
in bit;
in bit;
idle:
tx_count:
in bit_vector{3 dOllnto 0);
tx_sda_enable:
tx_scl_enable:
tx_shift_en:
tx_shift_ld:
tx_count_en:
tx_count_ld:
slave_rx:
tx_irq_req:
tx_no_ack_req:
tx_ack_req:
load_mode:
clk_sync:
addr_next_in:
addr_next_out:
tx_active_in:
tx_active_out:
end tx_smachine;

out bit;
out bit;
out bit;
out bit;
out bit;
out bit;
out bit;
out bit;
out bit;
out bit;
out bit_vector{l dOllnto 0) ;
out bit;
in bit;
out bit;
in bit;
out bit) ;

architecture first of tx_smachine is
type state_set is (sO, sl, s2, s3, s4, s5, s6, s7, s8, s9, s10,
sll, s12, s13, s14, s15, s16, s17, s18, s19, s20, s21, s22,
s23, s24, s25, s26, s27, s28, s29, s30, s31);
signal pres_state
state_set;
signal next state
state_set;
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constant
constant
constant
constant
constant
begin

addr_7: bit_vectorC1 dOllnto 0) := ("00");
addr_l0: bit_vector(l dOllnto 0) := ("01");
data: bit_vector(l dOllnto 0) := ("10");
count_a: bit_vector(3 dOllnto 0) := ("1000");
count_9: bit_vector(3 dOllnto 0) := ("1001");

tx_spres:process (pres_state, tx_enable, idle, scI_in,
sda_in, tx_active_in, int_clk2_falling,
int_clk2_rising, rep_start, tx_shift_reg, tx_count,
addr_mode, tx_mode, last_tx, addr_next_in)
begin
load_mode <= "00" after t_clk2q;
tx_irq_req <= '0' after t_clk2q;
tx_no_ack_req <= '0' after t_clk2q;
tx_ack_req <= '0' after t_clk2q;
tx_active_out <= '0' after t_clk2q;
tx_shift_en <= '0' after t_clk2q;
tx_count_en <= '0' after t_clk2q;
tx_count_ld <= '0' after t_clk2q;
clk_sync <= '0' after t_clk2q;
tx_sda_enable <= '0' after t_clk2q;
tx_scl_enable <= '0' after t_clk2q;
slave_rx <= '0' after t_clk2q;
addr_next_out <= '0' after t_clk2q;
next_state <= sO;
case pres_state is
Ilhen sO =>
if (tx_enable = '1') then
tx_shift_ld <= '1' after t_clk2q;
load_mode <= addr_7 after t_clk2q;
next_state <= sl after t_clk2q;
end if;
Ilhen sl =>
tx_shift_ld <= '0' after t_clk2q;
if (idle = '1') and (scI_in = '1') and
(sda_in = '1') and (tx_active_in = '0') then
tx_sda_enable <= '1' after t_clk2q;
tx_active_out <= '1' after t_clk2q;
clk_sync <= '1' after t_clk2q;
next_state <= s2 after t_clk2q;
elsif (rep_start = '1') and
(tx_active_in = '1') then
if (int_clk2_falling = '1') then
slave_rx <= '0' after t_clk2q;
tx_sda_enable <= '1' after t_clk2q;
next_state <= s2 after t_clk2q;
end if;
end if;
Ilhen s2 =>
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tx_shift_en <= '0' after t_clk2q;
clk_sync <= '0' after t_clk2q;
if (int_clk2_rising = '1') then
tx_scl_enable <= '1' after t_clk2q;
next_state <= s3 after t_clk2q;
end if;
torhen s3 =>
if (int_clk2_falling = '1') then
if (tx_shift_reg = '0') then
tx_sda_enable <= '1' after t_clk2q;
else
tx_sda_enable <= '0' after t_clk2q;
end if;
tx_count_en <= '1' after t_clk2q;
next_state <= s4 after t_clk2q;
end if;
when s4 =>
tx_count_en <= '0' after t_clk2q;
if (int_clk2_rising = '1') then
tx_scl_enable <= '0' after t_clk2q;
next_state <= s5 after t_clk2q;
end if;
when s5 =>
if (scI_in = '1') then
if (sda_in /= tx_shift_reg) then
tx_active_out <= '0' after t_clk2q;
next_state <= sl after t_clk2q;
elsif (tx_count = count_8) then
next_state <= s7 after t_clk2q;
else
next_state <= s6 after t_clk2q;
end if;
end if;
when s6 =>
tx_shift_en <= '1' after t_clk2q;
next_state <= s2 after t_clk2q;
when s7 =>
if (int_clk2_rising = '1') then
tx_scl_enable <= '1' after t_clk2q;
next_state <= s8 after t_clk2q;
end if;
when s8 =>
if (int_clk2_falling
'1') then
tx_sda_enable <= '0' after t_clk2q;
end if;
if (int_clk2_rising = '1') then
tx_scl_enable <= '0' after t_clk2q;
next_state <= s9 after t_clk2q;
end if;
when s9 =>
if (scI_in
'1') then
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if Csda_in = '1') then
tx_no_ack_req <= '1' after t_clk2q;
tx_irq_req <= '1' after t_clk2q;
next_state <= s10 after t_clk2q;
else
tx_ack_req <= '1' after t_clk2q;
tx_irq_req <= '1' after t_clk2q;
if (addr_mode = '1') then
load_mode <= addr_l0 after t_clk2q;
addr_next_out <= '1' after t_clk2q;
tx_shift_ld <= '1' after t_clk2q;
tx_count_ld <= '1' after t_clk2q;
next_state <= sll after t_clk2q;
elsif Ctx_mode = '0') then
load_mode <= data after t_clk2q;
tx_shift_ld <= '1' after t_clk2q;
tx_count_ld <= '1' after t_clk2q;
next_state <= sll after t_clk2q;
else
tx_count_ld <= '1' after t_clk2q;
slave_rx <= '1' after t_clk2q;
next_state <= s18 after t_clk2q;
end if;
end if;
end if;
when s10 =>
tx_no_ack_req <= '0' after t_clk2q;
tx_irq_req <= '0' after t_clk2q;
next_state <= s21 after t_clk2q;
when s11 =>
tx_shift_en <= '0' after t_clk2q;
tx_shift_ld <= '0' after t_clk2q;
tx_ack_req <= '0' after t_clk2q;
tx_irq_req <= '0' after t_clk2q;
tx_count_ld <= '0' after t_clk2q;
if Cint_clk2_rising = '1') then
tx_scl_enable <= '1' after t_clk2q;
next_state <= s12 after t_clk2q;
end if;
when s12 =>
if (int_clk2_falling = '1') then
if Ctx_shift_reg = '0') then
tx_sda_enable <= '1' after t_clk2q;
else
tx_sda_enable <= '0' after t_clk2q;
end if;
tx_count_en <= '1' after t_clk2q;
next_state <= s13 after t_clk2q;
end if;
when s13 =>
tx_count_en <= '0' after t_clk2q;
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if (int_clk2_rising = '1') then
tx_scl_enable <= '0' after t_clk2q;
next_state <= s14 after t_clk2q;
end if;
when s14 =>
if (scl_in = '1') then
if (tx_count = count_B) then
next_state <= s15 after t_clk2q;
else
-- more data to go
tx_shift_en <= '1' after t_clk2q;
next_state <= sll after t_clk2q;
end if;
end if;
when s15 =>
if (int_clk2_rising = '1') then
tx_scl_enable <= '1' after t_clk2q;
next_state <= slS after t_clk2q;
end if;
when slS =>
if (int_clk2_rising = '1') then
tx_scl_enable <= '0' after t_clk2q;
next_state <= s17 after t_clk2q;
end if;
when s17 =>
if (scl_in = '1') then
if (sda_in = '1') then
tx_no_ack_req <= '1' after t_clk2q;
tx_irq_req <= '1' after t_clk2q;
next_state <= s10 after t_clk2q;
else
tx_ack_req <= '1' after t_clk2q;
tx_irq_req <= '1' after t_clk2q;
if (rep_start = '1') then
tx_count_ld <= '1' after t_clk2q;
next_state <= s25 after t_clk2q;
elsif (tx_mode = '0') and
«last_tx = '0') or
(addr_next_in = '1'» then
load_mode <= data after t_clk2q;
tx_shift_ld <= '1' after t_clk2q;
tx_count_ld <= '1' after t_clk2q;
addr_next_out <= '0' after t_clk2q;
next_state <= sll after t_clk2q;
elsif (tx_mode = '1') then
tx_count_ld <= '1' after t_clk2q;
slave_rx <= '1' after t_clk2q;
next_state <= slB after t_clk2q;
else
-- last data output
next_state <= s21 after t_clk2q;
end if;
end if;
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end if;
when s18 =>
tx_ack_req <= '0' after t_clk2q;
tx_irq_req <= '0' after t_clk2q;
tx_count_ld <= '0' after t_clk2q;
if (int_clk2_rising = '1') then
tx_scl_enable <= '1' after t_clk2q;
next_state <= s19 after t_clk2q;
end if;
when s19 =>
if (int_clk2_rising = '1') then
tx_scl_enable <= '0' after t_clk2q;
tx_count_en <= '1' after t_clk2q;
next_state <= s20 after t_clk2q;
end if;
when s20 =>
tx_count_en <= '0' after t_clk2q;
if (scI_in = '1') then
if (tx_count = count_9) then
if (sda_in = '0') then
if (rep_start = '1') then
next_state <= s25 after t_clk2q;
elsif (last_tx = '1') then
next_state <= s21 after t_clk2q;
else
tx_count_ld <= '1' after t_clk2q;
next_state <= s18 after t_clk2q;
end if;
else
next_state <= s21 after t_clk2q;
end if;
else
next_state <= s18 after t_clk2q;
end if;
end if;
when s21 =>
tx_ack_req <= '0' after t_clk2q;
tx_irq_req <= '0' after t_clk2q;
slave_rx <= '0' after t_clk2q;
tx_count_ld <= '0' after t_clk2q;
next_state <= s22 after t_clk2q;
when s22 =>
if (int_clk2_rising = '1') then
tx_scl_enable <= '1' after t_clk2q;
next_state <= s23 after t_clk2q;
end if;
when s23 =>
i f (int_clk2_faIUng = '1') then
tx_sda_enable <= '1' after t_clk2q;
end if;
if (int_clk2_rising = '1') then
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tx_scl_enable <= '0' after t_clk2q;
next_state <= s24 after t_clk2q;
end if;
llhen s24 =>
if (int_clk2_falling
'1') then
tx_sda_enable <= '0' after t_clk2q;
tx_active_out <= '0' after t_clk2q;
next_state <= sO after t_clk2q;
end if;
llhen s25 =>
tx_ack_req <= '0' after t_clk2q;
tx_irq_req <= '0' after t_clk2q;
tx_count_ld <= '0' after t_clk2q;
if (int_clk2_rising = '1') then
tx_scl_enable <= '1' after t_clk2q;
next_state <= s26 after t_clk2q;
end if;
llhen s26 =>
if (int_clk2_rising = '1') then
tx_scl_enable <= '0' after t_clk2q;
load_mode <= addr_7 after t_clk2q;
tx_shift_ld <= '1' after t_clk2q;
next_state <= sl after t_clk2q;
end if;
end case;
end process;
tx_state_next:process begin
llait until (clk_40'event and clk_40
'0') or (reset
if (reset = '1') then
pres_state <= sO after t_clk2q;
else
pres_state <= next_state after t_clk2q;
end if;
end process;
end first;

, 1') ;
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Appendix D-3
VHDL Model of FSM (I-hot)

entity tx_smachine is
generic(t_clk2q: time:= 2 NS;
t_pd: time:= 1 NS);
port(
clk_40:
in bit;
reset:
in bit;
tx_enable:
in bit;
rep_start:
in bit;
addr_mode:
in bit;
last_tx:
in bit;
tx_mode:
in bit;
int_clk2_falling: in bit;
int_clk2_rising:
in bit;
sda_in:
in bit;
scI_in:
in bit;
tx_shift_reg:
in bit;
idle:
in bit;
tx_count:
in bit_vector(3 downto 0);
tx_sda_enable:
tx_scl_enable:
tx_shift_en:
tx_shift_Id:
tx_count_en:
tx_count_ld:
slave_rx:
tx_irq_req:
tx_no_ack_req:
tx_ack_req:
load_mode:
clk_sync:
addr_next_in:
addr_next_out:
tx_active_in:
tx_active_out:
end tx_smachine;

out bit;
out bit;
out bit;
out bit;
out bit;
out bit;
out bit;
out bit;
out bit;
out bit;
out bit_vector(l downto 0) ;
out bit;
in bit;
out bit;
in bit;
out bit) ;

architecture first of tx_smachine is
signal state: bit_vector(O to 26);
signal next_state: bit_vector(O to 26);
constant addr_7: bit_vector{1 downto 0) :=("00");
constant addr_l0: bit_vector(l downto 0) :=("01");
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constant data: bit_vector(l dOlo7nto 0) :=("10");
constant count_8: bit_vector(3 dOlo7nto 0):=("1000");
constant count_9: bit_vector(3 downto 0):=("1001");
begin
tx_spres:process (state, tx_enable, idle, scI_in,
sda_in, tx_active_in, int_clk2_falling,
int_clk2_rising, rep_start, tx_shift_reg,
tx_count, addr_mode, tx_mode, last_tx,
addr_next_in)
begin
load_mode <= "00" after t_clk2q;
tx_irq_req <~ '0' after t_clk2q;
tx_no_ack_req <= '0' after t_clk2q;
tx_ack_req <= '0' after t_clk2q;
tx_active_out <= '0' after t_clk2q;
tx_shift_en <= '0' after t_clk2q;
tx_count_en <= '0' after t_clk2q;
tx_count_ld <= '0' after t_clk2q;
clk_sync <= '0' after t_clk2q;
tx_sda_enable <= '0' after t_clk2q;
tx_scl_enable <= '0' after t_clk2q;
slave_rx <= '0' after t_clk2q;
addr_next_out <= '0' after t_clk2q;
next_state <= "100000000000000000000000000";
if (state(O) = '1') then
if (tx_enable = '1') then
tx_shift_Id <= '1' after t_clk2q;
load_mode <= addr_7 after t_clk2q;
next_state(l) <= '1' after t_clk2q;
next_state(O) <= '0';
end if;
end if;
if (state(l) = '1') then
tx_shift_Id <= '0' after t_clk2q;
if (idle
'1') and (scI_in
'1') and
(sda_in = '1') and (tx_active_in = '0') then
tx_sda_enable <= '1' after t_clk2q;
tx_active_out <= '1' after t_clk2q;
clk_sync <= '1' after t_clk2q;
next_state(2) <= '1' after t_clk2q;
next_state(O) <= '0';
elsif (rep_start = '1') and
(tx_active_in = '1') then
if (int_clk2_falling = '1') then
slave_rx <= '0' after t_clk2q;
tx_sda_enable <= '1' after t_clk2q;
next_state(2) <= '1' after t_clk2q;
next_state(O) <= '0';

=

=
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end if;
end if;
end if;
if (state(2) = '1') then
tx_shift_en <= '0' after t_clk2q;
clk_sync <= '0' after t_clk2q;
if (int_clk2_rising = '1') then
tx_scl_enable <= '1' after t_clk2q;
next_state(3) <= '1' after t_clk2q;
next_state(O) <= '0';
end if;
end if;
if (state(3) = '1') then
if (int_clk2_falling = '1') then
if (tx_shift_reg = '0') then
tx_sda_enable <= '1 ' after t_clk2q;
else
tx_sda_enable <= '0' after t_clk2q;
end if;
tx_count_en <= '1' after t_clk2q;
next_state(4) <= '1' after t_clk2q;
next_state(O) <= '0';
end if;
end if;
if (state(4) = '1') then
tx_count_en <= '0' after t_clk2q;
if (int_clk2_rising = '1') then
tx_scl_enable <= '0' after t_clk2q;
next_state(S) <= '1' after t_clk2q;
next_state(O) <= '0';
end if;
end if;
if (state(5) = '1') then
if (scI_in = '1') then
if (sda_in /= tx_shift_reg) then
tx_active_out <= '0' after t_clk2q;
next_state(l) <= '1' after t_clk2q;
next_state(O) <= '0';
elsif (tx_count = count_B) then
next_state(7) <= '1' after t_clk2q;
next_state(O) <= '0';
else
next_state(6) <= '1' after t_clk2q;
next_state(O) <= '0';
end if;
end if;
end if;
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if (state(6) = '1') then
tx_shift_en <= '1' after t_clk2q;
next_state(2) <= '1' after t_clk2q;
next_state(O) <= '0';
end if;
if (state(7) = '1') then
if (int_clk2_rising = '1') then
tx_scl_enable <= '1' after t_clk2q;
next_state(a) <= '1' after t_clk2q;
next_state(O) <= '0';
end if;
end if;
if (state(a) = '1') then
if (int_clk2_falling = '1') then
tx_sda_enable <= '0' after t_clk2q;
end if;
if (int_clk2_rising = '1') then
tx_scl_enable <= '0' after t_clk2q;
next_state(9) <= '1' after t_clk2q;
next_state(O) <= '0';
end if;
end if;
if (state(9)
'1') then
if (scI_in = '1') then
if (sda_in = '1') then
tx_no_ack_req <= '1' after t_clk2q;
tx_irq_req <= '1' after t_clk2q;
next_state(10) <= '1' after t_clk2q;
next_state(O) <= '0';
else
tx_ack_req <= '1' after t_clk2q;
tx_irq_req <= '1' after t_clk2q;
if (addr_mode = '1') then
load_mode <= addr_l0 after t_clk2q;
addr_next_out <= '1' after t_clk2q;
tx_shift_Id <= '1' after t_clk2q;
tx_count_ld <= '1' after t_clk2q;
next_state(ll) <= '1' after t_clk2q;
next_state(O) <= '0';
elsif (tx_mode = '0') then
load_mode <= data after t_clk2q;
tx_shift_Id <= '1' after t_clk2q;
tx_count_ld <= '1' after t_clk2q;
next_state(ll) <= '1' after t_clk2q;
next_state(O) <= '0';
else
tx_count_ld <= '1' after t_clk2q;
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slave_rx <= '1' after t_clk2q;
next_state(18) <= '1' after t_clk2q;
next_state(O) <= '0';
end if;
end if;
end if;
end if;
if (state(10)
'1') then
tx_no_ack_req <= '0' after t_clk2q;
tx_irq_req <= '0' after t_clk2q;
next_state(21) <= '1' after t_clk2q;
next_state(O) <= 'O'j
end ifj
if (state(11) = '1') then
tx_shift_en <= '0' after t_clk2q;
tx_shift_ld <= '0' after t_clk2q;
tx_ack_req <= '0' after t_clk2q;
tx_irq_req <= '0' after t_clk2qj
tx_count_ld <= '0' after t_clk2qj
if (int_clk2_rising = '1') then
tx_scl_enable <= '1' after t_clk2qj
next_state(12) <= '1' after t_clk2q;
next_state(O) <= 'O'j
end if;
end if;
if (state(12) = '1') then
if (int_clk2_falling = '1') then
if (tx_shift_reg = '0') then
tx_sda_enable <= '1' after t_clk2qj
else
tx_sda_enable <= '0' after t_clk2qj
end ifj
tx_count_en <= '1' after t_clk2q;
next_state(13) <= '1' after t_clk2qj
next_state(O) <= '0';
end if;
end ifj
if (state(13) = '1') then
tx_count_en <= '0' after t_clk2q;
if (int_clk2_rising = '1') then
tx_scl_en~ble <= '0' after t_clk2q;
next_state(14) <= '1' after t_clk2q;
next_state(O) <= '0';
end if;
end if;
if (state(14)

'1') then
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if (scI_in = '1') then
if (tx_count = count_B) then
next_state(15) <= '1' after t_clk2q;
next_state(O) <= '0';
else
tx_shift_en <= '1' after t_clk2q;
next_state(ll) <= '1' after t_clk2q;
next_state(O) <= '0';
end if;
end if;
end if;
if (state(15) = '1') then
if (int_clk2_rising = '1') then
tx_scl_enable <= '1' after t_clk2q;
next_state(16) <= '1' after t_clk2q;
next_state(O) <= '0';
end if;
end if;
if (state(16) = '1') then
if (int_clk2_rising = '1') then
tx_scl_enable <= '0' after t_clk2q;
next_state(17) <= '1' after t_clk2q;
next_state(O) <= '0';
end if;
end if;
if (state(17) = '1') then
if (scI_in = '1') then
if (sda_in = '1') then
tx_no_ack_req <= '1' after t_clk2q;
tx_irq_req <= '1' after t_clk2q;
next_state(10) <= '1' after t_clk2q;
next_state(O) <= '0';
else
tx_ack_req <= '1' after t_clk2q;
tx_irq_rAq <= '1' after t_clk2q;
if (rep_start = '1') then
tx_count_ld <= '1' after t_clk2q;
.next_state(25) <= '1' after t_clk2q;
next_state(O) <= '0';
elsif (tx_mode = '0') and
«last_tx = '0') or
(addr_next_in = '1'» then
load_mode <= data after t_clk2q;
tx_shift_ld <= '1' after t_clk2q;
tx_count_ld <= '1' after t_clk2q;
addr_next_out <= '0' atter t_clk2q;
next_state(11) <= '1' atter t_clk2q;
next_state(O) <= '0';
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elsif Ctx_rnode = '1') then
tx_count_ld <= '1' after t_clk2q;
slave_rx <= '1' after t_clk2q;
next_state(18) <= '1' after t_clk2q;
next_state CO) <= '0';
else
next_state(21) <= '1' after t_clk2q;
next_stateCO) <= '0';
end if;
end if;
end if;
end if;
if Cstate(18) = '1') then
tx_ack_req <= '0' after t_clk2q;
tx_irq_req <= '0' after t_clk2q;
tx_count_ld <= '0' after t_clk2q;
if Cint_clk2_rising = '1') then
tx_scl_enable <= '1' after t_clk2q;
next_state(19) <= '1' after t_clk2q;
next_stateCO) <= '0';
end if;
end if;
if Cstate(19) = '1') then
if Cint_clk2_rising = '1') then
tx_scl_enable <= '0' after t_clk2q;
tx_count_en <= '1' after t_clk2q;
next_state(20) <= '1' after t_clk2q;
next_state(O) <= '0';
end if;
end if;
if Cstate(20) = '1') then
tx_count_en <= '0' after t .. clk2q;
if Cscl_in = '1') then
if Ctx_count = count_9) then
if Csda_in = '0') then
if Crep_start = '1') then
next_state(25) <= '1' after t_clk2q;
next_stateCO) <= '0';
elsif Clast_tx = '1') then
next_state(21) <= '1' after t_clk2q;
next_stateCO) <= '0';
else
tx_count_ld <= '1' after t_clk2q;
next_state(18) <= '1' after t_clk2q;
next_state CO) <= '0';
end if;
else
next_state(21) <= '1' after t_clk2q;
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next_state(O) <= '0';
end if;
else
next_state(18) <= '1' after t_clk2q;
next_state(O) <= '0';
end if;
end if;
end if;
if (state(21) = '1') then
tx_ack_req <= '0' after t_clk2q;
tx_irq_req <= '0' after t_clk2q;
slave_rx <= '0' after t_clk2q;
tx_count_ld <= '0' after t_clk2q;
next_state(22) <= '1' after t_clk2q;
next_state(O) <= '0';
end if;
if (state(22) = '1') then
if (int_clk2_rising = '1') then
tx_scl_enable <= '1' after t_clk2q;
next_state(23) <= '1' after t_clk2q;
next_state(O) <= '0';
end if;
end if;
if (state(23) = '1') then
if (int_clk2_falling = '1') then
tx_sda_enable <= ',1' after t_clk2q;
end if;
if (int_clk2_rising = '1') then
tx_scl_enable <= '0' after t_clk2q;
next_state(24) <= '1' after t_clk2q;
next_state(O) <= '0';
end if;
end if;
if (state(24) = '1') then
if (int_clk2_falling = '1') then
tx_sda_enable <= '0' after t_clk2q;
tx_active_out <= '0' after t_clk2q;
end if;
end if;
if (state(2S) = '1') then
tx_ack_req <= '0' after t_clk2q;
tx_irq_req <= '0' after t_clk2q;
tx_count_ld <= '0' after t_clk2q;
if (int_clk2_rising = '1') then
tx_scl_enable <= '1' after t_clk2q;
next_state(26) <= '1' after t_clk2q;
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next_state(O) <= '0';
end if;
end if;
if (state(26) = '1') then
if (int_clk2_rising = '1') then
tx_scl_enable <= '0' after t_clk2q;
load_mode <= addr_7 after t_clk2q;
tx_shift_ld <= '1' after t_clk2q;
next_state(l) <= '1' after t_clk2q;
next_state(O) <= '0';
end if;
end if;
end process;
tx_state_next:process begin
wait until (clk_40'event and clk_40
'0') or
(reset = '1');
if (reset = '1') then
state <= "100000000000000000000000000" after t_clk2q;
else
state <= next_state after t_clk2q;
end if;
end process;
end first;
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Appendix E-l
XAHPL model of Averaging Network

MODULE:PIX.
EXINPUTS:

XDATA[64]; YDATA[64]; ZDATA[64]; READY;
XSEL; YSEL; ZSEL; C[64]; CLOCK; RESET.
MEMORY:
REG<8>[64]; CNT[8].
EXOUTPUTS: AVEREADY; CGTMEAN; MEAN[64]; ABDIFF[64].
BUSES :
RESULT1[64]; GHIJKMNP[67]; PIXSUMDIVIDEDBY8[64].
CLUNITS:
ADD1[65] <: ADDER{64}.
CLUNITS:
ADD2[65] <: ADDER{64}.
CLUNITS:
ADD3[65] <: ADDER{64}.
CLUNITS:
ADD4[65] <: ADDER{64}.
CLUNITS:
ADD5[66] <: ADDER{65}.
CLUNITS:
ADD6[66] <: ADDER{65}.
CLUNITS:
ADD7[67] <: ADDER{66}.
CLUNITS:
ADD8[64] <: ADDER1{64}.
CLUNITS:
ADD9[64] <: ADDER1{64}.
ASSIGNMENT: 1[\0,0\]; 2[\0,1\]; 3[\1,-\].
BODY SEQUENCE: CLOCK.
1 CNT <= \1,0,0,0,0,0,0,0\;
=>(-READY, READY)/(1,2).
2 CNT <= CNT[7],CNT[0:6];
REG * CNT <= (XDATA ! YDATA ! ZDATA)*(XSEL,YSEL,ZSEL);
=> (CNT[7]&READY,-CNT[7]&READY,-READY) / (3,2,1).
3 AVEREADY=\l\; CGTMEAN = -RESULT1[0];
=>(READY, -READY)/(3,1).
ENDSEQUENCE
CONTROLRESET(RESET)/(l);
GHIJKMNP=ADD7(ADD5(ADD1(REG<0>;REG<1»; ADD2(REG<2>;REG<3»);
ADD6(ADD3(REG<4>;REG<5»; ADD4(REG<6>;REG<7»»;
PIXSUMDIVIDEDBY8 = GHIJKMNP[0:63];
MEAN = PIXSUMDIVIDEDBY8;
RESULT1 = ADD8(C; -PIXSUMDIVIDEDBY8; \1\);
ABDIFF = (RESULT1!ADD9(PIXSUHDIVIDEDBY8;-C;\1\» * (-RESULT1[0],RESULT1[0]).
END.
CLU: ADDER(A; B){N}.
INPUTS: A[N]; B[N].
OUTPUTS: SUM[N+1].
CTERMS: INTER[N].
BODY
SUM[N] = A[N-1]~B[N-1];
INTER[N-1] = A[N-1]&B[N-1];
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FOR I=N-2 TO 0 CONSTRUCT
SUM[I+l] = A[I]~B[I]~INTER[I+l];
INTER[I] = A[I]&B[I] + INTER[I+l]&(A[I]
ROF;
SUM[O] = INTER[O].
END.

~

B[I])

CLU: ADDER1(A; B; CIN){N}.
INPUTS: A[N]; B[N]; CIN.
OUTPUTS: SUM[N].
CTERMS: INTER[N].
BODY
SUM[N-l] = A[N-l]~B[N-l]~CIN;
INTER[N-l] = A[N-l]&B[N-l] + A[N-l]&CIN + B[N-l]&CIN;
FOR I=N-2 TO 0 CONSTRUCT
SUM[I] = A[I]~B[I]~INTER[I+l];
INTER[I] = A[I]&B[I] + INTER[I+l]&(A[I] ~ B[I])
ROF.
END.
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Appendix E-2
VHDL model of Averaging Network (VI)

entity pixave is
port (
signal c
signal xdata
signal ydata
signal zdata
signal clock
signal ready
signal reset
signal xsel
signal ysel
signal zsel
signal mean
signal abdiff
signal cgtmean
signal aveready:
end pixave;

in bit_vector(63
in bit_vector(63
in bit_vector(63
in bit_vector(63
in bit;
in bit;
in bit;
in bit;
in bit;
in bit;
out bit_vector(63
out bit_vector(63
out bit;
out bit) ;

doYnto
doYnto
doynto
doynto

0);
0) ;
0) ;
0) ;

doynto 0);
doynto 0);

architecture behv of pixave is
type s_type is (s1, s2, s3);
signal regO,reg1,reg2,reg3,reg4, reg5,reg6,reg7: bit_vector(63 doynto 0);
signal selected_d: bit_vector(63 doynto 0);
signal cnt : bit_vector(O to 7);
signal tmp1: bit;
signal state: s_type;
signal enO, en1, en2, en3, en4, enS, en6, en7: bit;
begin
process(c,regO,reg1,reg2,reg3,reg4,reg5,reg6,reg7)
variable pixsumdividedbyB: bit_vector(63 downto 0);
variable gh, ij, km, np: bit_vector(64 doynto 0);
variable ghij, kmnp: bit_vector(65 doynto 0);
variable ghijkmnp: bit_vector(66 downto 0);
begin
gh := ('0' & regO) + ('0' & reg1);
ij := ('0' & reg2) + ('0' & reg3);
km := ('0' & reg4) + ('0' & reg5);
np := ('0' & reg6) + ('0' & reg7);
ghij := ('0' & gh) + ('0' & ij);
kmnp := ('0' & km) + ('0' & np);
ghijkmnp := ('0' & ghij) + ('0' & krnnp);
pixsumdividedbyB := ghijkrnnp(66 downto 3);
if (c > pixsumdividedbyB) then
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abdiff <= C - pixsumdividedby8j
tmpl <= 'l'j
else
abdiff <= pixsumdividedby8 - Cj
tmp1 <= '0' j
end ifj
mean <= pixsumdividedby8j
end processj
process begin
wait until (clock'event and clock='O') or reset='l'j
if (reset = '1') then
state <= s1 j
else
state <= s1 j
if (state = sl) then
cnt <= "10000000"j
if (ready = '1') then
state <= s2j
end ifj
end if j
if (state = s2) then
cnt <= cnt(7)&cnt(0 to 6)j
if «cnt(7) and ready) = '1') then
state <= s3j
elsif «not cnt(7) and ready) = '1') then
state <= s2j
end ifj
end ifj
if (state = s3) then
if (ready = '1') then
state <= s3j
end ifj
end ifj
end ifj
end processj
enO
en1
en2
en3
en4
enS
en6
en7

<=
<=
<=
<=
<=
<=
<=
<=

'1 '
'1 '
'1 '
'1 '
'1 '
'1 '
'1 '
'1 '

when
when
when
when
when
when
when
when

(state=s2
(state=s2
(state=s2
(state=s2
(state=s2
(state=s2
(state=s2
(state=s2

and
and
and
and
and
and
and
and

selected_d <= xdata when (xsel
ydata when (ysel
zdata when (zsel
process begin

cnt(O)='l')
cnt(1)='l')
cnt(2)='1')
cnt(3)='1')
cnt(4)='1')
cnt(S)='l')
cnt(6)='1')
cnt(7)='1')

else
else
else
else
else
else
else
else

'0' j
'0' ;
'0' j
'0' ;
'0' ;

'0' j
'0' j
'0' ;

'1') else
'1') else
'1') else X"OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO"j
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wait until clock'event and clock='O';
if (enO = '1') then regO <= selected_d; end if;
end process;
process begin
wait until clock'event and clock='O';
if (enl = '1') then regl <= selected_d; end if;
end process;
process begin
wait until clock'event and clock='O';
if (en2 = '1') then reg2 <= selected_d; end if;
end process;
process begin
wait until clock'event and clock='O';
if (en3 = '1') then reg3 <= selected_d; end if;
end process;
process begin
wait until clock'event and clock='O';
if (en4 = '1') then reg4 <= selected_d; end if;
end process;
process begin
wait until clock'event and clock='O';
if (enS = '1') then regS <= selected_d; end if;
end process;
process begin
wait until clock'event and clock='O';
if (enG = '1') then regG <= selected_d; end if;
end process;
process begin
wait until clock'event and clock='O';
if (en7 = '1') then reg7 <= selected_d; end if;
end process;
aveready <= '1' when (state=s3) else '0';
cgtmean <= tmpl when (state=s3) else '0';
end behv;
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Appendix E-3
VHDL model of Averaging Network (V2)

entity pixave is
port (
signal c
in bit_vector(63 do~nto
signal xdata
in bit_vector(63 do~nto
signal ydata
in bit_vector(63 do~nto
signal zdata
in bit_vector(63 do~nto
signal clock, ready: in bit;
signal reset
: in bit;
signal xsel, ysel, zsel : in bit;
signal mean
out bit_vector(63 do~nto
signal abdiff: out bit_vector(63 do~nto
signal cgtmean
out bit;
signal aveready : out bit);
end pixave;

0);
0);
0);
0);

0);
0);

architecture behv of pixave is
type s_type is (sl, s2, s3);
signal regO,regl,reg2,reg3,reg4, reg5,reg6,reg7: bit_vector(63
signal selected_d: bit_vector(63 do~nto 0);
signal cnt : bit_vector(O to 7);
signal tmpl: bit;
signal state: s_type;
signal enO, enl, en2, en3, en4, en5, en6, en7: bit;
begin
process(c,regO,regl,reg2,reg3,reg4,reg5,reg6,reg7)
variable pixsurndividedbyS: bit_vector(63 do~nto 0);
variable gh, ij: bit_vector(64 do~nto 0);
variable krn, np: bit_vector(64 do~nto 0);
variable ghij, krnnp: bit_vector(65 do~nto 0);
variable ghijkrnnp: bit_vector(66 do~nto 0);
begin
gh := ('0' & regO) + ('0' & regl);
ij .- ('0' & reg2) + ('0' & reg3);
krn := ('0' & reg4) + ('0' & reg5);
np := ('0' & reg6) + ('0' & reg7);
ghij := ('0' & gh) + ('0' & ij);
krnnp := ('0' & krn) + ('0' & np);
ghijkrnnp := ('0' & ghij) + ('0' & krnnp);
pixsurndividedbyS := ghijkrnnp(66 do~nto 3);
if (c > pixsurndividedbyS) then
abdiff <= c - pixsurndividedbyS;
tmpl <= '1';
else

do~nto

0);
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abdiff <= pixsurndividedby8 - c;
tmpl <= '0';
end if;
mean <= pixsurndividedby8;
end process;
process begin
wait until (clock'event and clock='O') or reset='l';
if (reset = '1') then
state <= sl;
else
state <= sl;
if (state = sl) then
cnt <= "10000000";
if (ready = '1') then
state <= s2;
end if;
end if;
if (state = s2) then
cnt <= cnt(7)&cnt(0 to 6);
'1' ) then regO <= selected_d; end if;
if (cnt(O)
if (cnt(l)
'1' ) then regl <= selected_d; end if;
if (cnt(2)
'1' ) then reg2 <= selected_d; end if;
if (cnt(3)
'1' ) then reg3 <= selected_d; end if;
if (cnt(4)
'1' ) then reg4 <= selected_d; end if;
if (cnt(S) = '1' ) then regS <= selected_d; end if;
if (cnt(6) = '1' ) then reg6 <= selected_d; end if;
i f (cnt(7)
'1' ) then reg7 <= selected_d; end if;
if «cnt(7) and ready) = '1' ) then state <= s3;
elsif «not cnt(7) and ready) = '1') then state <= s2;
end if;
end if;
if (state = s3) then
if (ready = '1') then
state <= s3;
end if;
end if;
end if;
end process;
aveready <= '1' when (state=s3) else '0';
cgtmean <= tmpl when (state=s3) else '0';
selected_d <= xdata when (xsel
'1') else
ydata when (ysel = '1') else
zdata when (zsel = '1') else
X"OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO";
end behv;
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Appendix E-4
VHDL model of Averaging Network (V3)

entity pixave is
port (
signal c
in bit_ve'ctor(63 downto 0);
signal xdata
in bit_vector(63 downto 0);
signal ydata
in bit_vector(63 downto 0);
signal zdata
in bit_vector(63 downto 0);
signal clock
in bit;
signal ready
in bit;
signal reset
in bit;
signal xsel,ysel,zsel: in bit;
signal maan
out bit_vector(63 downto 0);
signal abdiff: out bit_vector(63 downto 0);
signal cgtmean : out bit;
signal aveready: out bit);
end pixave;
architecture behv of pixave is
type s_type is (s1, s2, s3);
signal regO,regl,reg2,reg3,reg4, reg5,reg6,reg7: bit_vector(63 downto 0);
signal cnt : bit_vector(O to 7);
signal tmpl: bit;
signal state: s_type;
begin
process(c,regO,regl,reg2,reg3,reg4,reg5,reg6,reg7)
variable pixsumdividedbyB: bit_vector(63 downto 0);
variable gh, ij, km, np: bit_vector(64 downto 0);
variable ghij, kmnp: bit_vector(65 downto 0);
variable ghijkmnp: bit_vector(66 downto 0);
begin
gh .- ('0' & regO) + ('0' & regl);
ij := ('0' & reg2) + ('0' & reg3);
km := ('0' & reg4) + ('0' & reg5);
np := ('0' & reg6) + ('0' & reg7);
ghij := ('0' & gh) + ('0' & ij);
kmnp := ('0' & km) + ('0' & np);
ghijkmnp := ('0' & ghij) + ('0' & kmnp);
pixsumdividedbyB := ghijkmnp(66 downto 3);
if (c > pixsumdividedbyB) then
abdiff <= c - pixsumdividedbyB;
tmpl <= , 1';
else
abdiff <= pixsumdividedbyB - c;
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tmpl <= '0';
end if;
mean <= pixsurndividedby8;
end process;
process begin
wait until (clock'event and clock='O') or reset='l';
if (reset = '1') then
state <= sl;
else
state <= sl;
if (state = sl) then
cnt <= "10000000";
if (ready = '1') then
state <= s2;
end if;
end if;
if (state = s2) then
cnt <= cnt(7)&cnt(0 to 6);
if (cnt(O) = '1') then
if
(xsel
'1') then regO <= xdata;
elsif (ysel = '1') then regO <= ydata;
elsif (zsel = '1') then regO <= zdata;
else regO <= X"OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO"; end if;
end if;
if (cnt(l) = '1') then
if
(xsel = '1') then regl <= xdata;
elsif (ysel = '1') then regl <= ydata;
elsif (zsel = '1') then regl <= zdata;
else regl <= X"OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO"; end if;
end if;
if (cnt(2) = '1') then
if
(xsel = '1') then reg2 <= xdata;
elsif (ysel = '1') then reg2 <= ydata;
elsif (zsel = '1') then reg2 <= zdata;
else reg2 <= X"OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO"; end if;
end if;
if (cnt(3) = '1') then
if
(xsel = '1') then reg3 <= xdata;
elsif (ysel = '1') then reg3 <= ydata;
elsif (zsel = '1') then reg3 <~ zdata;
else reg3 <= X"OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO"; end if;
end if;
if (cnt(4) = '1' ) then
if
(xsel = '1' ) then reg4 <= xdata;
elsif (ysel
'1' ) then reg4 <= ydata;
elsif (zsel = '1' ) then reg4 <= zdata;
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else reg4 <=
end if;

X"OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO"; end if;

if (cnt(S) = '1') then
if
(xsel = '1') then regS <= xdata;
elsif (ysel = '1') then regS <= ydata;
elsif (zsel = '1') then regS <= zdata;
else regS <= X"OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO"; end if;
end if;
if (cnt(6) = '1' ) then
(xsel = '1') then reg6 <= xdata;
if
elsif (ysel = '1') then reg6 <= ydata;
elsif (zsel = '1') then reg6 <= zdata;
else reg6 <= X"OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO"; end if;
end if;
if (cnt(7) = '1') then
if
(xsel = '1') then reg7 <= xdata;
elsif (ysel = '1') then reg7 <= ydata;
elsif (zsel = '1') then reg7 <= zdata;
else reg7 <= X"OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO"; end if;
end if;
if «cnt(7) and ready) = '1') then
state <= s3;
elsif «not cnt(7) and ready) = '1') then
state <= s2;
end if;
end if;
if (state = s3) then
if (ready = '1') then
state <= s3;
end if;
flnd if;
end if;
end process;
aveready <= '1' when (state=s3) else '0' ;
cgtmean <= tmpl when (state=s3) else 'OJ;
end behv;
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Appendix F-l
XAHPL model of Control/Datapath Mix

MODULE:PROCARRAY.
EXINPUTS:YIN[SJ;UIN1[SJ;UIN2[SJ;UIN3[SJ;UIN4[SJ;CLOCK;RESET.
MEMORY:RA1[SJ;RB1[SJ;RA2[SJ;RB2[SJ;RA3[SJ;RB3[SJ;RA4[SJ;RB4[SJ ;CNT[3J.
BUSES:ABUS1[SJ;IBUS1[SJ;ABUS2[SJ;IBUS2[SJ;ABUS3[SJ;IBUS3[SJ;ABUS4[SJ;IBUS4[SJ.
EXOUTPUTS:ZA[SJ;ZB[sJ.
OUTPUTS:WC1;XC1;YC1;WC2;XC2;YC2;WC3;XC3;YC3;WC4;XC4;YC4;IBCR1;IBCU1;IBCR2;
IBCU2;IBCR3;IBCU3;IBCR4;IBCU4.
CLUNITS:ADD1[9J <: ADDER{S}.
CLUNITS:ADD2[9J <: ADDER{S}.
CLUNITS:ADD3[9J <: ADDER{S}.
CLUNITS:ADD4[9J <: ADDER{S}.
CLUNITS:INCRMNT1[sJ <: INCER{S}.
CLUNITS:INCRMNT2[SJ <. INCER{S}.
CLUNITS:INCRMNT3[SJ <: INCER{S}.
CLUNITS: INCRMNT4 [sJ <: DICER{S}.
CLUNITS:INC2[3J <: INCER{3}.
ASSIGNMENT: l[\O,O\J; 2[\O,l\J; 3[\l,O\J; 4[\l,l\J.
BODY SEQUENCE: CLOCK.
1 IBCUl = \1\; IBCU2 = \1\;
IBCU3 = \1\; IBCU4 = \1\;
CNT <= 3$0; =>(2).
2 YC1 = \1\; YC2 = \1\;
YC3 = \1\; YC4 = \1\;
IBCRl = \1\; IBCR2 = \1\;
IBCR3 = \1\; IBCR4 = \1\;
CNT <= INC2(CNT);
=> (-(&/CNT), &/CNT)/(2,3).
3 WCl = \1\; WC2 = \1\;
WC3 = \1\; WC4 = \1\;
IBCRl = \1\; IBCR2 = \1\;
IBCR3 = \1\; IBCR4 = \1\;
CNT <= INC2(CNT);
=> (-(&/CNT), &/CNT)/(3, 4).
XCi = \1\: XC2 = \1\;
XC3 = \1\; XC4 = \1\;
IBCR1 = \1\; IBCR2 = \1\;
IBCR3 = \1\; IBCR4 = \1\;
CNT <= INC2(CNT);
=> (-(&/CNT),&/CNT)/(4,l).
ENDSEQUENCE

4
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CONTROLRESET(RESET)/(i);
ABUSi = (RA3!RA2!YIN) * (WCi,XCi,YCi);
RAi <= ADDi[1:8] (ABUSi;UINi;\O\);
IBUSl = (RA1!UIN1) * (IBCR1,IBCUi);
RBi <= INCRMNTi(IBUSi);
ABUS2 = (RA4!RA3!RB1) * (WC2,XC2,YC2);
RA2 <= ADD2[1:8] (ABUS2;UIN2;\O\);
IBUS2 = (RA2!UIN2) * (IBCR2,IBCU2);
RB2 <= INCRMNT2(IBUS2);
ABUS3 = (RA1!RA4!RB2) * (WC3,XC3,YC3);
RA3 <= ADD3[1:8] (ABUS3;UIN3;\O\);
IBUS3 = (RA3!UIN3) * (IBCR3,IBCU3);
RB3 <= INCRMNT3(IBUS3);
ABUS4 = (RA2!RA1!RB3) * (WC4,XC4,YC4);
RA4 <= ADD4[1:8] (ABUS4;UIN4;\O\);
IBUS4 = (RA4!UIN4) * (IBCR4,IBCU4);
RB4 <= INCRMNT4(IBUS4);
ZA = RA4; ZB
END.

= RB4.
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Appendix F-2
VHDL model of Control/Datapath Mix (VI)

entity proc is
port (
yin, uinl, uin2,
uin3, uin4
in bit_vector(O to 7);
clock, reset: in bit;
za, zb
: out bit_vector(O to 7);
wcl, xcl, yC1, wc2, xc2, yc2, wc3, xc3, yC3, wc4, xc4, yc4,
ibcrl, ibcul, ibcr2, ibcu2, ibcr3, ibcu3, ibcr4, ibcu4 : buffer bit);
end proc;
architecture one of proc is
type
state_type is (sl, s2, s3, s4);
signal state, next_state: state_type;
signal cnt: bit_vector(O to 2);
signal abusl, abus2, abus3, abus4: bit_vector(O to 7);
signal ibusl, ibus2, ibus3, ibus4: bit_vector(O to 7);
signal ral, ra2, ra3, ra4: bit_vector(O to 7);
signal rbl, rb2, rb3, rb4: bit_vector(O to 7);
begin
process (state, cnt)
begin
next_state <= sl;
ibcul <= '0'; ibcu2 <= '0' ; ibcu3 <= '0' ; ibcu4 <= '0' ;
iberl <= '0'; iber2 <= '0' ; iber3 <= '0' ; iber4 <= '0' ;
ycl <= '0'; yc2 <= '0' ; yc3 <= '0' ; yC4 <= '0' ;
wcl <= '0'; wc2 <= '0' ; wc3 <= '0' ; wc4 <= 'a' ;
xcl <= '0'; xc2 <= '0' ; xc3 <= '0' ; xc4 <= '0' ;
case state is
when sl =>
ibcul <= , 1'; ibcu2 <= ' 1'; ibcu3 <= , 1'; ibcu4 <= , 1";
next_state <= s2;
when s2 =>
yel <= '1'; ye2 <= '1'; ye3 <= '1'; ye4 <= '1';
ibcrl <= '1'; ibcr2 <= '1'; ibcr3 <= '1'; ibcr4 <= '1';
if (cnt = "111") then next_state <= s3;
else next_state <= s2; end if;
when s3 =>
wcl <= '1'; wc2 <= '1'; wc3 <= '1'; wc4 <= '1';
ibcrl <= '1'; ibcr2 <= '1'; ibcr3 <= '1'; ibcr4 <= '1';
if (cnt = "111") then next_state <= s4;
else next_state <= s3; end if;
when s4 =>
xcl <= '1'; xc2 <= '1'; xc3 <= '1'; xc4 <= '1';
ibcrl <= '1'; ibcr2 <= '1'; ibcr3 <= '1'; iber4 <= '1';
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if (cnt = "111") then next_state <= sl;
else next_state <= s4; end if;
end case;
end process;
process begin
yait until (clock'event and clock='O') or reset
if (reset = '1') then state <= sl;
else state <= next_state;
end if.;
end process;
process begin
yait until (clock'event and clock='O');
if «state = s2) or (state = s3) or (state = s4»
cnt <= cnt + 1;
end if;
end process;
abusl <= ra3 yhen (Ycl='l') else
ra2 yhen (xcl='l') else
yin yhen (ycl='l') else "00000000";
abus2 <= ra4 yhen (Yc2='l') else
ra3 yhen (xc2='l') else
rbl yhen (yc2='l') else "00000000";
abus3 <= ral yhen (Yc3='l') else
ra4 yhen (xc3='l') else
rb2 yhen (yc3='l') else "00000000";
abus4 <= ra2 yhen (Yc4='l') else
ral yhen (xc4='l') else
rb3 yhen (yc4='l') else "00000000";
ibusl <= ral yhen (ibcrl='l') else
uinl yhen (ibcul='l') else "00000000";
ibus2 <= ra2 yhen (ibcr2='l') else
uin2 yhen (ibcu2='l' ) else "00000000";
ibus3 <= ra3 yhen (ibcr3='l') else
uin3 yhen (ibcu3='l') else "00000000";
ibus4 <= ra4 yhen (ibcr4='l') else
uin4 yhen (ibcu4='l') else "00000000";
process begin
yait until clock'event and clock='O';
ral <= abusl + uinl;
rbl <= ibusl + "00000001";
ra2 <= abus2 + uin2;
rb2 <= ibus2 + "00000001";
ra3 <= abus3 + uin3;
rb3 <= ibus3 + "00000001";
ra4 <= abus4 + uin4;
rb4 <= ibus4 + "00000001";
end process;
za <= ra4; zb <= rb4;
end one;

'1';

then
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Appendix F-3
VHDL model of Control/Datapath Mix (V2)
entity procl is port
yin, uinl, uin2, uin3, uin4
in bit_vector(O to 7);
clock, reset: in bit;
za, zb
: out bit_vector(O to 7);
wcl, xcl, ycl, wc2, xc2, yc2, wc3, xc3, yc3, wc4, xc4, yc4, ibcrl,
ibcul, ibcr2, ibcu2, ibcr3, ibcu3, ibcr4, ibcu4 : buffer bit);
end procl;
architecture one of procl is
type
state_type is (sl, s2, s3, s4);
signal state, next_state: state_type;
signal cnt: bit_vector(O to 2);
signal abusl, abus2, abus3, abus4: bit_vector(O to 7);
signal ibusl, ibus2, ibus3, ibus4: bit_vector(O to 7);
signal ral, ra2, ra3, ra4: bit_vector(O to 7);
signal rbl, rb2, rb3, rb4: bit_vector(O to 7);
begin
process (state, cnt)
begin
next_state <= sl;
ibcul <= '0'; ibcu2 <= '0'; ibcu3 <= '0'; ibcu4 <= '0';
ibcrl <= '0'; ibcr2 <= '0'; ibcr3 <= '0'; ibcr4 <= '0';
ycl <= '0'; yc2 <= '0'; yc3 <= '0'; yc4 <= '0';
wcl <= '0'; wc2 <= '0'; wc3 <= '0'; wc4 <= '0';
xcl <= '0'; xc2 <= '0'; xc3 <= '0'; xc4 <= '0';
case state is
when sl =>
ibcul <= '1'; ibcu2 <= '1'; ibcu3 <= '1'; ibcu4 <= '1';
next_state <= s2;
when s2 =>
ycl <= '1'; yc2 <= '1'; yc3 <= '1'; yc4 <= '1';
ibcrl <= '1'; ibcr2 <= '1'; ibcr3 <= '1'; ibcr4 <= '1';
if (cnt = "111") then next_state <= s3;
else next_state <= s2; end if;
when s3 =>
wcl <= '1'; wc2 <= '1'; wc3 <= '1'; wc4 <= '1';
ibcrl <= '1'; ibcr2 <= '1'; ibcr3 <= '1'; ibcr4 <= '1';
if (cnt = "111") then next_state <= s4;
else next_state <= s3; end if;
when s4 =>
xcl <= '1'; xc2 <= '1'; xc3 <= '1'; xc4 <= '1';
ibcrl <= '1'; ibcr2 <= '1'; ibcr3 <= '1'; ibcr4 <= '1';
if (cnt = "111") then next_state <= s 1 ;
else next_state <= s4; end if;
end case;
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end process;
process begin
wait until (clock'event and clock='O') or reset = '1';
if (reset = '1') then state <= sl;
else state <= next_state; end if;
end process;
process begin
wait until (clock'event and clock='O');
if «state = s2) or (state = s3) or (state
s4» then cnt<=cnt+l; end if;
end process;
process begin
wait until clock'event and clock='O';
if
(wcl='l') then ral <= ra3 + uinl;
elsif (xcl='l') then ral <= ra2 + uinl;
elsif (yc1=' 1') then ral <= yin + uinl ;
else
ral <= uinl;
end if;
if
(wc2='l') then ra2 <= ra4 + uin2;
elsif (xc2='l') then ra2 <= ra3 + uin2;
elsif (yc2='l') then ra2 <= rbl + uin2;
else
ra2 <= uin2;
end if;
(wc3='l') then ra3 <= ral + uin3;
if
elsif (xc3='l') then ra3 <= ra4 + uin3;
elsif (yc3='l') then ra3 <= rb2 + uin3;
else
ra3 <= uin3;
end if;
if
(wc4='l') then ra4 <= ra2 + uin4;
elsif (xc4='l') then ra4 <= ral + uin4;
elsif (yc4='l') then ra4 <= rb3 + uin4;
else
ra4 <= uin4;
end if;
if
(ibcrl='l') then rbl <= ral + "00000001";
elsif (ibcul='l') then rbl <= uinl + "00000001";
else
rbl <= "00000001";
end if;
if
(ibcr2='l') then rb2 <= ra2 + "00000001";
elsif (ibcu2='l') then rb2 <= uin2 + "00000001";
else
rb2 <= "00000001";
end if;
if
(ibcr3='l') then rb3 <= ra3 + "00000001";
elsif (ibcu3='l') then rb3 <= uin3 + "00000001";
else
rb3 <= "00000001";
end if;
if
(ibcr4='l') then rb4 <= ra4 + "00000001";
elsif (ibcu4='l') then rb4 <= uin4 + "00000001";
else
rb4 <= "00000001";
end if;
end process;
za <= ra4; zb <= rb4;
end one;
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Appendix G-l
XAHPL model of Video Sync Generator

CLUNITS
CLUNITS
CLUNITS
CLUNITS
CLUNITS
CLUNITS
CLUNITS
CLUNITS
CLUNITS
CLUNITS
CLUNITS
CLUNITS
CLUNITS
CLUNITS
CLUNITS
CLUNITS
CLUNITS
CLUNITS
CLUNITS
CLUNITS

VIDEO.
TEST; NTSCPAL; VIDEOCLOCK; RESET.
SYNCBITOUT; BURSTGATE; HCOUNT2[12]; SYNCOUT[2].
BUS1[4]; BUS2[4]; CMP1[9]; CMP2[22]; LINETYPE[4];
SYNC[2]; LEQ; LCOND; TMPLONG[12]; T[15].
BGATE; HLONG[2]; LINEEND[12]; LCOUNTER[ll];
PIXELCOUNT[12]; HCOUNT[12].
RNG2 [1] <. RNG{4}.
RNG3 [1] <: RllG{5} .
RNG4[1] <: RNG{11} .
RNG5 [1] <: RNG{11}.
RNG6 [1] <: RNG{l1}.
RNG8[1] <: RNG{4}.
RNG9 [1] <: RNG{4}.
RNG10 [1] <: RNG{11} .
RNG11[1] <: RNG{11}.
RNG12[1] <. R1IG{11}.
RNG13 [1] <: RNG{11} .
RNG14[1] <: RNG{11}.
RNG15 [1] <: RNG{11} .
RNG16 [1] <: RNG{11}.
RNG17[1] <: RNG{11} .
RNG18 [1] <. RNG{11} .
RNG19 [1] <: RNG{11} .
RNG20[1] <: RNG{11} .
RNG21 [1] <: RNG{11}.
RNG22 [1] <: RNG{11} .

CLUNITS
CLUNITS
CLUNITS
CLUNITS
CLUNITS
CLUNITS
CLUNITS
CLUNITS
CLUNITS
CLUNITS
CLUNITS
CLUNITS
CLUNITS
CLUNITS

RNG23[1]
RNG24[1]
RNG25[1]
RNG26 [1]
RNG27 [1]
RNG28 [1]
RNG29 [1]
RNG30[1]
GTO [1]
GTl [1]
GT2[1]
GT3 [1]
GT4[1]
GT5 [1]

MODULE
EXINPUTS
EXOUTPUTS
BUSES
MEMORY

<:
<:
<:
<.
<:
<:
<:
<:
<:
<:
<:
<.
<:
<:

RNG{12}.
RNG{12} .
RNG{12}.
RNG{12}.
RNG{12}.
RNG{12} .
RNG{12}.
RNG{12}.
GT{3}.
GT{11} .
GT{12}.
GT{12}.
GT{12}.
GT{12}.
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CLUNITS
CLUNITS
CLUNITS
CLUNITS
CLutlITS

GT6 [1]
GT7[1]
GT8[1]
GT9 [1]
GT10 [1]

CLUNITS
CLUNITS
CLUNITS

INCl [11] <: INCR{11} .
INC2 [12] <. INCR{12}.
INC3 [12] <: INCR{12}.

CLUNITS
CLUNITS

ADDl [13] <: ADDER{12}.
SUBl [13] <: SUBER{12}.

<:
<:
<.
<.
<:

GT{12} .
GT{12}.
GT{12} .
GT{12}.
GT{12}.

BODY SEQUENCE:VIDEOCLOCK.
1 SYNC = \0,0\ * RESET;
=> (-RESET&TEST, -RESET&-TEST&NTSCPAL,
-RESET&-TEST&-NTSCPAL, RESET) / (2, 6, 10, 1).
2 NODELAY
=> (-LINETYPE[2] & LINETYPE[3],
LINETYPE[2] & -LINETYPE[3],
-(LINETYPE[2] ~ LINETYPE[3]»

/ (3,4, 5).

3 NODELAY
T[O] = GT2(PIXELCOUNT; 12$7) + -(+/PIXELCOUNT);
SYNC = (\1,1\ ! \0,0\) * (T[O],-T[O]);
=> (1).
4 NODELAY
T[l] = GT3(PIXELCOUNT; 12$78) + -(+/PIXELCOUNT);
SYNC = (\1,1\ ! \0,0\) * (T[l],-T[l]);
=> (1).
5 NODELAY
T[2] = GT4(PIXELCOUNT; 12$13) + -(+/PIXELCOUNT);
SYNC = (\1,1\ ! \0,0\) * (T[2],-T[2]);
=> (1).
6 NODELAY
=> (-LINETYPE[2] & LINETYPE[3],
LINETYPE[2] & -LINETYPE[3],
-(LINETYPE[2] ~ LINETYPE[3]»

/ (7, 8, 9).

7 NODELAY
T[3] = GT5(PIXELCOUNT; 12$68) + -(+/PIXELCOUNT);
T[4] = RNG23(12$2; PIXELCOUNT; 12$67);
SYNC = (\1,1\ ! \0,0\ ! \1,0\! \0,1\)*
(T[3], T[4],
(-(+/PIXELCOUNT[0:10])&PIXELCOUNT[11]) +
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(-(+/PIXELCOUNT[0:4])&PIXELCOUNT[5]&-(+/PIXELCOUNT[6:8])&
PIXELCOUNT [9] &-PIXELCOUNT [10]&-PIXELCOUNT [11] ), "68=000001000100"
(-(+/PIXELCOUNT[0:9])&PIXELCOUNT[10]&-PIXELCOUNT[11]) +
(-(+/PIXELCOUNT[0:4])&PIXELCOUNT[5]&-(+/PIXELCOUNT[6:9])&
PIXELCOUNT [10] &PIXELCOUNT [11]) );
"67=000001000011"
=>

(1).

8 NDDELAY
T[5] = GT6(PIXELCOUNT; 12$776) + -(+/PIXELCOUNT);
T[6] = RNG24(12$2; PIXELCOUNT; 12$777);
SYNC = (\1,1\ ! \0,0\ ! \1,0\ ! \0,1\)*
(T[5], T[6],
(-(+/PIXELCDUNT[O:10])&PIXELCDUNT[11]) +
(-PIXELCOUNT[0]&-PIXELCOUNT[1]&PIXELCOUNT[2]& "777=001100001001"
PIXELCOUNT[3]&-(+/PIXELCOUNT[4:7])& PIXELCOUNT[8]&
-PIXELCOUNT[9]&-PIXELCOUNT[10]&PIXELCOUNT[11]),
(-(+/PIXELCDUNT[0:9])&PIXELCDUNT[10]&-PIXELCDUNT[11]) +
(-PIXELCOUNT[0]&-PIXELCOUNT[1]&PIXELCOUNT[2]& "776=001100001000"
PIXELCOUNT[3]&-(+/PIXELCOUNT[4:7])& PIXELCOUNT[8]&
-PIXELCOUNT[9]&-PIXELCOUNT[10]&-PIXELCOUNT[11]»;
=> (1).
9 NODELAY
T[7] = GT7(PIXELCOUNT; 12$137) + -(+/PIXELCDUNT);
T[8] = RNG25(12$2; PIXELCOUNT; 12$136);
SYNC = (\1,1\ ! \0,0\ ! \1,0\ ! \0,1\) *
(T[7], T[8],
(-(+/PIXELCDUNT[0:10])&PIXELCOUNT[11]) +
(-(+/PIXELCOUNT[0:3])&PIXELCOUNT[4]& "137=000010001001"
-(+/PIXELCOUNT[5:7])&
PIXELCOUNT[8] &-PIXELCOUNT [9] &-PIXELCOUNT [10] &PIXELCOUNT [11]),
(-(+/PIXELCOUNT[0:9])&PIXELCDUNT[10]&-PIXELCDUNT[11]) +
(-(+/PIXELCOUNT[0:3])&PIXELCOUNT[4]& "136=000010001000"
-(+/PIXELCOUNT[5:7])&
PIXELCOUNT [8] &-PIXELCOUNT [9] &-PIXELCOUNT [10] &-PIXELCOU NT[11]»;
=> (1).
10 NODELAY
=> (-LINETYPE[2] & LINETYPE[3],
LINETYPE[2] & -LINETYPE[3],
-(LINETYPE[2] ~ LINETYPE[3]»

/ (11, 12, 13).

11 NODELAY
T[9] = GT8(PIXELCOUNT; 12$84) + -(+/PIXELCOUNT);
T[10] = RNG26(12$2; PIXELCOUNT; 12$83);
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SYNC = (\1,1\ ! \0,0\
(T[9J, T[10J,

\1,0\

\0,1\)

*
+
"84=000001010100"

(~(+/PIXELCOUNT[0:10J)&PIXELCOUNT[11J)

(~(+/PIXELCOUNT[0:4J)&PIXELCOUNT[5J&

~PIXELCOUNT[6J& PIXELCOUNT[7J&~PIXELCOUNT[8J&

PIXELCOUNT[9J&

~PIXELCOUNT[10J&~PIXELCOUNT[11J),

+

(~(+/PIXELCOUNT[0:9J)&PIXELCOUNT[10J&~PIXELCOUNT[11J)
(~(+/PIXELCOUNT[0:4J)&PIXELCOUNT[5J&~PIXELCOUNT[6J&
PIXELCOUNT[7J&~PIXELCOUNT[8J&~PIXELCOUNT[9J&

PIXELCOUNT [10J &PIXELCOUNT [llJ» ;

"83=000001010011"

=> (1).

12 NODELAY
T[llJ = GT9(PIXELCOUNT; 12$970) + ~(+/PIXELCOUNT);
T[12J = RNG27(12$2; PIXELCOUNT; 12$969);
SYNC = (\1,1\ ! \0,0\ ! \1,0\ ! \0,1\) *
(T[11J, T[12],
(~( +/PIXELCOUNT[O:

10J )&PIXELCOUNT [11J) + "970=001111001010"

(~PIXELCOUNT[OJ&~PIXELCOUNT[lJ&(&/PIXELCOUNT[2:5J)&
~PIXELCOUNT[6J&~PIXELCOUNT[7J&PIXELCOUNT[8J&~PIXELCOUNT[9J&
PIXELCOUNT[10J&~PIXELCOUNT[11J),
(~(+/PIXELCOUNT[0:9J)&PIXELCOUNT[10J&~PIXELCOUNT[11J)

+

(~PIXELCOUNT[OJ&~PIXELCOUNT[lJ&(&/PIXELCOUNT[2:5J)&
~PIXELCOUNT[61&~PIXELCOUNT[7J&PIXELCOUNT[8J&~PIXELCOUNT[9J&
~PIXELCOUNT [10J &PIXELCOUNT[11J

» ;

"969=001111001001"

=> (1).

13 NODELAY
T[13J = GT10(PIXELCOUNT; 12$169) + ~(+/PIXELCOUNT);
T[14J = RNG28(12$2; PIXELCOUNT; 12$168);
SYNC = (\1,1\ ! \0,0\ ! \1,0\ ! \0,1\) *
(T [13J, T[14J ,
(~(+/PIXELCOUNT[O:

10J )&PIXELCOUNT[l1]) + "169=000010101001"

(~(+/PIXELCOUNT[0:3J)&PIXELCOUNT[4J&~PIXELCOUNT[5J&

PIXELCOUNT[6J&~PIXELCOUNT[7J&PIXELCOUNT[8J&~PIXELCOUNT[9J&
~PIXELCOUNT[10J&PIXELCOUNT[11J),
(~(+/PIXELCOUNT[0:9J)&PIXELCOUNT[10J&~PIXELCOUNT[11J)

+

(~(+/PIXELCOUNT[0:3J)&PIXELCOUNT[4J&~PIXELCOUNT[5J&
PIXELCOUNT[6J&~PIXELCOUNT[7J&PIXELCOUNT[8J&~PIXELCOUNT[9J&
~PIXELCOUNT[10J&~PIXELCOUNT[11J»;

=> (1).

"168=000010101000"
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END SEQUENCE
CONTROLRESET(RESET)/(l);
"------------------

Process linecnt -----------------"

CMP1[0] = ·(+/LCOUNTER[0:7]) &
(·LCOUNTER[8]+·LCOUNTER[9]);
CMP1[1]
·(+/LCOUNTER[0:6]) &
RNG2(4$5; LCOUNTER[7:10]; 4$12);
CMP1[2] = ·(+/LCOUNTER[0:5]) &
RNG3(5$11; LCOUNTER[6:10]; 5$18);
CMP1[3] = ·LCOUNTER[0]&·LCOUNTER[1]&LCOUNTER[2]&
• (+/LCOUNTER[3: 6]) & (&/LCOUNTER[7: 10]);
CMPl [4] = RNG4(11$271; LCOUNTER; 11$278);
CMPl [5] = RNG5(11$277; LCOUNTER; 11$284);
RNG6(11$283; LCOUNTER; 11$289);
CMP1[6]
·LCOUNTER[O] &·LCOUNTER[l] &LCOUNTER [2] &
CMP1[7]
·LCOUNTER [3] &·LCOUNTER[4] &LCOUNTER [5] &
·(+/LCOUNTER[6:9]) & LCOUNTER[10];
CMP1[8] = ·(+/CMP1[0:7]);
BUSl = (4$1
4$1

4$2
4$2

4$1
4$1

4$11
4$5

4$15)

*

"0

to 5"

"6

to 11"

"12 to 17"
"271"
"272 to 277"
"278 to 283"
"284 to 288"

"289"
"OTHERS"

CMP1;

CMP2[0] = ·(+/LCOUNTER[0:7]) &
"0 to 4"
GTO(3$5; LCOUNTER[8:10]);
CMP2[1] = ·(+/LCOUNTER[0:6]) &
"5 to 9"
RNG8(4$4; LCOUNTER[7:10]; 4$10);
CMP2[2]
·(+/LCOUNTER[0:6]) &
"10 to 14"
RNG9(4$9; LCOUNTER[7:10]; 4$15);
"15"
CMP2[3] = ·(+/LCOUNTER[0:6]) & (&/LCOUNTER[7:10]);
"16 to 318"
RNG10(11$15; LCOUNTER; 11$319);
CMP2[4]
·LCOUNTER[O] &·LCOUNTER[l] &LCOUNTER[2] &
CMP2[5]
·LCOUNTER[3] &·LCOUNTER [4] &(&/LCOUNTER [5: 10] ) ;
"319"
CMP2[6] = RNG11(11$319; LCOUNTER; 11$325);
"320 to 324"
"325 to 329"
CMP2[7] = RNG12(11$324j LCOUNTER; 11$330) j
"330 to 333"
RNG13(11$329; LCOUNTER; 11$334);
CMP2[8]
CMP2[9] = ·LCOUNTER[0]&·LCOUNTER[1]&LCOUNTER[2]&
·LCOUNTER[3] &LCOUNTER [4] &·LCOUNTER [5] &
·LCOUNTER[6] & (&/LCOUNTER [7: 9] )&·LCOUNTER[10] ;
"334"
CMP2[10]= RNG14(11$334; LCOUNTERj 11$639) j
"335 to 638"
CMP2[11]= RNG15(11$639j LCOUNTERj 11$645) j
"640 to 644"
CMP2[12]= RNG16(11$644j LCOUNTERj 11$650) j
"645 to 649"
CMP2[13]= RNG17(11$649j LCOUNTERj 11$655) j
"650 to 654"
CMP2[14]= RNG18(11$654j LCOUNTERj 11$960);
"655 to 959"
CMP2[15]= RNG19(11$959j LCOUNTERj 11$965) j
"960 to 964"
CMP2[16]= RNG20(11$964j LCOUNTER; 11$970);
"965 to 969"
CMP2[17]= RNG21(11$969; LCOUNTER; 11$974);
"970 to 973"
CMP2[18]= ·LCOUNTER[0]&(&/LCOUNTER[1:4])&
·(+/LCOUNTER[5:7])&LCOUNTER[8]&
·LCOUNTER[9]&·LCOUNTER[10]j
"974"
CMP2[19]= ·LCOUNTER[0]&(&/LCOUNTER[1:4])&
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-(+/LCOUNTER[5:7])&LCOUNTER[8]&
-LCOUNTER[9]&LCOUNTER[10];
CMP2[20]= RNG22(11$975; LCOUNTER; 11$1279);
CMP2[21]= GT1(LCOUNTER; 11$1278) + "639"
-LCOUNTER[O] &LCOUNTER [1] &-LCOUNTER[2] &
-LCOUNTER[3]&-(+/LCOUNTER[4:10]);
BUS2 = (4$1
4$2
4$15

4$2
4$1
4$1

4$1
4$5
4$2

4$7
4$15
4$1

*

LINETYPE = (BUS1 ! BUS2)

4$15
4$1
4$5

4$7
4$2
4$7

"975"
"976 to 1278"
"OTHERS"
4$1
4$1
4$15

4$3)

*

CMP2;

(NTSCPAL, -NTSCPAL);

,,------------------ Process pixelcnt -----------------"
PIXELCOUNT <R= RESET;
LCOUNTER <R= RESET;
HCOUNT
<R= RESET;
LCOND = NTSCPAL &
"LCOUNTER = 01000011110"
(-LCDUNTER[0]&LCDUNTER[1]&-(+/LCDUNTER[2:5])&
(&/LCOUNTER[6:9])&-LCOUNTER[10]) +
-NTSCPAL &
"LCOUNTER = 10011111111"
(LCDUNTER[O] &-LCDUNTER[l] &-LCDUNTER[2] &
(&/LCDUNTER[3:10]»;
LEQ

= -(+/(PIXELCOUNT

~

LINEEND»;

LCDUNTER * LEQ <= (INC1(LCOUNTER» * (-LCDND);
PIXELCDUNT <= (INC2(PIXELCDUNT» * -LEQ;
TMPLDNG = 10$0,HLONG;
HCDUNT * LEQ <= ADD1[1:12](TMPLDNG; HCOUNT);
,,------------------ Process -----------------"
HLDNG <R= RESET;
LINEEND <R= RESET;
HLDNG <= (2$1 ! 2$2) * (-LINETYPE[l], LINETYPE[l]);
LINEEND <= (12$91 ! 12$909 ! 12$182 ! 12$1819 ! 12$1134
12$2269)
(-LINETYPE[l]& TEST, NTSCPAL&-LINETYPE[l]&-TEST,
LINETYPE[l]& TEST, NTSCPAL& LINETYPE[l]&-TEST,
-NTSCPAL&-LINETYPE[l]&-TEST,
-NTSCPAL& LINETYPE[l]&-TEST);
,,------------------ Process -----------------"
BGATE <R= RESET;
BGATE <= (NTSCPAL &LINETYPE[O] &RNG29 (12$150; PIXELCOUNT; 12$224» +
(-NTSCPAL&LINETYPE[0]&RNG30(12$197; PIXELCOUNT; 12$279»;
BURSTGATE = BGATE;
SYNCDUT = SYNC;
SYNCBITDUT = SYNC[O];
"------------------ Process -----------------"
HCDUNT2 = (INC3(HCDUNT) ! SUB1[1:12] (HCDUNT; 12$3»
END.

*

*

(NTSCPAL, -NTSCPAL).
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1' __________________________________________________________________ "

CLU: RNG(A; VAL; BHN}.
" A < VAL < B "
INPUTS: A[N]; VAL[N]; B[N].
OUTPUTS: INRANGE.
CTERMS: TEMP1[N+l]; TEMP2[N+1].
BODY
TEMP1[N] = \0\;
"VAL < B"
FOR I=N-1 TO 0 CONSTRUCT
TEMP1[I] = B[I]&-VAL[I] + TEMP1[I+1]&(B[I] + -VAL[I])
ROF;
TEMP2[N] = \0\;
"A < VAL"
FOR I=N-1 TO 0 CONSTRUCT
TEMP2[I] = VAL[I]&-A[I] + TEMP2[I+1]&(VAL[I] + -A[I])
ROF;
IN RANGE = TEMP1[0] & TEMP2[0].
END.
CLU: GT(A; B){N}.
" A > B "
INPUTS: A[N]; B[N].
OUTPUTS: AGTB[l].
CTERMS: TEMP[N+1].
BODY
TEMP[N] = \0\;
FOR I=N-l TO 0 CONSTRUCT
TEMP[I] = A[I]&-B[I] + TEMP[I+1]&(A[I] + -B[I])
ROF;
AGTB[O] = TEMP[O].
END.
CLU: INCR(XIN){N}.
INPUTS:XIN[N].
OUTPUTS:INCR[N].
CTERMS:ACCUM[N].
BODY
INCR[N-l] = -XIN[N-l];
ACCUM[N-l] = XIN[N-l];
FOR I = N-2 TO 0 CONSTRUCT
INCR[I] = XIN[I]~ACCUH[I+l];
ACCUM [I] = XIn [I] &ACCUM [1+1]
ROF.
END.
CLU: ADDER(A; B){N}.
INPUTS: A[N]; B[N].
OUTPUTS: SUH[N+1].
CTERMS: INTER[N].
BODY
SUH[N] = A[N-l]~B[N-1];
INTER[N-l] = A[N-l]&B[N-l];
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FOR I=N-2 TO 0 CONSTRUCT
SUM[I+l] = A[I]~B[I]~INTER[I+l];
INTER[I] = A[I]&B[I] + INTER[I+l]&(A[I]
ROF;
SUM[O] = INTER[O].
END.

~

B[I])

CLU: SUBER(A; B){N}.
INPUTS: A[N]; B[N].
OUTPUTS: SUM[N+l].
CTERMS: INTER[N].
BODY
SUM[N] = -(A[N-l]~-B[N-l]);
INTER[N-l] = A[N-1] + -B[N-1];
FOR I=N-2 TO 0 CONSTRUCT
SUM[I+1] = A[I]~-B[I]~INTER[I+1];
INTER[I] = A[I]&-B[I] + INTER[I+1]&A[I] +INTER[I+1]&-B[I]
ROF;
SUM[O] = INTER[O].
END.
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Appendix G-2
VHDL model of Video Sync Generator

LIBRARY ieee;
USE ieee.std_Iogic_1164.all;
ENTITY sync_generator is
PORT
(reset:
video_clock:
NTSC_PAL:
test:
sync_bit_out:
h_count_2:
burst_gate:
sync_out:
END sync_generator;

in
in
in
in
out
out
out
out

std_Iogic;
std_Iogic;
std_Iogic;
std_Iogic;
std_Iogic;
INTEGER range 0 to 4095;
std_Iogic;
std_Iogic_vector(1 doynto 0»;

ARCHITECTURE eX OF sync_generator IS
signal line_type:
signal line_counter:
signal pixel_count:
signal sync:
signal h_count:
INTEGER
signal h_Iong:
INTEGER
signal line_end:
constant
constant
constant
constant
constant
constant
constant
constant
constant
constant
constant
constant
constant
constant
constant
constant
constant
constant
constant
constant

std_Iogic_vector(3
INTEGER range 0 to
INTEGER range 0 to
std_Iogic_vector(1
range 0 to 4095;
range 0 to 2;
INTEGER range 0 to

doynto 0);
2047;
4095;
doynto 0);

3071;

h_sync_NTSC:
INTEGBR:=
135; -4.7uS NTSC
h_sync_PAL:
INTEGER: = 167;
4.7uS PAL
e_sync_NTSC:
INTEGER: =
66; -2.3uS NTSC
e_sync_PAL:
INTEGER: =
82;
2.3uS PAL
v_sync_NTSC:
INTEGER:=
775;
27.08uS NTSC
v_sync_PAL:
INTEGER: = 968;
27.3uS PAL
burst_start_NTSC:
INTEGER:=
151;
5.3uS NTSC
burst_end_NTSC:
INTEGER:=
7.8uS NTSC
223;
burst_start_PAL:
INTEGER:=
198;
5.6uS PAL
burst_end_PAL: INTEGER:=
278; -7.85uS PAL
line_short_NTSC:
INTEGER:=
909;
31.7778uS NTSC
line_short_PAL:
INTEGER:= 1134; -- 32.0uS PAL
line_Iong_NTSC:
INTEGER: = 1819; -- 63.5556uS NTSC
line_Iong_PAL: INTEGER:= 2269;
64.0uS PAL
trame_total_NTSC:
INTEGER:=
542;
total NTSC lines
trame_total_PAL:
INTEGER: = 1279; -- total PAL lines
h_sync_test:
INTEGER: =
13;
e_sync_test:
INTEGER: =
7;
v_sync_test:
78;
INTEGER:=
line_short_test:
INTEGER: = 91;

--

--

---
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INTEGER:=

182;

BEGIN

----------------------------------------------------------------------

--

set up line counter
PROCESS( NTSC_PAL, line_counter ) BEGIN
linecnt:
NTSC
If NTSC_PAL = '1' then
ODD
eq_short
0- 5
6 lines
3.0 long lines
ser_short
6- 11
6 lines
3.0 long lines
eq_short
12- 17
6 lines
3.0 long lines
hS_long
18-270
253 lines 253.0 long lines
hs_short
271
1 line
0.5 long lines
EVEN
eq_short
272-277
6 lines
3.0 long lines
ser_short
278-283
6 lines
3.0 long lines
eq_short
284-288
5 lines
2.5 long lines
eq_long
289
1.0 long lines
1 line
hs_long
290-542
253 lines 253.0 long lines
case line_counter is
short E
when
o to 5 => line_type <= "0001";
when
6 to 11 => line_type <= "0010";
short S
when 12 to 17 => line_type <= "0001";
short E
when 18 to 270 => line_type <= "1111";
long H with burst
when
short H with burst
271 => line_type <= "1011";
when 272 to 277 => line_type <= "0001";
short E
when 278 to 283 => line_type <= "0010";
short S
when 284 to 288 => line_type <= "0001";
short E
when
289 => line_type <= "0101";
long E
when
others => line_type <= "1111";
long H (290-542)
end case;
else
PAL
ODD
eq_short
0- 4
5 lines
2.5 long lines
ser_short
5- 9
2.5 long lines
5 lines
eq_short
10- 14
5 lines
2.5 long lines
hs_long
15-319
305 lines 305.0 long lines
EVEN
eq_short
320-324
5 lines
2.5 long lines
ser_short
325-329
5 lines
2.5 long lines
eq_short
330-333
4 lines
2.0 long lines
eq_long
334
1.0 long lines
1 lines
hs_long
335-638
304 lines 304.0 long lines
hs_short
639
0.5 long lines
1 line
case line_counter is
when
o to
short E
4 => line_type <= "0001";
when
5 to
short S
9 => line_type <= "0010";
when 10 to
short E
14 => line_type <= "0001";
when
long H no burst
15 => line_type <= "0111" ;
when 16 to 318 => line_type <= "1111";
long H with burst
when
319 => line_type <= "0111";
long H no burst
when 320 to 324 => line_type <= "0001";
short E
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329
333
334
638
639

=>
=>
=>
=>
=>

line_type
line_type
line_type
line_type
line_type

<=
<=
<=
<=
<=

"0010"j
"OOOl"j
"0101"j
"llll"j
"OOll"j

short
short
long
long
short

S
E
E
H ilith burst
H
no burst

644
649
654
959
964
969
973
974
975
976 to 1278
others

=>
=>
=>
=>
=>
=>
=>
=>
=>
=>
=>

line_type
line_type
line_type
line_type
line_type
line_type
line_type
line_type
line_type
line_type
line_type

<=
<=
<=
<=
<=
<=
<=
<=
<=
<=
<=

"OOOl"j
"0010"j
"OOOl"j
"llll"j
"OOOl"j
"0010"j
"OOOl"j
"0101"j
"Olll"j
"llll"j
"OOll"j

short
short
short
long
short
short
short
long
long
long
short
burst

E

ilhen 325 to
ilhen 330 to
ilhen
ilhen 335 to
ilhen
when
ilhen
when
ilhen
ilhen
ilhen
ilhen
ilhen
when
ilhen
ilhen

640
645
650
655
960
965
970

to
to
to
to
to
to
to

S
E
H ilith burst
E

S
E

E
H no burst
H ilith burst
H no
(1279)

end casej
end ifj
END PROCESS linecnt;

----------------------------------------------------------------------- counter : pixel counter
pixelcnt: PROCESS( reset, video_clock, test, line_end,
line_counter, NTSC_PAL, h_Iong) BEGIN
if ( reset = '1' ) then
pixel_count <= 0;
line_counter <= OJ
h_count <= OJ
elsif ( video_clock' event and video_clock='l' ) then
if (pixel_count = line_end) then
pixel_count <= 0;
line_counter <= line_counter + lj
h_count <= h_count + h_Iong;
If NTSC_PAL = '1' then
for NTSC
if (line_counter = frame_total_NTSC) then
line_counter <= 0;
end if;
else
for PAL
if (line_counter = frame_total_PAL) then
line_counter <= 0;
end if;
end if;
else pixel_count <= pixel_count + lj
end if;
end if;
END PROCESS pixelcnt;
counter : line increment or
process( reset, video_clock, test, line_type, NTSC_PAL) begin
if ( reset = '1' ) then
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h_long <= 0;
line_end <= line_short_NTSC;
elsif ( video_clock'event and video_clock=' 1 ,
for NTSC
If NTSC_PAL = '1' then
if (line_type(2) = '0') then
h_long <= 1;
if test = '1' then
line_end <= line_short_test;
else
line_end <= line_short_NTSC;
end if;
else
h_long <= 2;
if test = '1' then
line_end <= line_long __ test;
else
line_end <= line_long_NTSC;
end if;
end if;
--- for PAL
else
if (line_type(2) = '0') then
h_long <= 1;
if test = '1' then
line_end <= line_short_test;
else
line_end <= line_short_PAL;
end if;
else
h_long <= 2;
if test = '1' then
line_end <= line_long_test;
else
line_end <=
end if;
end if;
end if;
end if;
end process;

) then

short line
inc. h counter
test mode ?
set line_end for test
set line_end for NTSC
long line
inc. -h counter
test mode ?
set line_end for test
set line_end for NTSC

short line
inc. h counter
test mode?
set line_end for test
set line_end for PAL
long line
inc. h counter
test mode ?
set line_end for test
set line_end for PAL

-- counter : sync cycle
PROCESS( reset, pixel_count, NTSC_PAL, line_type, test) BEGIN
if ( reset = '1' ) then
sync <= "00";
else
if test = '1' then
case line_type(l downto 0) is
when
"01" =>
E
case pixel_count is
when 0 => sync <= "11";
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when 1 => sync <= 1100";
when 2 to e_sync_test =>
=>
when others
end casej
-- V
"10" =>
when
case pixel_count is
when 0 => sync <= "11";
when 1 => sync <= "00";
when 2 to v_sync_test =>
=>
when others
end case;
when others =>
-- H
case pixel_count is
when 0 => sync <= "1111;
when 1 => sync <= "DO";
when 2 to h_sync_test =>
=>
when others
end case;
end case;
elsif NTSC_PAL = '1 ' then
case line_type(l downto 0) is
"01" =>
E
when
case pixel_count is
when 0 => sync <= "11";
=> sync <= "10";
Ilhen
when 2 => sync <= "01";
when 3 to e_sync_NTSC =>

sync <= "00";
sync <= "1111;

sync <= "00";
sync <= "1111;

sync <= "DO";
sync <= "11";

sync <= "DO";

=>
when e_sync_NTSC +
when e_sync_NTSC + 2 =>
=>
when others
end case;
"10" =>
V
when
case pixeL count is
when 0 => sync <= "11";
when 1 => sync <= "10";
when 2 => sync <= "01";
when 3 to v_sync_NTSC =>

sync <= "01";
sync <= "10";
sync <= "11";

=>
when v_sync_NTSC +
when v_sync_NTSC + 2 =>
=>
when others
end case;
when others =>
-- H
case pixel_count is
when 0 => sync <= "11";
=> sync <= "10";
when
when 2 => sync <= "01";
when 3 to h_sync_NTSC =>

sync <= "01";
sync <= "10";
sync <= "1111;

when h_sync_NTSC + 1

sync <= "00";

sync <=

''~O'';

=> sync <= "01";
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when h_sync_NTSC + 2
when others
end case;
end case;

=> sync <= "10";
=> sync <= "11";

else
case line_typeC1 downto 0) is
"01" =>
when
E
case pixel_count is
when 0 => sync <= "11";
when 1 => sync <= "10";
when 2 => sync <= "01";
when 3 to e_sync_PAL => sync <= "00";
when e_sync_PAL + 1 =>
when e_sync_PAL + 2 =>
when others
=>
end case;
when
"10" =>
V
case pixel_count is
when 0 => sync <= "11";
when 1 => sync <= "10 11 ;
when 2 => sync <= "01";
when 3 to v_sync_PAL =>
when v_sync_PAL + 1 =>
when v_sync_PAL + 2 =>
when others
=>
end case;
when others =>
-- H
case pixel_count is
when 0 => sync <= "11";
when 1 => sync <= tll01l;
when 2 => sync <= "01";
when 3 to h_sync_PAL =>
when h_sync_PAL + 1
when h_sync_PAL + 2
when others
end case;
end case;
end if;
end if;
END PROCESS;

sync <= "01";
sync <= "10";
sync <= "11";

sync <= "00";
sync <= "01";
sync <= "lO";
sync <= "11";

sync <= "00";

=> sync <= "01";
=> sync <= "10";
=> sync <= "11";

-- counter : burst gate cycle
process( reset, video_clock) begin
if ( reset = '1' ) then
burst_gate <= '0';
elsif ( video_clock'event and video_clock=' 1 , ) then
if NTSC_PAL = '1' then
case line_type(3) is
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when
'1' =>
-- burst gate
case pixel_count is
when 0 to burst_start_NTSC - 1
burst_gate <= '0';
when burst_start_NTSC to burst_end_NTSC - 1
burst_gate <= '1';
when burst_end_NTSC
burst_gate <= '1';
when others
burst_gate <= '0';
end case;
when others => burst_gate <= '0';
end case;
else
case line_type(3) is
when
'1' =>
-- burst gate
case pixel_count is
when 0 to burst_start_PAL - 1
=>
burst_gate <= '0';
when burst_start_PAL to burst end_PAL -1 =>
burst_gate <= '1';
when burst_end_PAL
=>
burst_gate <= '1';
=>
when others
burst_gate <= '0';
end case;
when others => burst_gate <= '0';
end case;
end if;
end if;
end process;
sync_out <= sync;
sync_bit_out <= sync(l);
process( h_count, NTSC_PAL ) begin
if (NTSC_PAL = '1') then h_count_2 <= h_count+l;
else h_count_2 <= h_count-3;
end if;
end process;
end eX;

=>
=>
=>
=>
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